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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N T O T H E P H Y S I C S O F S E L F - A S S E M B LY

Supramolecular self-assembly is ubiquitous in biology and chemistry. It is a key process
responsible for a wide variety of functions in cells, for example, in the living polymerisation
of actin and microtubules that are essential for cell mechanics. Additionally, the same
process also plays role in neuro-degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.
In materials science, self-assembly finds applications in nano-electronics and molecular
engineering. It is due to this important role that researchers have spent many decades on
understanding the equilibrium properties and polymerisation kinetics of supramolecular
polymers. In this Chapter we review the existing literature on the equilibrium properties
as well as on the kinetics of linear self-assembly. We present the importance and role of
molecular pathways in dictating the kinetics of polymerisation and list the most extensively
studied pathways, especially in the context of homopolymerisation. We also discuss chirality
amplification in terms of the mixing of monomers of oppositely chiral molecules to form
chiral supramolecular copolymers. Finally, we end this Chapter with an outline of the
thesis.
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1.1 general introduction

Supramolecular polymers are self-assembled structures of compounds that are
bonded by non-covalent interactions such as solvophobic, hydrogen-bonding or
π − π stacking interactions. [1–4] Although some non-covalent bonds can have
a bond energy as high as 10− 40 kBT, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T
is the temperature, these bonds are easier to break in comparison to chemical
bonds. Polymers that result from non-covalent interactions are referred to as
“living polymers”; they continuously exchange (bonded) monomers with the free
monomers in the solution, even in thermodynamic equilibrium. For all practical
purposes, in thermodynamic equilibrium, these polymers are known to have
an exponential length distribution that depends on the chemical properties of
the monomer, the solvent, the monomer concentration in the solution and the
temperature. [4] The exponential length distribution is characterised by the mean
length of the polymer, and this can be measured using experimental techniques
including spectroscopy and scattering. [4] The dependence of the mean degree of
polymerisation on the aforementioned parameters allows one to obtain the desired
average length of the polymers.

As the assembly depends strongly on the chemical properties of the monomer
from which the polymer is formed, researchers usually design complex compounds
with a predestined geometry. [5–10] Self-assembly of supramolecular polymer is
also ubiquitous in nature. Protein assembly is the key process for a number of
biological functions, for example, controlling cell mechanics through actin and
microtubules. [11–15] Protein assembly also affects neuro-degenerative diseases,
e.g. Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, and also the formation of viruses. [16–19]

Protein molecules have distinctly complex structure and are highly sensitive to
a number of factors, such as solvent conditions and temperature. Such sensitivity
makes it difficult to understand the link between their structure and function.
The field of supramolecular polymers has nevertheless advanced greatly, because
chemists have been able to construct complex assemblies using relatively simple
molecular components. These advances have often been inspired by biology. [1, 5,
20–27]

Supramolecular self-assembly does not only relate to the assembly of linear
polymeric structures, but can also affect higher order (longer length or time scale)
transitions or processes. [28] For example, self-assembling polymers can align in
response to external fields, surfaces or even spontaneously in liquid-crystalline
phases, as shown in Fig 1. The liquid-crystalline phase in particular is believed
to lead to longer polymers, with potential applications in the field of self-healing
materials, as longer polymers are known to facilitate the process of gelation.
[2, 3, 28–30] Apart from this, supramolecular polymers are intensely investigated
due to their applications in electro-optics [31, 32], drug delivery systems and tissue
engineering. [8, 33, 34] They also inspire researchers to deepen their understanding
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of fundamental chemistry, as they allow for the probing of weak interaction
between molecules and the role of the chemical environment therein. [35–40] It is
this broad range of applications, from biology to chemistry to materials science,
that motivates scientists to acquire a deeper understanding of many aspects of the
process of self-assembly. We draw our inspiration from these practical applications,
and in this thesis aim to investigate the kinetics of self-assembly.

Figure 1: Electron microscopy images of the Tobacco Mosaic Virus protein, showing prefer-
ential alignment of linear aggregates. Image copyright Dennis Kunkel Microscopy,
Inc. (www.denniskunkel.com), reproduced with permission.

1.2 kinetics

Although the equilibrium properties of self-assembled polymers and the role of
external factors affecting self-assembly are well-understood, there remain open
questions about the kinetics. [31, 35, 37, 38, 41–46] Self-assembly kinetics can
be probed using quenching experiments, in which one examines how assembly
responds to a sharp jump in system conditions, such as temperature or concentra-
tion. [45, 47] The most extensively used approach to study the kinetics of linear
self-assembly are the reaction rate models. In the context of worm-like surfactant
micelles, four kinetic pathways were initially proposed: (i) scission and recombi-
nation, (ii) end interchange, (iii) bond interchange and (iv) end evaporation and
addition. These are illustrated in Fig. 2. [48–58] Later, in order to understand the
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difference between the kinetics of different protein assemblies, the primary and
secondary nucleation mechanism were proposed. [59–64, 19, 65–67]

Of these pathways, scission and recombination have been found to be dominant
in experiments concerning micellar rheology. [50, 58] Scission and recombination
allow the length of the polymer to change, while disallowing the exchange of
material between the free monomeric pool and the polymers. Hence, this pathway
is directly responsible for the time evolution of the mean degree of polymerisation.
The end evaporation and addition pathways, on the other hand, along with exchang-
ing monomers also enable polymers to grow or shrink by adding or removing
monomer at the ends. The other two molecular pathways, end interchange and
bond interchange do not influence the number concentration of either polymer or
monomers, and as a result, they cannot relax the length distribution of polymers
to equilibrium. These findings have helped researchers to isolate the role of a
particular pathway in the time evolution of one or more moments of the length
distribution, which are experimentally observable. [52]

In his pioneering work on nucleated end evaporation and addition, Oosawa
obtained quantitative agreement between the predictions of his reaction rate model
and experimental data on actin polymerisation. [15] However, a wide variety of
protein aggregation pathways involve not just one, but a combination, of the
aforementioned pathways, limiting Oosawa’s predictions which consider only end
evaporation and addition. With the aim to understand the polymerisation kinetics
of different kinds of proteins, hybrid pathway models combining end evaporation
and addition, scission and recombination, and primary nucleation, have been
constructed. Such hybrid pathways have multiple time scales that are highly
sensitive to the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, [19] which helps to probe
and understand the role of molecular pathways in the kinetics of self-assembly.
[60–62]

As the polymerisation kinetics strongly depend on the type of molecular path-
ways in action, it is of immense importance that all of the possible pathways are
known and analysed. It is in this spirit that recently a novel molecular pathway
has been proposed based on the experimental observations, that we will refer to as
bulk evaporation and addition. [68] In this pathway, shown in Fig. 3, monomers can
enter on the polymer backbone at any point including the ends, which is a highly
non-intuitive and special case. Many molecules are known to self-assemble faster
than as predicted from the the end evaporation and addition, to explain this, variety
of molecular aggregation pathways have been proposed in literature. [15, 52] At
first glance, the newly proposed pathway also seems to speed up the process
of self-assembly in comparison with standard molecular pathway proposed by
Oosawa. [15] With this motivation, it becomes obvious that we quantify the role of
newly proposed bulk evaporation and addition pathway on the kinetics of polymeri-
sation. Hence, in order to characterise the effect of this newly proposed pathway
and compare it with the already existing molecular pathways in the literature,
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Figure 2: Reaction pathways: (1) scission and recombination; (2) end exchange; (3) end
evaporation and addition; (4) bond interchange.

we theoretically investigate this pathway by employing the reaction rate model
and analytically solving the resulting equations for the polymerised mass and the
mean degree of polymerisation.

Reaction rate models are important for theoretical investigation of polymerisa-
tion kinetics. However, these models introduce a plethora of kinetic parameters
that need to be known to compare the theoretical predictions against experimen-
tal data. [19] Additionally, these models provide limited possibilities to address
the problem of hierarchical self-assembly. This is because the difference in the
length and the time scales of various levels of hierarchical self-assemblies require
different theoretical models. For example, as we discussed in a previous section,
self-assembling polymers can induce their own alignment as they grow. However,
there is no obvious prescription for coupling the reaction rate model for the assem-
bly, with the phenomenological model that describes the dynamics of alignment.
Therefore, a more cohesive approach for describing the physics of self-assembly
is needed. We address this problem in our work, taking inspiration from existing
approaches for liquid crystals and the rheology of micellar solutions. [2]
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Figure 3: Images of a molecule labeled with red and green fluorescent dye, at different
time points. The green channel only makes the green molecule visible and
the red channel shows red molecules. At the initial time t0 the two polymers
are homopolymers, however, as time progresses both polymers show uniform
distribution of red and green labeled molecule along the polymer backbone.
Image reproduced from [68] with permission from Copyright Clearance Center.

As shown in Fig. 4, there are two main types of thermodynamic self-assembly
models: isodesmic and activated assembly. Isodesmic assembly is characterised
by only one energy scale: the bond energy between two monomers. Activated
assembly, however, has two energy scales: the bond energy between two monomers
and a nucleation energy to transform inactive monomers into (active) polymers,
also known as critical nuclei. [1, 3, 19] The activated self-assembly, in the limit
of a very large energy barrier for nucleation of inactive monomers, is known
to resemble a phase transition as shown in Fig. 5. [69] Such an analogy of self-
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assembly with critical phenomena inspires us to describe activated self-assembly
within the framework of Landau theory, a mean-field theory for critical phenomena.
[70] In this thesis, we provide such a phenomenological framework for the kinetics
of self-assembly. Using our theoretical model, we reproduce the most generic
kinetic behaviors investigated in the literature. Our phenomenological model can
be extended to combine self-assembly with alignment or shear thickening by
introducing additional macroscopic dynamic quantities.

Figure 4: Chemical reaction model for supramolecular assembly. K � 1 is the equilibrium
constant for the elongation reactions and Ka and K

′
a those for the conversion

between assembly active and inactive forms of the monomer units. If Ka � 1
and K

′
a � 1, then the nucleated assembly is activated and if K

′
a = Ka this is not

the case. Image reproduced from [3] with permission from Copyright Clearance
Center.

1.3 stochastic self-assembly

As emphasised in the preceding section, proteins responsible for diseases such
as Alzheimer and Parkinsons polymerise reversibly. Proteins responsible for the
mechanics of the cell such as actin and microtubule also self-assemble in a similar
fashion. This enables the use of reaction rate theory to understand the time
evolution of protein aggregation which in turn deepens our understanding of
many neuro-degenerative diseases and cell mechanics. However, the reaction rate
approaches in literature are deterministic and are valid in the thermodynamic
limit, while the number of protein molecules self-assembling at the system size of
a biological cell is relatively small. This results in noise originating from number
fluctuations that dominate the polymerisation process as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore,
to understand the self-assembly inside a cell, thermal noise should be added
to the dynamical equations obtained using reaction rate theory. However, the
form of noise that should be taken into account is generally unknown. This
limits the applicability of typical approaches to study stochastic self-assembly.
Furthermore, given the plethora of molecular pathways that result in highly non-
linear reaction rate equations, it is often difficult to pinpoint the universal and
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Figure 5: Polymerised mass fraction as a function of temperature in equilibrium. The black
squares are experimental data and the the continuous curve is the fit of the analyt-
ical solution obtained from the thermodynamic theory of nucleated self-assembly.
[3] Notice a sharp change of polymerised mass fraction from non-zero to zero at
the polymerisation temperature Tp, in the limit of infinite activation energy. [71]
Image reproduced from [3] with permission from Copyright Clearance Center.

non-universal kinetic features among them. We aim to identify and analyse such
features. However, a lack of an analytical approach has motivated us to address
this problem of stochastic kinetics of self-assembly using computer simulations. In
several other fields, to investigate stochastic reaction rate kinetics, researchers have
employed a stochastic computer simulation method known as the kinetic Monte
Carlo to study the stochastic aspects of the system of interest. [72–74]

The kinetic Monte Carlo simulation method, also known as the Gillespie algo-
rithm, is widely used to study stochastic reaction kinetics. [72, 76–78] Its advantage
lies in the fact that the method is inherently stochastic and hence can accurately
account for stochastic behavior due to thermal fluctuations. In the context of
biological phenomena, due to the small size of the cell, the small number of
molecules chemically reacting experience large number fluctuations. For this rea-
son, the Gillespie algorithm is extremely popular and is the preferred method of
study in the context of biological systems, e.g., in genetic networks and ecological
models. [79, 80] The success of kinetic Monte Carlo methods has also motivated
the investigation of colloidal aggregation that results in similar equations as the
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Figure 6: Typical scattering data for the kinetics of polymerisation of sickle hemoglobin
for low concentration. Each individual trajectory is a separate experiment under
exactly the same condition. However, due to the low concentration of molecules,
the thermal noise dominates resulting into stochastic trajectories. [75] Image
reproduced from [75] with permission from Copyright Clearance Center.

polymerisation reaction schemes. [81] Taking inspiration from the success of the
Gillespie algorithm, we simulate the reaction rate kinetics of self-assembly for a
plethora of molecular pathways. Our aim is to understand the role of the system
size or the number fluctuations in the kinetics of nucleated self-assembly.

1.4 copolymerisation

We divert our attention from the length polydispersity, i.e., a distribution of self-
assembled polymer length, to the aspect of chemical polydispersity. Chemical poly-
dispersity refers to the fact that most of the industrially produced self-assembling
molecular units are not identical in all aspects. For example, the molecular building
blocks of a polymer can have slightly different size, structure, charges and so on.
The physical properties of a polymer comprising monomers of different properties
are (very) sensitive to the type of the monomers and their sequence along the
polymer. Due to this, scientists are driven to investigate chemical polydispersity
and its role in determining the physical properties of the polymer. However, except
in the context of the self-assembling block copolymers and chiral amplification in
supramolecular polymers, chemical polydispersity has received little attention in
other parts of the literature on copolymers. [82–90]
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The strong dependence of physical properties of a copolymer on its chemical
polydispersity provides an additional handle to control the functionalisation of
polymers. To acquire a desired sequence of a copolymer, techniques of templated
assembly or kinetically controlled assembly are used. [91–98] Recently, making
use of oppositely charged compounds, efforts have been made to control states
of copolymer self-assembly using external control such as the pH of the solution.
[99, 100] Depending on the desired properties of the polymer, one or more of these
methods can be used to tune the sequence of interest.

Many supramolecular polymers have one other important aspect, apart from
chemical polydispersity, which is their chirality. Chiral molecules are stereoisomers
of each other, i.e., they are non-superimposable mirror images of each other. Figure
7 shows an example of a chiral molecule. The importance of chirality is well-known
in biology. Amino acids, though having equal probability of acquiring left- or right-
handedness, are predominantly left or right-handed. This makes stereoisomerism
of paramount importance in drug design. [101, 102] In supramolecular structures,
chirality and monomer sequence are known to play a strong role in determining
the physical properties of a polymer. Chirality is also self-amplifying. [103–107]
Mixtures of enantiomeric monomers—monomers that are the same in every aspect
other than their handedness, tend to lead to the formation of supramolecular
structures with a preferred chirality. This means that a racemic mixture containing
nearly equal concentrations of left- and right-handed monomers evolves towards
supramolecular polymers that are predominantly of one handedness. [4, 108, 109]

The process of chirality amplification occurs via two mechanisms: sergeants and
soldiers and majority rules. [42, 44, 110–112] On the one hand, the sergeants and
soldiers mechanism permits a small fraction of chiral “sergeant” molecules to
dominate assemblies consisting of mainly achiral “soldier” molecules to assume a
helical state with preferred handedness. On the other hand, in the majority rules
mechanism, a small imbalance in the concentrations of the enantiomers is required
to convert a nearby racemic mixture into a seemingly pure chiral one. An example
of chirality in a supramolecular structure is shown in Fig. 8.

Here, the theoretical modeling of self-assembled copolymers requires us to
account for the two types of monomer. Successful theoretical predictions have been
made using modified Ising models, which involve a sub-lattice containing two
types of monomers, and another one with two types of chirality. [4, 40, 42, 44, 110–
116] The most important predictions from these theoretical works are “helix
reversal” and “mismatches”, as illustrated in Fig. 9. In the former, a reversal of the
handedness of the helical structure is energetically expensive, and in the case of
the latter, a unit of the “wrong” (less preferred) chirality is embedded along the
polymer backbone of one kind of chirality. These findings have been experimentally
verified. [117]

Although there have been great advances in the study of the equilibrium prop-
erties of copolymers, [1, 4, 116, 118–120] a systematic synthesis of a copolymer
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Figure 7: The amino acids that are chiral have D (left side) or L (right side) isomers, which
are mirror images of each other. The image is for a generic amino acid, where
the R-group determines the specific type of protein amino acid. The image is
obtained from wikipedia and is reproduced here under compliance with their
licensing agreement.

with desired properties requires an understanding of the kinetics of copolymer
formation. This can seen from the fact that the rate equations describing the
copolymerisation process are highly non-linear and may have multiple steady-
state solutions, corresponding to different types of copolymers. However, solving
and analysing these rate equations is not an easy task, even for the simplest as-
sembly pathway end evaporation and addition. This is because, to investigate the
copolymerisation kinetics, we do not only need to know the length distribution,
but also the monomer sequence. Such a sequence dependence of the kinetics
of copolymerisation makes this problem extremely challenging. To bypass the
issue of tracking the entire sequence of all the copolymers in the solution, re-
searchers proposed a “terminal model”, where only the type of the end monomer
is tracked. [121–124] This model has been extensively studied, especially for the
case of irreversible self-assembly, and has proven useful in describing free radical
copolymerisation. [125]

In the case of reversible copolymerisation, theoretical investigations have been
done in the context of chirality amplification. [4, 47, 126, 127, 116] However, even
though the aspect of chirality has been, to a large extent, understood, the mixing of
different types of monomers has, in particular for reversible assembly within the
terminal model, not received a lot of attention. The reason is that the disassembly step
demands additional information about the penultimate monomer, i.e., the second
to last monomer of a copolymer, and this information is absent in the terminal
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Figure 8: AFM image of left and right-handed helical rods, self-assembled in solutions of
achiral bis(merocyanine). [46] Image reproduced from [46] with permission from
Copyright Clearance Center.

Figure 9: Schematic diagram showing helix reverval and mismatch in a supramolecular
polymer.

model. In this thesis, as a step forward in the direction to employ the terminal model
to investigate the phenomenon of chirality amplification, we resolve this issue
related to the disassembly step and focus on mixing kinetics of copolymers. Our
disassembly-step-corrected model, when combined with an additional ingredient
of chirality, can be used to study the kinetics of chirality amplification.

12



1.5 outline of thesis

In this thesis we address the kinetics of nucleated self-assembly. We start with a
phenomenological approach to studying self-assembly of homopolymers with the
aim of extending our model to more general hierarchical self-assembly. Next, we
focus our attention on the effect of system size on the kinetics of self-assembly,
where for mesoscopic system sizes the stochastic effects are extremely important.
Given the importance of molecular pathways in the kinetics of self-assembly in
the context of homopolymers, we then theoretically study the novel pathway, body
evaporation and addition, suggested recently in experiments. [68] In the end, we
broaden the horizon of our research by studying the kinetics of copolymerisation.

The thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we exploit the critical phe-
nomenon nature of nucleated self-assembly to construct a Landau-type free energy
functional. The order parameters for the Landau theory are the fraction of poly-
merised monomeric mass and the degree of polymerisation. We then study the
relaxational dynamics of the order parameters on the constructed free energy land-
scape. Using this approach we obtain the most generic kinetic behavior observed
in experiments of the nucleated self-assembly, e.g., the lag phase, overshoot and
undershoot, and hysteresis. Furthermore, we study these kinetics behaviors and
quantify their dependence on the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of the
model.

With an aim to study stochastic aspects of the self-assembly, especially in the
context of in vivo protein aggregation, in Chapter 3, we study the effect of the
system size on the aggregation kinetics of proteins. Using the method of kinetic
Monte Carlo, we simulate the most well known molecular pathways. We perform
an exhaustive study of the effect of molecular pathways on the stochastic lag phase.
We show that to the dominant order, the time scale associated with the lag phase
is inversely proportional to the system size.

Chapter 4 is devoted to studying the effect of the novel pathway proposed by
Meijer and collaborators, that we will refer to as “bulk evaporation and addition”.
[68] We compare the effect of this pathway with the well known end evaporation
and addition by obtaining the dynamical equations for the principal moments of the
polymer length distribution. We then solve these non-linear dynamical equations
by means of a separation of time scales and asymptotic analysis. By quantifying
the lag phase, we show that the proposed pathway speeds up the assembly process
substantially in comparison to end evaporation and addition.

We further investigate the mixing kinetics of supramolecular copolymers, i.e., the
kinetics of individually equilibrated homopolymers to copolymers when mixed
together, in Chapter 5. We write the rate equations for copolymerisation and
account for monomer removal so as to obey the law of mass action in the long
time limit. We then solve these rate equations numerically and, by defining the
mixing order parameter, study its time evolution. We show that the mixing time
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scale follows power-law behavior, where the power law exponent depends on the
concentration of monomers and the length of the polymer.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude by summarizing the most important results of
the thesis and discuss open questions and possible extensions of models described
in the thesis to account for more complex phenomena in the future.
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2
D Y N A M I C L A N D A U T H E O RY F O R S U P R A M O L E C U L A R
S E L F - A S S E M B LY

1 Although pathway-specific kinetic theories are fundamentally important to describe
and understand reversible polymerisation kinetics, they come in principle at a cost of
having a large number of system-specific parameters. In this chapter, we construct a
dynamical Landau theory to describe the kinetics of activated linear supramolecular self-
assembly, which drastically reduces the number of parameters and still describes most
of the interesting and generic behavior of the system in hand. This phenomenological
approach hinges on the fact that if nucleated, the polymerisation transition resembles a
phase transition. We are able to describe hysteresis, overshooting, undershooting and the
existence of a lag time before polymerisation takes off, and pinpoint the conditions required
for observing these types of phenomenon in the assembly and disassembly kinetics. We
argue that the phenomenological kinetic parameter in our theory is a pathway controller,
i.e., it controls the relative weights of the molecular pathways through which self-assembly
takes place.

1 The contents of this chapter have been published in:
N. S. Tiwari, K. E. Markus and P. P. A. M van Schoot, Dynamic Landau theory for supramolecular
self-assembly. European Physical Journal E : Soft Matter, 38(9):105 (2015)
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2.1 introduction

Supramolecular polymerisation, β−amyloid fibril formation, actin and microtubule
polymerisation all have two features in common: (i) some form of activation and (ii)
reversible elongation.[3, 4, 15, 128] Activation can happen in many different ways,
the most important being conformational switching [129] and a minimum number
of monomers coming together before elongation can take place (nucleation).[15,
130] Generally, the activation constant for the above-mentioned systems is very
small compared to the elongation constant, giving rise to very sharp polymerisation
transition as a function of, e.g., the temperature, concentration, acidity and so on.
This makes the polymerisation transition reminiscent of a phase transition.[69, 131]
Hence, if we keep aside details of the actual activation mechanism and other
system-specific details, we can hope to understand the universal and the most
interesting behavior of many such systems by relying on notions from the statistical
mechanics of phase transitions.[3, 69]

Even though our understanding of the thermodynamics of supramolecular
polymers and the role of activation or nucleation,[31, 38] solvent,[35, 37, 41]
conformational [44, 132] and compositional disorder [43, 133] has made great
advances, much less is known about the kinetics underlying reversible polymeri-
sation processes.[3] The most extensively studied kinetic reaction rate models
were initially set up to describe the equilibration of the length distribution of
worm-like surfactant micelles in response to a temperature jump, and stress relax-
ation under shear flow via the dynamical breakdown and re-growth of polymeric
assemblies.[50] Four kinetic pathways have been identified in this context: (i)
end evaporation and addition,[50] (ii) scission and recombination,[58] (iii) end-
interchange,[57] and (iv) bond-interchange.[57] In principle, one should consider
not a single but a hybrid of pathways,[52] but this is rarely done.[60]

The reaction rate or master equations are invariably highly non-linear integro-
differential equations, some of which elude exact analytical solutions even in
linearised form.[50] Only in some limiting cases asymptotic analytical results have
been obtained for the temporal evolution of the length distribution within the end-
evaporation-and-addition and scission-recombination kinetics applying the rate-
equation approach outside of the linearised regime.[51, 54, 56] Not surprisingly, it
is tempting to obtain closed-form equations for first few moments only, presumably
requiring the assumption that the shape of the probability distribution function
does not change with time. This in turn requires pathways to be tuned in such a
way that it may not be possible to obtain correct thermodynamic equilibrium (e.g.,
by assuming irreversible scission).[60–62]

In this chapter we present as an alternative to the above-mentioned approaches
a phenomenological dynamical Landau theory for activated reversible polymeri-
sation processes that makes use of what is known about the kinetics of phase
transitions. The advantage of this method is that it allows for straightforward
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coupling of the equilibrium polymerisation to other kinds of macroscopic phase
transition, such as phase separation and the spontaneous alignment in liquid
crystalline states [28–30] as well as to flow fields.[134, 135] The coupling is straight-
foward because all the phenomena (polymerisation, phase ordering of various
kind) can be treated on an equal footing in terms of appropriate order parame-
ters. The aim of our work is not-to replace reaction rate theories but to provide
an alternative formalism to describe polymerization kinetics, one that allows us
in principle to couple the polymerization transition to other hierarchical phase
transitions.

Our theory is able to describe kinetic phenomena like hysteresis, overshooting,
undershooting and the existence of a lag time, yet has only a single kinetic
parameter. We argue that this parameter controls in some sense the relevant
weights of different molecular pathways implicit in the theory. We find that our
theoretical predictions are in qualitative agreement with experimental observations
on the assembly kinetics of β−amyloids, at least if we renormalize the theory with
an appropriate time scale.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we con-
struct a thermodynamically consistent Landau free energy involving two relevant
non-conserved order parameters, representing two moments of the full distri-
bution function, and then use that to construct our dynamical equations.[136]
The two moments we focus attention on are the polymer fraction and degree
of polymerisation. We ignore any spatial variation and presume the system is
well mixed at all times. Our two nonlinear differential equations describing the
temporal evolution of the two order parameters in essence depend on only two
dimensionless groups. One, the mass action variable describes the strength of the
thermodynamic driving force towards polymerisation and the other, the pathway
controller variable, selects the relaxation pathway. In section 2.3, we solve the lin-
earised version of these equations and investigate transient phenomena known as
“overshooting” and “undershooting”. The former has been observed in nucleated
self-assembling polymer solutions of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) coat protein
[137] and of actin.[138] We analyse the delayed response before assembly takes
off, an observable studied extensively in different types of system, in section 2.4.
There, we solve our nonlinear evolution equation using the method of “Matched
Asymptotic Expansion” (MAE) and obtain, in analytical form, the lag time as a
function of the relevant mass action variable and the initial conditions. In section
2.5, we provide an interpretation for our pathway control variable. We also discuss
the phenomenon of temporal hysteresis and match our analytical results with
experimental data for β−amyloid fibril assembly and obtain excellent agreement
if we allow for an offset. We end this paper with a summary and conclusion in
section 2.6.
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2.2 landau free energy function and dynamical equations

Our problem of interest is activated polymerisation in dilute yet well-mixed
solution. This implies that we consider two basic components: assembly active
polymers and assembly inactive monomers. Inactive monomers have to acquire a
high-energy, activated state to be able to polymerize. Activated monomers convert
inactive into active ones upon binding. If the latter does not require any free energy
input, this is known as “autosteric” or “auto-catalytic” binding.[1, 3] If it does
require a free energy input, we have conventional activated polymerisation.[139,
140] Both types of polymerisation turn out to obey the same statistics, i.e., the mass
action models that describe these statistics are equivalent.[3]

We arbitrarily choose the autosteric model. In it, the free-energy difference
between active and inactive states is ∆ fa ≥ 0, and the free-energy gain upon
bonding is ∆ fe ≤ 0. Let φ be the overall concentration (mass fraction) of monomers
in the solution. If we now invoke the law of mass action and assume that the
free monomers, the dimers, the trimers, etc., do not mutually interact, we obtain
for the active polymers an exponential distribution with an average degree of
polymerisation that we denote N̄a. A fraction f of the material is in the polymerised,
i.e., active state. The overall mean aggregation number, including active and
inactive species, we denote N̄. Under conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium,
one can show that [1]

f =
N̄a(N̄a − 1)Ka

X
, (2.2.1)

where N̄a obeys an equation of state given by

X = 1− N̄−1
a + KaN̄a(N̄a − 1). (2.2.2)

Here, X ≡ φ exp (−∆ fe/kBT) is our mass-action variable and Ka ≡ exp (−∆ fa/kBT)
the activation constant, where, kBT denotes the thermal energy with kB Boltz-
mann’s constant and T the absolute temperature. Note that the total mean de-
gree of polymerisation averaged over active and inactive species obeys N̄ =(
1 + KaN̄2

a
)
/(1 + KaN̄a).

From Eq. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we deduce that f = (X − 1 + N̄−1
a )/X. If we demand

that Ka → 0 and X ≥ 1 + Ka, then f ∼ 1− X−1 + X−1
√

Ka(X− 1)−1 ∼ 1− X−1 +
O(K1/2

a ). So, indeed, the polymerisation transition becomes infinitely sharp in the
limit Ka → 0, with

f ∼

0 for X ≤ 1,

1− X−1 for X ≥ 1.
(2.2.3)
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It is straightforward to show that in this limit the heat capacity exhibits a jump at
the polymerisation point X = 1, as to be expected from mean-field arguments.[141,
4] The limit Ka → 0 is sensible because experimental values are typically 10−2 −
10−5.[142, 38, 35] For detailed thermodynamic theory of self-assembly we refer to
Appendix 2.A.

Now that we have convinced ourselves that the polymerisation transition resem-
bles a phase transition,[69, 141] we may attempt to describe it by constructing a
Landau free energy that will become a starting point of a dynamical theory. We
recall that there are two types of distribution: an exponential size distribution of
active polymers and a distribution over active and inactive material. This implies
that we should be able to describe the thermodynamics of activated polymerisation
with only two order parameters, one representing the fraction of polymerised
material f and the other describing the mean aggregation number of active mate-
rial N̄a. From Eqs. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we conclude that whilst f is critical in the limit
Ka → 0, N̄a is not. In this limit f is non-zero only if X > 1 yet N̄a > 1 for all X > 0.
Indeed, from Eq. 2.2.2 we find that at X = 1, N̄a = K−1/3

a � 1 if Ka � 1. Hence,
only f exhibits a sharp transition at the polymerisation point.[3]

Parenthetically we note that for N̄a � 1, Eq. 2.2.1 suggests that f X ∼ KaN̄2
a and

it seems therefore that as f becomes critical, so does N̄a. However, because we are
interested in the limit Ka → 0, the product KaN̄2

a going to zero does not mean that
N̄a also goes to zero or even to unity as we have just seen. Hence, it makes sense
not to use N̄a as order parameter but instead a quantity proportional to KaN̄2

a .
In this case both order parameters are zero below the critical point X = 1, and
non-zero and finite above it even in the limit Ka → 0.

It is important to point out in this context that our statistical mechanical model is
identical to the Tobolsky-Eisenberg model for (spontaneous) sulfur polymerization,
which is an example of activated equilibrium polymerization.[131] Wheeler and
Pfeuty[69] have shown that a magnetic spin lattice model, the so-called n-vector
model, becomes equivalent to the Tobolsky-Eisenberg theory in the limit n → 0.
In that model, the spin-spin coupling constant corresponds to our elongation
constant Ke, whereas the magnetic field strength maps onto the activation constant
Ka. Wheeler and Pfeuty show that in their prescription the number concentration
of polymers depends linearly on the external field. Hence, in the limit of zero
magnetic field, the number concentration of polymers tends to zero. A vanishing
number concentration of polymer chains has to accommodate a finite polymerized
mass, giving rise to a diverging mean degree of polymerization above the critical
point. This confirms that it is not sensible to use N̄a as an order parameter in the
limit Ka → 0.

It follows that a sensible Landau free energy describing nucleated polymerisa-
tion must involve two coupled order parameters. In a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium, this free energy should retrieve Eq. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 or 2.2.1 and 2.2.3,
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which are equivalent in the appropriate limit Ka → 0. To stay within the philos-
ophy of Landau theory we opt for the latter, because it allows us to invoke the
relevant control variable, X, and let it play a role similar to temperature. The mass
action variable X = φ exp (−∆ fe/kBT) depends on the solution conditions, that is,
the concentration φ, the temperature T and, depending on the type of system, on
the solvent, the acidity and the salinity that (apart from temperature) control the
binding free energy ∆ fe.

As we have seen, the polymer fraction 0 ≤ f ≤ 1 shows a sharp continuous
transition, which is a signature of a second order phase transition, requiring
a Landau free energy function consisting of even powers of the corresponding
order parameter. To satisfy two essential properties of the theory, i.e., a second-
order-like transition and non-negativity of polymer fraction f , we select this order
parameter to be

√
f instead of f . Hence, we denote our first order parameter

as S1 =
√

f , giving us the first two terms in our free energy (per particle) as
−(X−1

p − X−1)S2
1 + S4

1, in accordance with the requirements of the free energy for
the second order phase transition, and showing a transition at X = Xp ≡ 1, Xp.
Xp is transition point of the control variable X, even though minimizing this free
energy does not quite produce Eq. 2.2.3 yet as it is off by a factor of two. This, we
fix below.

Apart from the critical order parameter S1 that is related to the fraction of
active material f , we have to introduce another order parameter, S2, that somehow
describes the degree of polymerisation of the active material, N̄a, and that is a
proper order parameter. As already suggested, an in this context natural order
parameter would be S2 = N̄a(N̄a − 1)Ka/X, which is also critical but which in our
model is enslaved by S1. See Eq. 2.2.1.

This suggests a contribution to the free energy density a term proportional to S2
2,

and a coupling term that establishes the enslavement of S2 to S1. We have to keep
in mind that in equilibrium we have to obey Eq. 2.2.1. This we manage by adding
to our free energy the terms (1/2)S2

2 − S2
1S2. The introduction of the coupling term

S2
1S2 ensures that we automatically obey Eq. 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 in equilibrium, that is,

if we minimize the free energy with respect to S1 and S2.
In conclusion, we obtain the following free energy per solute molecule F that

obeys,

F
kBT

= −(1− X−1)S2
1 + S4

1 +
1
2

S2
2 − S2

1S2, (2.2.4)

and that meets all requirements. As usual kBT denotes the thermal energy. As
another thermodynamic consistency check, we calculate the specific heat using
this free energy. It turns out to be consistent with that obtained invoking the law
of mass action (or the equivalent microscopic thermodynamic theory).[141] We
refer to Appendix 2.B for details. We do not invoke any spatial gradient terms in
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our free energy, because we focus attention on dilute solutions. This implies that
the only interactions that we allow are those that give rise to the polymer assembly
and disassembly, and these are highly local in space.

Now that we have defined our free energy landscape, we can build on that
our dynamical theory. Using the appropriate description for non-conserved order
parameters (model A),[136] we set

∂S1

∂t
= −Γ1

∂F/kBT
∂S1

∂S2

∂t
= −Γ2

∂F/kBT
∂S2

, (2.2.5)

with Γ1 and Γ2 phenomenological relaxation rates for our order parameters S1
and S2. In line with common practice, and in the absence of a clear microscopic
interpretation, we presume these relaxation rates to be independent of the order
parameters. As we shall see, this simplification will prove sufficient to produce all
known dynamical behaviors of supramolecular assembly, including a lag phase,
overshoots and hysteresis. Note that even in the absence of cross coefficient terms
in our dynamical equations Eq.2.2.5, the presence of S2

1S2 term in our free energy
does give rise to the coupling between the temporal evolution of the two order
parameters.[136] The absence of noise in our dynamical equations will be discussed
below.

The resulting dynamical equations now read

∂S1

∂τ
= 2(1− X−1)S1 + 2S1S2 − 4S3

1, (2.2.6)

∂S2

∂τ
= γ(S2

1 − S2), (2.2.7)

where we introduced a dimensionless time, τ ≡ Γ1t, and the ratio of relaxation
rates γ ≡ Γ1/Γ2 that will prove to be our kinetic pathway controller. In principle,
this could point towards a microscopic interpretation of the kinetic parameters
and a possible evaluation of whether, and if so, how, they should depend on the
order parameters. We leave this for future work.

Superficially, this set of coupled dynamical equations looks very simple. How-
ever, their highly non-linear character heralds not only a complex dynamical
behavior but also difficulty in dealing with them analytically. This is well-known
in the field of dynamical Landau theory.[136] In our case the non-linear character
of the governing equations can be reduced somewhat by a simple transforma-
tion: f ≡ S2

1 and N̂a ≡ KaN̄a(N̄a − 1) ≡ S2X. Here, f is as before the fraction of
polymerised material, and N̂a is a measure for the degree of polymerisation of
the active material that from now on we call the renormalised active degree of
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polymerisation or renormalised mean polymer length. Inserting this into Eq. 2.2.6
and 2.2.7, we obtain

∂ f (τ)
∂τ

= 4(1− 1
X

) f (τ) + 4 f (τ)
N̂a(τ)

X
− 8 f (τ)2, (2.2.8)

∂N̂a(τ)
∂τ

= γ f (τ)− γ

X
N̂a(τ). (2.2.9)

Note that if we solve the above set of dynamical equations with the initial con-
dition f (0) = 0, they will not evolve towards the correct equilibrium point, i.e.,
the minimum of the free energy. This is to be expected, as our theory is a dy-
namical mean-field theory, implying that if the starting point is a maximum
free energy state, the order parameters will not evolve in the absence of fluctu-
ations. In the present study, we choose not to include noise and hence focus on
“seeded polymerization”.[143] Arguably, this is not a huge drawback. First, noise
is customarily ignored in standard reaction rate theoretical approaches and our
aim is to connect with that kind of theory. Second, fixing the amplitudes of the
noise terms is highly non-trivial not least because there is no equivalence of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem for these two order parameters to fall back on.

Finally, notice that the highest order non-linear term in Eq. 2.2.8 is now quadratic
rather than cubic as is the case in Eq. 2.2.6, and the quadratic term in Eq. 2.2.7
becomes linear in Eq. 2.2.9. This makes a linear analysis more accurate. As we shall
show in the next section, even at the linearised level our governing equations give
rise to the interesting transient phenomena of overshooting and undershooting.

2.3 overshoot and undershoot

An exact analytical solution of our set of governing dynamical equations, Eq. 2.2.8
and 2.2.9, has evaded us. A numerical evaluation of Eq. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 in Fig.
10 shows that if we perturb the fraction of polymerised material and/or their
mean aggregation number away from their equilibrium values, these quantities do
not necessarily relax in a simple exponential fashion, but can exhibit a transient
response of non-monotonic growth or decay before approaching equilibrium.
There are two types of non-monotonic relaxation that we call overshooting and
undershooting.[137] What this means precisely, will become clear below. Note that
overshooting of the polymerised fraction has been observed in actin assembly,[138]
and that of the active degree of polymerisation in Tobacco Mosaic Virus coat
protein assembly.[137] We have not been able to find examples of undershooting;
most experimental studies focus on assembly rather than disassembly.

Interestingly, overshooting and undershooting present themselves to us even in
a linearised version of the governing equations, which we can solve exactly. The
analytical solution allows us to demarcate different kinetic regimes dominated by
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overshooting, undershooting and simple exponential relaxation for both quantities
f and N̂a. To linearize Eqs. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 we write f (τ) = f (∞) + δ f (τ) and
N̂a(τ) = N̂a(∞) + δN̂a(τ). Here, f (∞) and N̂a(∞) are the respective equilibrium
values for time τ going to infinity, and δ f (τ) and δN̂a(τ) are the perturbations
away from equilibrium, starting at zero time, τ = 0. The solutions to our linearised
version of our dynamical equations read

δ f (τ) = A1e−λ1τ + B1e−λ2τ , (2.3.1)

and

δN̂a(τ) = A2e−λ1τ + B2e−λ2τ . (2.3.2)

These solutions are linear combination of eigenmodes with principal relaxation
rates (the eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix),

λ1 = −8− 8X− γ− κ

2X
, (2.3.3)

and

λ2 = −8− 8X− γ + κ

2X
. (2.3.4)

The amplitudes A1, B1 and A2, B2 of the corresponding eigenmodes are,

A1 =
δ f (0) (κ + 8X− γ− 8)− 8(1− X−1)δN̂a(0)

2κ
,

B1 =
δ f (0) (κ − 8X + γ + 8) + 8(1− X−1)δN̂a(0)

2κ
, (2.3.5)

and

A2 =
(κ − 8X + γ + 8) δN̂a(0)− 2γδ f (0)X

2κ
,

B2 =
(κ + 8X− γ− 8) δN̂a(0) + 2γδ f (0)X

2κ
. (2.3.6)

Here, κ ≡
√

γ2 + 64(X− 1)2. Notice that these solutions are meaningful for only
X > 1, because we cannot perform a perturbation theory for X ≤ 1 as the equilib-
rium solution in this case is f (∞) = 0. Also note that the other limit X → ∞ is not
meaningful either, as in the linearised version of our dynamical equations, 2.2.8 and
2.2.9, the equilibrium conditions are, δ f (∞) = N̂a(∞)/2X and δ f (∞) = N̂a(∞)/X.
Both these equilibrium conditions are true if and only if δ f (∞) = δN̂a(∞) = 0,
for any finite value of X. But in the limit X → ∞, the equilibrium solution,
(δ f (∞), δN̂a(∞)) = (0, 0), becomes unstable.
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Figure 10: (a) Polymer fraction f vs dimensionless time τ (left), and the quantity N̂a =
KaN̄2

a , with Ka the activation constant and N̄a the mean degree of polymerisation
of the active matter, as a function of dimensionless time τ (right). Curves
shown are for the initial conditions f (0) = 0.55, 0.4, 0.3 and N̂a(0) = 1.5, 0.2, 0.5,
respectively, indicated in blue, purple and yellow. (b) Similar curves for initial
conditions f (0) = 0.4, 0.6, 0.3 and N̂a(0) = 0.98, 1.05, 0.5, again blue, purple and
yellow. For all figures we set the mass action variable at the value of X = 2 and
the pathway controller at a value of γ = 10. See the main text for an explanation
of these parameters. Given in the insets are the percentage differences (errors)
of f and N̂a between linearised theory and numerical calculation.

Fig. 10 shows that both numerical and linear solutions point at the existence
of overshooting, undershooting and exponential monotonic relaxation. We never
find overshooting and undershooting in both observables. What kind of response
and in what variable we find the different types of response depends entirely on
the initial conditions, i.e., on the values that our two order parameters have at
time zero. The demarcation between different types of behavior we can evaluate
using the linearised theory. For this purpose, we define the (dimensionless) time of
transient response, τtr, as the time at which the quantity showing a non-monotonic
transient response is at its extremum. From Eq. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 we deduce that

τtr
f =

1
λ1 − λ2

ln
(
−A1λ1

B1λ2

)
, (2.3.7)
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δ f (0) > 0 δ f (0) < 0
transient response in f

δN̂a(0) > 0 δN̂a(0) ≥ 2Xδ f (0) δN̂a(0) > κ−
δN̂a(0) < 0 δN̂a(0) < κ+

2 δN̂a(0) ≤ 2Xδ f (0)
transient response in N̂a

δN̂a(0) > 0 δN̂a(0) ≤ Xδ f (0) δN̂a(0) < κ−
δN̂a(0) < 0 δN̂a(0) > κ+ δN̂a(0) ≥ Xδ f (0)

monotonic response in both f and N̂a

δN̂a(0) > 0 Xδ f (0) < δN̂a(0) < 2Xδ f (0) no monotonic response
δN̂a(0) < 0 no monotonic response 2Xδ f (0) < δN̂a(0) < Xδ f (0)

Table 1: Initial condition regimes showing transient response or monotonic response for the
polymer fraction f and N̂a ≡ KaN̄2

a , where Ka and N̄a are the activation constant
and the mean degree of polymerisation. The quantities, δ f and δN̄a, indicate
perturbation around equilibrium at time zero.

and

τtr
N̂a

=
1

λ1 − λ2
ln
(
−A2λ1

B2λ2

)
, (2.3.8)

where τtr
f and τtr

N̂a
are the transient response times for the quantities f and N̂a,

respectively. For a non-monotonic transient response to exist, these transient times
must be real and positive, which can be evaluated using Eq. 2.3.3 through 2.3.7.
The transient times cannot be zero for the solutions obtained from a linear analysis
because of the absence of any sigmoidal response at that level of approximation.
As overshooting and undershooting can occur in both f and N̂a, but never in
both, this gives rise to four sets of initial conditions for each type of the transient
response. We tabulate these in Table 1, for positive and negative perturbation
around the equilibrium values, and notice that the demarcation of the various
regimes depend on both X and γ, so on thermodynamics and kinetics.

Table 1 only tells us whether or not there is a transient response in f or N̂a,
dependent on the initial conditions. It does not tell us the nature of the transient
response. In principle, we can deduce this by calculating the curvature of the
quantity showing transient response at the point of the extremum, that is, by
calculating the second derivative of f and N̂a with respect to time. Conditions that
we derive from the second-derivative test turn out to be extremely complicated
expressions, and hence we use a simpler method to find what kind of transient
response our order parameters show. It hinges on evaluating the slope of f and N̂a
at zero time and connecting that to the expected response from Table 1. For instance,
if conditions are such that f shows transient behavior and if the slope at zero
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time is negative (positive) then we know that we are dealing with undershooting
(overshooting).

Fig. 11 shows how the initial conditions dictate whether we have overshoot-
ing, undershooting or monotonic relaxation. Although this “phase diagram” is
inferred from a linear analysis, it gives us information as to when overshooting or
undershooting will occur for a specified set of parameters. The nonlinear terms
in our dynamical equations modifies the extent of overshoot or undershoot and
magnitude of transient time τtr, and also slightly deform the boundaries separat-
ing various transient responses in Fig. 11 away from the equilibrium point. The
phase diagram shows that one cannot, as already advertised, have non-monotonic
response in both quantities f and N̂a, a fact that can be inferred from Table 1 also.
Indeed, Table 1 is exhaustive in describing all regimes of initial conditions that are
mutually exclusive among the three different kinds of response.

We can qualitatively understand the transient response of our order parameters
from the dynamical equations, 2.2.8 and 2.2.9, and the equalities obtained from
minimizing the free energy yielding the equalities, 1) N̂a = 1− X + 2X f and 2)
N̂a = X f , which we may call local equilibrium conditions. As shown in Fig. 11,
if the initial conditions are such that the system starts in the region between the
local equilibrium conditions then no transient response is observed. If we start
with initial conditions away from the equilibrium point, the system first transiently
evolves towards either condition 1 or 2, depending on the initial conditions and
once that has been accomplished, both the order parameters simultaneously decay
to satisfy Eq. 2.2.3. In the process of f following N̂a, or vice versa depending on the
initial conditions and the value of pathway controller, our order parameters show
overshoot, undershoot or monotonic response. This implies that the only transition
that is sensitive to the value of γ, is that between undershoot and overshoot.

Obviously, it would be very useful to have a physical interpretation for the
existence of the various regimes shown in Table 1 and in Fig. 11. For instance,
the question arises what plausible mechanism causes overshooting to occur in the
polymerised fraction. This occurs, as per Table 1, under conditions where the initial
mean degree of polymerisation of active material is large and the polymerised
fraction is much smaller compared to its equilibrium value. In that case, assembly
starts with very few but very long filaments. These filaments can efficiently tend
to equilibrium by breaking, and in the process create new nucleation centers. The
number of segments a filaments has broken into depends on two factors: (1) length
of the polymer and (2) probability of breaking of bonds (which in principle is also
a function of length of the polymer). If a large polymer has been broken into a
number of nucleation centers greater than the equilibrium number of polymers,
then each newly created nucleation center extends towards the equilibrium length.
This in turn causes the amount of polymerised material to be more than the
equilibrium value and hence leads to the disintegration of some of the polymers
in the end to satisfy the law of mass action. This is what we indeed observe as
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Figure 11: “Phase diagram" showing the linear response of polymer fraction f and N̂a ≡
KaN̄2

a as a function of their initial conditions. Different regions correspond to
different kinds of transient kinetic responses. a) X = 1.5 and γ = 2, b) X = 1.5
and γ = 10
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an overshoot in the polymerised fraction, which first increases to a value greater
than equilibrium value and then decays towards equilibrium. We conclude that
the overshoot in f is directly connected with polymers being able to fragment by
random scission.

Fig. 11 shows that conditions where overshoot happens depend quite strongly on
the values of γ, our kinetic parameter. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 12, where
we show results obtained by numerically integrating our dynamical equations
for different values of the parameter γ. For large enough γ, any transients in f
disappear completely. This suggests γ regulates how prevalent scission is in the
kinetic pathways. To substantiate this interpretation, we calculate the polymer
density, ρa = f φ/N̄a, where the active degree of polymerisation, N̄a, is related
to the renormalised active degree of polymerisation via the relation, N̂a = KaN̄2

a .
As the activation constant, Ka, and the total monomer concentration, φ, are not
explicit parameters in our theory, we rewrite ρa = K f /

√
N̂a, where K ≡ φ

√
Ka. In

Fig. 12 we show the scaled polymer density, ρa/K. From Fig. 12, we see that ρa also
overshoots along with f , supporting our interpretation of the scission dominated
polymer fraction overshoot. Also notice a sharp increase of polymer density for
γ� 1 at short times. We do not fully understand the physical mechanism giving
rise to this shape increase in the polymer density for short times.
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Figure 12: a) Polymer fraction as a function of the dimensionless time, τ, for values of
our pathway controller γ = 3, 4, 50. X = 2, f (0) = 0.01 and N̂a(0) = 5. The
renormalised mean polymer length, N̂a ≡ KaN̄2

a , for the same set of parameters
shows monotonic response. Notice that increasing γ suppresses overshoot,
eventually suppressing it for γ� 1. For further explanation see the main text.
b) Polymer density as a function of dimensionless time, τ, for the same set of
parameters as (a). See the main text for further explanation.
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2.4 lag time analysis

Sigmoidal response is a key characteristic of activated self-assembly and hence
it should follow from our theory. Indeed, if we start off self-assembly with a
very small initial fraction of polymerised material, we do find the sigmoidal
behavior. This kind of response is characterized by a lag phase due to the time
required to overcome the activation barrier, ∆ fa > 0, and hence should become
more pronounced as the height of this activation barrier increases or the initial
polymer fraction, f (0), decreases. To analyse the lag time from our model, we
use the conventional definition, that is, we find the time at which we have the
maximum growth rate, determine the tangent at that point and identify its time
intercept as the lag time.[144] Of course, to be able to do this we have to supply
the dynamical equations with initial conditions. The equilibrium relation between
the polymerised fraction and the mean polymer length is f = KaN̄a(N̄a − 1)/X,
but we arbitrarily choose f (0) = KaN̄2

a (0) for X = 2, and hence we start off with
out-of-equilibrium initial conditions. It turns out that our results are qualitatively
insensitive to the precise choice of initial conditions as long as we confine ourselves
to the lower left part of the phase diagram Fig. 11.

In Fig. 13 we show by numerical solution of Eqs. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 that for increasing
values of the initial polymerised fraction, f (0), the lag time for assembly decreases
and above a certain value the lag phase disappears completely. In fact, above a
critical value we retrieve the transient behavior discussed in the previous section,
see again Fig. 11. The origin of the lag time is the time required to create nucleation
centers, which then grow into equilibrium polymers. Indeed, increasing the initial
polymerised fraction is equivalent to seeding the system,[145] and hence these
pre-nucleation seeds then start elongating straight away, reducing the overall time
required for nucleation.

From Fig. 13, which we obtained by means of numerical solution, we see that
the lag time only occurs for initial polymerised fractions f (0) close to zero, i.e., far
away from the equilibrium value. If we want to obtain an analytical expression for
the lag time, which will help us to compare with experimental data, we cannot rely
on a linear analysis. Instead, we resort to perturbation theory.3 Perturbation theory
demands an expansion parameter around which an exact solution can be Taylor
expanded. In principle, our phenomenological equations have two parameters, the
mass action variable, X, and the pathway controller, γ. However, γ seems to be
the only sensible parameter to play the role of expansion parameter, as it is the
only kinetic parameter. It turns out that a lag time is very weakly dependent on
the value of γ. To illustrate this, we solve our nonlinear equations numerically

3 One possible alternative would be recursive iteration that requires initial guess for an approximate
solution. The advantage of such an approach is that it is free of any small parameter but the
convergence of the iteration is highly dependent on the trial solution.[60–62] Unfortunately, we
have not been able to find a suitable trial solution that converges to an exact solution.
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Figure 13: Polymer fraction, f , as a function of dimensionless time, τ, for different values
of the initial polymer fraction, f (0). The solutions are obtained by numerically
solving Eq. 2.2.8. System parameters are X = 2, γ = 2 and f (0) = N̂a(0).

for fixed initial conditions and mass action variable, X, for different values of this
parameter γ, and present results in Fig. 14. As Fig. 14 confirms, the lag time is
relatively insensitive to γ, giving us a free choice of large or small γ and still obtain
the reliable estimate for the lag time. Notice that in Fig. 14, we have plotted the
fraction of polymerised material as a function of the logarithm of time to see the
behavior at large times, that is, to highlight the pseudo plateau that appears at
intermediate times. The pseudo plateau eventually equilibrates to true equilibrium,
f = 1− X−1, for large times. It appears that for small values of γ, our system of
self-assembling monomers experiences a second lag phase, the origin of which
eludes us. On the other hand, it points at two-stage nucleation seen in models
where a disordered aggregate has to be nucleated before this in turn can nucleate
in an ordered assembly which then can polymerize.[146] It shows again how rich
the temporal behaviour of our model is.

After identifying γ as our expansion parameter, Eq. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 give us the
two options of γ � 1 and γ � 1. We notice that for the limiting case γ � 1,
our system of differential equations is regular whilst for the opposite limiting
case γ � 1 it is singular. This means that for the former we can put γ = 0 and
hopefully get a convergent solution in powers of γ by straightforward perturbation
expansion. Because of its singular nature, for the latter we cannot put γ → ∞
and calculate perturbatively corrections in powers of 1/γ. It turns out that, in
spite of this, solving the singular version of our dynamical equations, i.e., for the
case γ� 1, is much more simple. As from the numerical solutions we show that
the short-time behavior of the system is different from the long-time behavior.
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Regular perturbation expansion breaks down for this kind of behavior whereas
the technique known as the Matched Asymptotic Expansion takes care of this.[147]
Matched Asymptotic Expansion has proven a useful scheme to provide reliable
asymptotic solutions but only applies to singular problems. Hence, we choose to
do our perturbation theory in the limit γ� 1, yet we expect accurate results for
our lag time for all values of γ. Of course, our analysis for the behaviour at late
times is only accurate for large γ and completely misses the pseudo plateau shown
in Fig. 14. We return to this issue below.
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Figure 14: Polymerized fraction, f , as a function of logarithm of dimensionless time, τ,
for X = 2, f (0) = N̂a(0) = 10−6, showing that the lag time is extremely weakly
dependent on γ. Also notice the pseudo plateau post lag-time for small values
of our pathway controller γ. Also see the main text for discussion. The solutions
are obtained by numerically solving Eq. 2.2.8.

Invoking the method of Matched Asymptotic Expansion described in the Ap-
pendix 2.C, we find from Eq. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9, the following leading order solutions
for f (τ) and N̂a(τ),

f (τ) =
(1− X−1)

1 +
(

1−X−1− f (0)
f (0)

)
e−4(1−X−1)τ

, (2.4.1)

and

N̂a(τ) = X f (τ)− e−
γ
X τ( f (0)X− N̂a(0)), (2.4.2)

valid for X > 1 and f (0) � 1− X−1. Eq. 2.4.1 is evidently a sigmoidal (logistic)
function, which in fact we expect from Eq. 2.2.8 and 2.2.9 taking the limit γ→ ∞.
As the function form that we obtain for f (t) is sigmoidal, it does not exhibit the
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transient phenomena of overshoot or undershoot. Notice that Eq. 2.4.1 indeed is
independent of γ as we found from the numerical results shown in Fig. 14. In the
limit γ → ∞ we obtain the equality f (τ) = N̂a/X = KaN2

a (τ)/X valid for all time,
which in fact is the equilibrium condition for the fraction of polymerised material
and the degree of polymerisation of the active material. The other equilibrium
condition, f = 1− X−1 for X > 1, is only reached for infinite time. Also, taking
the limit X → ∞ in Eq. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, we find that the sigmoidal response is
preserved. This will turn out to have important consequences that we later return
to.

As is done generally to analyse experimental assembly data, we can cast our
sigmoidal relation in to following form and define an effective growth rate and lag
time [144]

f (τ) =
A

1 + e−kapp(τ−τ1/2) , (2.4.3)

where from Eq. 2.4.1 we read off that A = 1− X−1 is the equilibrium value, i.e.,
the saturation value,

kapp = 4(1− X−1) (2.4.4)

is the effective growth rate and

τ1/2 =
ln
[(

1− X−1 − f (0)
)

f (0)−1]
(1− X−1)−1 (2.4.5)

is the time at which the maximum growth rate occurs, which turns out to be at the
halfway point of assembly. Note that for X → 1 the growth rate goes to zero and
the half time, τ1/2, diverges, signifying what one may call critical slowing down by
analogy to what happens in phase transitions near the critical point.[148]

From Eq. 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 we can now simply calculate the lag time, τlag, by
the method advertised above, i.e., by i) finding the time at which we have the
maximum growth rate, ii) determining the tangent at that point, and iii) identifying
the time intercept as the lag time. We find

τlag =
1

4(1− X−1)

[
ln
(

1− X−1 − f (0)
f (0)

)
− 2
]

. (2.4.6)

Eq. 2.4.6, being the lag time calculated from the leading order solution for the
polymerised fraction, f , is independent of γ. However, N̂a does weakly depend on
our pathway controller γ. As a consequence, this quantity can exhibit overshooting
and undershooting in the large γ limit. Note that strictly speaking our asymptotic
solution is accurate in the limit γ � 1 implying that N̂a is enslaved by f and
hence has the same lag time. The conditions for obtaining the transient response
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in the renormalised mean polymer length, N̂a, have been evaluated in the previous
section.

To verify that the lag time is weakly dependent on the pathway controller, as we
deduced from Fig. 14, we compare in Fig. 15 τlag for the polymerised fraction, f ,
from our analytical solution, Eq. 2.4.3, and the results from a numerical solution
of the governing equations. As the figure confirms, this turns out to be justified,
indicating that our asymptotic solutions for the analysis of the lag time are correct.
This in turn implies that Eq. 2.4.6 is a good estimate for any value of the pathway
controller and determines under what conditions the lag phase exists. Eq. 2.4.6
is real and positive only provided f (0) < 1− X−1 = f (∞), otherwise we lose the
lag phase. This is particularly highlighted if we let X → 1+, where the lag phase
vanishes unless f (0)→ 0 more quickly than X goes to unity.

Eq. 2.4.6 and Fig. 15 point at a remarkable property of our lag time, which is that
it does not vanish in the limit of an infinitely deep quench corresponding to taking
the limit X → ∞. This is remarkable, because naively one would expect that if the
thermodynamic driving force becomes very large, this suppresses any phenomenon
associated with nucleation. In our phenomenological theory the lag phase is the
only response associated with nucleation and hence we expect it to vanish. Instead,
in the limit X → ∞, we find τlag → ln ((1− f (0))/ f (0)) /4− 1/2 ≡ τoff, i.e., the lag
time tends to a finite non-zero value that we call the “off time”, τoff.
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Figure 15: The dimensionless lag time, τlag, as a function of the mass action variable, X,
for values of the pathway controller γ = 0.05 (red diamonds), γ = 5 (blue
diamonds) and γ = 500 (green open circles), and initial conditions for the
polymerised fraction, f , and the renormalised mean polymer length, N̂a, of
f (0) = N̂a(0) = 10−6. See also the main text. Symbols are numerical results while
the continuous line is our analytical solution.
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2.5 discussion

We have seen in the previous section that depending, e.g., on the initial conditions,
we can have a lag phase before assembly takes off. What we have not shown,
however, is that during the disassembly process a lag phase is always absent. Hence,
there is an inherent asymmetry between the polymerisation and depolymerisation
kinetics. We call this asymmetry in the kinetics temporal hysteresis. It is of interest
to study in more detail in what way assembly is different from disassembly and
what the parameters are that affect this. We confine ourselves to the hysteresis
under conditions characterized by a lag phase in the assembly and use analytical
solution for polymerised fraction, Eq. 2.4.1, for that purpose.

To be able to compare the assembly and disassembly kinetics in a quantitative
fashion, we perform a theoretical cyclic quench experiment, using our model. For
this, we quench the system from one equilibrium state X1 to another equilibrium
state X2 > X1, and after equilibration has taken place we quench back from X2
to X1 < X2. The former is an assembly process that potentially experiences a
lag phase and the latter a disassembly process that does not have a lag phase.
For a meaningful comparison between assembly and disassembly, we define the
quantity ∆ f (τ) =| f (∞)− f (τ) |, where f (∞) is the long-time (equilibrium) value
of the polymerised fraction, f , after the quenching.

If assembly and disassembly do not exhibit hysteresis, the function ∆ f (τ) is
identical for the two processes in our cyclic quench experiment. If there is hysteresis,
this is no longer the case. We find that the magnitude of temporal hysteresis, to be
specified in more detail below, depends on two factors: i) the width of the quench
interval, ∆X = X2− X1, and ii) the distance of the quench interval from the critical
point X = 1. As to be expected, in the limit ∆X → 0, we do not find any hysteresis
as the quench experiment is perturbative and hence the problem becomes a linear
one. Also, as X1 moves away from the critical point at X = 1, the level of hysteresis
decreases and, indeed, in the limit X1 → ∞ hysteresis is absent. The reason is that,
as we have seen in the preceding sections, the lag phase for the assembly ceases to
exist for the large initial polymerised fraction. In this case ∆X need not be very
small for the hysteresis to vanish.

To support these two statements, we define a quantity that we call the hysteretic
area, Ah, defined as the area between the kinetic curves, ∆ f (τ), for the assembly
and disassembly in a cyclic quench experiment up to the point of intersection of
the two, see also Fig. 16. To understand the reason for the existence of the hysteretic
area, we revisit Eq. 2.4.1, and note that the polymerised fraction, f , has two time
scales: one associated with the apparent growth rate kapp independent of initial
conditions, and the half time τ1/2 that does depend on the initial polymerised
fraction. The latter quantity becomes negative if the initial conditions are such that
the system evolves to equilibrium via disassembly. As a consequence, disassembly
evolves with only one of these two relaxation times, whereas assembly has both of
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them. This difference in time scales between assembly and disassembly gives rise
to non-overlapping kinetic curves, and hence to a non-zero hysteretic area and also
an intersection point. For this reason, it makes sense to focus on area between the
two curves upto the point of intersection that gives us the quantitative measure for
the level of hysteresis.

This is illustrated in Fig. 17, showing the hysteretic area, Ah, for various quenches
between X1 and X2. We find that if we keep X1 at some constant value but increase
the quench interval, ∆X = X2 − X1, by increasing X2, the hysteretic area increases
as a function of ∆X. The figure also shows that the hysteretic area decreases
as X1 moves away from the critical point, X = 1. This confirms that we can
indeed conclude that the hysteretic response of polymerisation vs depolymerisation
disappears as we move away from critical point X = 1 and hence is a characteristic
of nucleated or activated self assembly.
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Figure 16: a) Mass action curve for polymer fraction, f as a function of dimensionless
mass action variable, X. Arrow show the quench cycle from X1 to X2 > X1
(polymerisation) and vice versa (depolymerisation). b)Time dependence of the
quantity ∆ f (τ) =| f (∞)− f (τ) |, for the polymerisation (blue dashed curve) and
depolymerisation (pink curve) dynamics when we quench system from one
equilibrium (X1 = 1.01) to an other equilibrium (X2 = 1.5) point and back, for
the pathway control variable, γ = 2 and an activation constant,Ka = 10−5.

We used our results of section 2.4 for the lag phase to study the potential
kinetic asymmetry between the assembly and disassembly. Our analysis of the
lag phase along with that of the transient response, discussed in section 2.3,
turns out to allow us to provide a physical or molecular interpretation of the
phenomenological parameters in our theory. Our phenomenological model has
two important parameters: the thermodynamic mass action variable, X, and the
phenomenological kinetic parameter, γ. X describes the final thermodynamic state
of the solution, as we have shown in section 2.2, whereas γ controls the temporal
evolution of the polymerised fraction, f , and the mean polymer length of active
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Figure 17: Absolute area between polymerisation and depolymerisation curves, Ah, ob-
tained from analytical solutions for polymerised fraction, f , Eq. (17), for quench
interval ∆X = X2−X1, where X1 = 1.01, 1, 02, 1.03, 1.5 are kept constant but ∆X
increases as a consequence of an increasing X2. See also the main text.

material, N̄a, towards that final thermodynamic state that potentially takes place
via a plethora of pathways.[52]

The relative weight of each of the pathways governs in the end the precise
kinetics of our linearly polymerizing system, and this suggests that there must be
a connection between the parameter γ and the relative weight of these pathways.
This is why we referred to it as the pathway controller. To justify that γ must
indeed be a pathway controller, we revisit Fig. 14 showing how the parameter
γ influences in what way the polymerised fraction evolves as a function of time.
Initial conditions are such that at zero time the fraction of polymerised material
is vanishingly small and (eventually) equilibrates to the value of one half. In the
limit γ→ 0, however, we obtain a pseudo plateau that arguably hints at how the
pathways and the value of γ are related. This pseudo plateau emerges because of a
diverging time scale that emerges post lag-phase, in the late-stages of the assembly
process. We also find a similar pseudo plateau for the mean polymer length, N̄a.

The reason that we associate this psuedo plateau with a specific reaction pathway,
is that Semenov and Nyrkova find within the rate equation approach a similar late-
stage diverging time scale for the so-called scission-recombination pathway.[56]
They conclude that in the limit Ka → 0, the mean polymer length of the active
material displays a signature of critical slowing down in particular for X → 1+.
However, the critical region vanishes in that same limit Ka → 0 and hence should
not be observable in the limit where our theory is valid. What remains in the
Semenov-Nyrkova theory is the time scale that scales as K−2/3

a and that time scale
diverges irrespective of the value of the mass action variable, X, which is also
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true for our model.[56] So, this suggests that our γ → 0 limit should represent
reversible scission-recombination pathway. Other aspects of the kinetics point in
the same direction, in particular the transients. Indeed, we observe in Fig. 3 that
the magnitude of the overshoot increases with decreasing value of the pathway
controller, γ. In section 2.3, we rationalized the existence of an overshoot in terms
of almost instantaneous scission of very few, very long polymers combined with a
somewhat slower unspecified growth mechanism. As γ increases, overshooting
becomes less prominent and disappears completely for γ � 1: this ties in with
a decreasing ability of the polymers to break and create nucleation centers that
then can grow. As γ→ ∞, scission must be absent within our interpretation. The
polymers will in that case be nucleated from inactive monomers and hence we see
the lag phase emerging instead of an overshoot.

In conclusion, we have a kinetic parameter in our phenomenological theory
that plausibly acts as a pathway controller. A natural question that now arises is:
if γ is indeed the pathway controller, then why is the lag time independent of
it? To answer this question, we need to understand that the lag time arises as a
consequence of the existence of a nucleation barrier and effectively takes place
at the monomer level, i.e., does not involve any polymers. The reason is that an
assembly inactive monomer needs to transition to an assembly active state before
it can partake in a polymerisation reaction. Naively, the lag phase is controlled
on the one hand by the free energy difference between the active and inactive
monomer states, and on the other by the thermodynamic driving force towards
the polymerised state. This explains why, as X → 1, the lag time diverges as the
thermodynamic driving force becomes zero. It does not explain, however, why in
our model, even for infinite thermodynamic driving force, so for X → ∞, the lag
time does not vanish.

Let us now confront our predictions for the lag time with actual experimental
data on Amyloid-β assembly. (Because of a lack of data we cannot do the same
for the transient response and hysteresis.) Hellstrand et al. obtained lag times as
a function of the concentration of Amyloidβ(M1-42) protein in aqueous solution
at pH = 8, containing 20 mM sodium phosphate, 200µM EDTA, 0.02% NaN3, and
20µM ThT.[144] The experimental data together with our theoretical fits are shown
in Fig. 18. To obtain our theoretical fits, we need to fix our mass action variable, X,
the initial value for the fraction of polymerised material, f (0), and the relaxation
rate Γ1 as defined in section 2.2. The mass action variable, X = φ exp(−∆ fe/kBT), we
determine by realizing that the experiments are done at constant physico-chemical
conditions, and hence that the elongation constant, equal to exp(−∆ fe/kBT) is fixed.
Because the critical point is at X = 1, we deduce that the elongation constant must
be equal to the reciprocal of the critical concentration, φc. Hence, X = φ/φc = C/Cc
where C and Cc are now the dimension bearing molar concentrations. The critical
concentration Cc ∼ 0.18µM we determine from the experimentally determined
concentration below which no polymers are detected.[144] The corresponding
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value of the dimension-bearing elongation constant turns out to be 5.6× 106M−1,
which corresponds to a binding free energy ∆ fe of about −20 kBT.

Our lag time expression Eq. 2.4.6 depends logarithmically on the initial poly-
merised fraction, f (0). From the experiments of Hellstrand et al., we do not know
its value. Hence, we choose f (0) as well as our phenomenological kinetic parameter
Γ1 in such a way as to get the best agreement for low and high concentrations.
We recall that Γ1 is the fundamental relaxation rate for the polymerised fraction
in our model, see Eq. 2.2.5. As we have discussed in previous section, our lag
time remains non-zero even for infinite concentration, whereas in the experi-
ments the lag time does tend to zero with increasing concentration. Hence, to fit
our theoretical results to the experimental data we need to subtract the off time
τoff = ln ((1− f (0))/ f (0)) /4− 1/2 that we defined in the preceding section and
that depends only on the initial condition. We get reasonable agreement with the
experiments if we set f (0) = 10−6 and Γ1 = 5.211/hour, telling us that a theory
captures in essence the concentration dependence of the lag time of this particular
system.

Clearly, the fact that we have to subtract a known off time is unsatisfactory,
although this does not preclude the possibility of systems that do show such
a response. Mathematically, the off time in our theory is caused by the specific
form of the free energy that we constructed. This leads to kinetic equations that
remain of a logistic form even in the limit, X → ∞. We have not been able to
reformulate the theory in such a way that it suppresses the existence of an off
time. The advantage of the model is that it is simple, that it exhibits a very rich
kinetic behavior and that it can relatively straightforwardly be extended to include
other macroscopic phase transitions. In future work, we connect this theory to the
Landau-de Gennes theory for the isotropic-nematic phase transition, allowing us
to model phase ordering kinetics in solutions of chromonics or surfactants.

2.6 conclusion

In this work we present a phenomenological Landau theory for nucleated linear
self assembly. Our model is consistent with the thermodynamics of linear poly-
merisation in the limit Ka → 0, i.e., for small values of the activation constant,
and is able to produce all transient behaviors observed experimentally, i.e., a
lag phase to assembly as well as overshoot and undershoot. We show that the
transient response of overshoot and undershoot is not caused by the nonlinearity
of the problem in hand but instead a consequence of the competition between
the polymerised fraction, f , and the mean polymer length, N̄a. Both the types of
transient behaviour can be obtained from the linearised version of our theory. We
pinpoint the initial conditions required to observe overshoot or undershoot in the
polymerised fraction, f and that in the mean polymer length, N̄a.
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Figure 18: Lagtime as a function of φ, Dots are experimental results from Erik Hellstrand
et. al. while continuous line is analytical solution, Fit parameters are Γ1 = 5.21,
Ke = 5.8× 106 and f (0) = 10−6, purple curve is τlag asymptotic solution and
green curve is τlag − τoff

Solving our nonlinear dynamical equations for the limit γ → ∞ using the
method of Matched Asymptotic Expansion, we obtain an analytical expression
for the lag time, τlag, which presents itself only when at time zero very little of
the material is polymerised. The lag phase can only be found as a non-linear
response, so does not follow from the linearised theory. By comparing numerical
and analytical solutions we show that the lag time is for all intends and purposes
independent of our phenomenological kinetic parameter γ that we identified as
the pathway controller. We find different kinetic profiles for polymerisation and
depolymerisation, call this a temporal hysteresis, and show that this temporal
hysteresis is due to the inherent asymmetry involved in the polymerisation and
depolymerisation. The reason, of course is that a nucleation barrier needs to be
crossed only upon polymerisation. When we move deeply into the polymerised
regime, hysteresis becomes less prominent.

By comparing the temporal behavior of the polymerised fraction in the limit γ→
0 with microscopic theory for the scission and recombination kinetic pathway,[56]
we argue that in this limit our model is dominated by scission and recombination.
We find that the magnitude of transient overshoot and undershoot increases with
decreasing value of γ. This finding, explains why γ indeed must regulate the
predominance of scission kinetics.

If we compare our theoretical lag time with experimental data on Amyloid-β,
our theory agrees well with the experiments, apart from an additive constant that
we need to remove. The additive constant that we call the off time, τoff, turns out
to be an asymptotic value of the lag time for very large supersaturation. We do
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not fully understand the origin of this off time in our phenomenological theory.
Finally, our phenomenological Landau theory, whilst much simpler than more
conventional rate equation approaches to self-assembly, mimics many, if not all of
the generic features, seen in theory and experiments, including hysteresis.
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Appendix

2.a thermodynamic theory of activated self-assembly

In this appendix, we deduce the the expressions for the polymerised mass fraction
and the mean active degree of polymerisation using the thermodynamic theory for
self-assembly. [1, 3] We first realise the fact that in the case of activated self-assembly
the system is divided into two states: inactive monomers and active polymers
(including active monomers). The activation step refers to the transformation of
an inactive monomer to an active monomer, which then can grow into larger
polymers by bonding straight with inactive monomers. This demands two separate
grand-canonical free energies to be identified for two states and we start by writing
the free energy density for the inactive monomers, Ω1

βΩ1

V
= ρ1(1) [ln(ρ1(1)v)− 1− lnZ1(1)− βµ] , (2.A.1)

where, V is system size, ρ1 is the concentration of the inactive material, Z1 is the
partition for the an inactive monomer, v is the volume of one monomer, and µ is
its chemical potential. Similarly, we can also write down the free energy density
for active material, Ω2, i.e., the polymers including the active monomers,

βΩ2

V
= ∑∞

N=1 ρ2(N) [ln(ρ2(N)v)− 1− lnZ2(N)− Nβµ] . (2.A.2)

Here, the new variables ρ2(N) is the concentration of the polymer of length N and
Z2(N) is its partition function. The total grand potential of the system is given
by Ω = Ω1 + Ω2. The transition of a monomer from an inactive state to an active
state takes place with an equilibrium constant, Ka, defined as the ratio of partition
function of an active monomer to an inactive monomer,

Ka = Z2(1)/Z1(1). (2.A.3)

From Eqs. 2.A.1 and 2.A.2, we can minimize the respective potentials and solve for
the concentration of ρ1 and ρ2(N),

ρ1(1) =
1
v

Z1(1)eβµ (2.A.4)

ρ2(N) =
1
v

Z2(N)eβµN (2.A.5)
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From well established polymer theory we know that,

Z2(N) = Z2(1)λN−1e−βε(N−1), (2.A.6)

= KaZ1(1)λN−1e−βε(N−1), (2.A.7)

implying,

ρ1(1) =
1
v

e(−βµ̃−βG), (2.A.8)

ρ2(N) =
1
v

Kae(−βµ̃N−βG). (2.A.9)

Where, β ˜µ = −βµ + βε− lnλ and βG = −βε− ln( Z1(1)
λ ). The volume fraction φ for

X ≥ 1 is given by

φ = ρ1(1)v +
∞

∑
N=1

Nρ2(N). (2.A.10)

This provides with all the variables and details to calculate the first two moments
of the length distribution. We calculate the active degree of polymerisation, N̄a,
defined as

N̄a = ∑∞
N=1 Nρ2(N)

∑∞
N=1 ρ2(N)

, (2.A.11)

and for the polymerised mass fraction f ,

∑∞
N=1 Nρ2(N)

ρ1 + ∑∞
N=1 ρ2(N)

. (2.A.12)

Calculating these summations leads to results for the polymerised mass fraction as

f =
KaN̄a(N̄a − 1)

X
=

X− (1− N̄−1
a )

X
∼ 1− 1

X
(2.A.13)

where the last approximation is valid in the limit Ka → 0. Similarly, the result for
the active degree of polymerisation is given by

X = 1− N̄−1
a + KaN̄a(N̄a − 1) (2.A.14)

This completes the deduction of first moments from the thermodynamic theory of
self-assembly.
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2.b specific heat calculation

Here, we calculate specific heat at constant volume, and show its agreement
with the same quantity obtained from mass action theory. As in conventional
Landau theory there is a linear relation between the Landau free energy and the
temperature. Therefore, we start out with a linear approximation in the vicinity
of the polymerisation point. Using the definition X = φe−∆ fe/kBT, in the vicinity of
the polymerisation point at X = 1, this quantity can be expressed as,

X = φe
∆ fp/kBTp+ 1

kBT2
p

∆hp(T−Tp)
(2.B.1)

by Taylor expanding ∆ fe/kBT around the polymerisation temperature Tp, where
∆ fp and ∆hp are the free energy and enthalpy of binding at Tp. Evidently X at the
polymerisation point is given by

Xp = φe−∆ fp/kBTp = 1. (2.B.2)

This yields

X ≈ e
∆hp

kBT2
p

(T−Tp)
≈ 1 +

∆hP

kBT2
p

(T − Tp), (2.B.3)

provided |∆hp(T − Tp)/kBT2
p |� 1. If the Landau free energy density is considered,

it follows from Eq. 2.2.4 that in equilibrium S2
1 = S2, and therefore the free-energy

density can be expressed as, so inserting (A2) then gives

F
kBTp

≡ −
∆hp

kBT2
p

(T − Tp)S2
1 +

1
2

S4
1. (2.B.4)

Note that the free energy function is dimensionless, and we make a choice of
thermal energy at the polymerisation temperature, i.e., kBTp to non-dimensionalise
our free energy. In equilibrium

S1 = 0∨ S2
1 =

∆hp

kBT2
p

(T − Tp). (2.B.5)

Note that for hp > 0, the second equality of Eq. 2.B.5 holds for T > Tp, whilst if
hp < 0, it holds for T < Tp.
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We arbitrarily assume that hp < 0, and the free-energy density can now be
computed for T ≤ Tp,

F
kBTp

= −1
2

(
∆hp

kBT2
p

)2

(T − Tp)2, (2.B.6)

where F = 0 for T > Tp.
Hence, the isochoric heat capacity per unit of particle cv can then be computed

from,

cv = −T
∂2F
∂T2 = T

∆h2
p

kBT3
p

, (2.B.7)

for T ≤ Tp and cv = 0 for T ≥ Tp. Eq. 2.B.6 agrees with specific heat at the critical
temperature, Tp, calculated by van Jaarsveld et al., after some algebra, for the
so-called thermally activated polymerizing systems.[3]

2.c γ� 1 solution using matched asymptotic expansion

In this appendix we outline the method of Matched Asymptotic Expansion, [147]
by virtue of which we obtained analytical solutions for our dynamical equations,
2.2.8 and 2.2.9, in the limit γ→ ∞. The method of matched asymptotic expansion,
principally involves four steps: 1) obtaining the outer solution for long times
τ � 1/γ, 2) finding the inner solution for short times τ � 1/γ, 3) matching the
inner and outer solutions in the intermediate time domain and 4) obtaining a
composite solution valid for the whole time domain.

Starting with the outer solution, we first assume that the solution has a regular
Taylor expansion for ε,

f out(τ, ε) = f out
0 (τ) + ε f out

1 (τ) + O(ε2), (2.C.1)

and

N̂out
a (τ, ε) = Ñout

a0 (τ) + εÑout
a1 (τ) + O(ε2). (2.C.2)

Substituting this into Eq. 2.2.8, we obtain the zeroth-order equations,

d f out
0 (τ)
dτ

= 4(1− X−1) f out
0 (τ)

+4X−1 f out
0 (τ)Ñout

a0 (τ)− 8 f out
0 (τ)2, (2.C.3)
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and

0 = X f out
0 (τ)− Ñout

a0 (τ), (2.C.4)

where the subscript “0” refers to the order of the solutions.
We cannot impose both initial conditions on the leading-order outer solutions.

We therefore take most general solution of these equations. As we shall see, when
we come to matching that to the inner solution, the natural choice of imposing the
initial condition f out

0 (0) = f (0) is in fact correct. From the Eq. 2.C.4, we conclude
that

Ñout
a0 (τ) = X f out

0 (τ),

for all τ ≥ 0. The zeroth order degree of polymerisation Ñout
a0 corresponds to

quasi-equilibrium for the fraction of active material f out
0 , in which the degree of

polymerisation increases because of an increase in active material. The degree
of polymerisation decreases also because of breaking of long filaments, hence
increasing number of polymers.

Substituting this result into Eq. 2.C.3, we get a first order differential equation
for f0(τ),

d f out
0 (τ)
dτ

= 4(1− X−1) f out
0 (τ)− 4 f out

0 (τ)2. (2.C.5)

The solution of this equation is given by

f out
0 (τ) =

4(1− X−1)αe4(1−X−1)τ

4(1− X−1)− 4α + 4αe4(1−X−1)τ
, (2.C.6)

and hence

Ñout
a0 (τ) =

4(X− 1)αe4(1−X−1)τ

4(1− X−1)− 4α + 4αe4(1−X−1)τ
. (2.C.7)

Here α is a constant of integration. This solution is invalid near τ = 0, because no
choice of α can satisfy the initial conditions for both f out

0 and Ñout
a0 .

To solve the problem for short times, we surmise that there is a short initial
layer, for times t = O(ε), in which f and N̂a adjust from their initial values to
values that are compatible with the outer solution found above. We introduce the
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inner variables T = τ/ε, f in(T, ε) = f out(τ, ε) and N̂in
a (T, ε) = N̂out

a (τ, ε). The inner
equations then become,

d f in(T, ε)
dT

= ε(4(1− X−1) f in(T, ε), (2.C.8)

+ 4X−1 f in(T, ε)N̂in
a (T, ε)− 8 f in(T, ε)2),

and

N̂in
a (T, ε)
dT

= X f in(T, ε)− N̂in
a (T, ε), (2.C.9)

with boundary conditions, f in(0, ε) = f (0) and N̂in
a (0, ε) = N̂a(0).

We look for an inner expansion of the form

f in(τ, ε) = f in
0 (τ) + ε f in

1 (τ) + O(ε2), (2.C.10)

and

N̂in
a (τ, ε) = Ñin

a0(τ) + εÑin
a1(τ) + O(ε2). (2.C.11)

The leading order inner equations then become

d f in
0

dT
= 0, (2.C.12)

and

dÑin
a0

dT
= X f in

0 − Ñin
a0, (2.C.13)

with boundary conditions, f in
0 (0, ε) = f (0) and Ñin

a0(0, ε) = N̂a(0).
The solution of Eq. 2.C.12 and 2.C.13 are

f in
0 (T) = f (0), (2.C.14)

and

Ñin
a0(T) = e−T

(
− f (0)X + eT f (0)X + N̂a(0)

)
. (2.C.15)

Now that we have obtained expressions for the inner and outer solution, we assume
both valid for intermediate times of the order ε � τ � 1. We require that the
expansions agree asymptotically in this regime, where T → ∞ and τ → 0 as ε→ 0.
Hence, the matching conditions must read, limT→∞ f in

0 (T) = limτ→0+ f out
0 (τ) = f (0)

and limT→∞ Ñin
a0(T) = limτ→0+ Ñout

a0 (τ) = f (0)X.
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The condition implies that, f out
0 (0) = α = f (0) and Ñout

a0 = f (0)X.
This implies that the outer solutions become,

f out
0 (τ) =

4(1− X−1) f (0)e4(1−X−1)τ

4(1− X−1)− 4 f (0) + 4 f (0)e4(1−X−1)τ
, (2.C.16)

and

Ñout
a0 (τ) =

4(X− 1) f (0)e4(1−X−1)τ

4(1− X−1)− 4 f (0) + 4 f (0)e4(1−X−1)τ
. (2.C.17)

Having now obtained expressions for the first terms of both the inner and the
outer expansions, they must now be matched together to obtain one composite
expansion that approximates the solution over the whole time domain. To get the
composite expansion, the inner and outer expansions are simply added together
and the common limit found in Eq. 2.C.16 is subtracted, for otherwise it would be
included twice in the overlapping region. So our composite solution finally reads,

f ∼ f out
0 (τ) + f in

0 (
τ

ε
)− f (0), (2.C.18)

for the fraction of active material

N̂a ∼ Ñout
a0 (τ) + Ñin

a0(
τ

ε
)− f (0)X, (2.C.19)

for the renormalised degree of polymerisation of the active material.
Keeping in mind that ε = 1/γ, gives us the full zeroth order solution given in

Eq. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
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3
S T O C H A S T I C L A G T I M E I N N U C L E AT E D L I N E A R
S E L F - A S S E M B LY

1 Protein aggregation is of great importance in biology, e.g., in amyloid fibrillation. The
aggregation processes that occur at the cellular scale must be highly stochastic in nature
because of the statistical number fluctuations that arise on account of the small system
size at the cellular scale. In this chapter, we study the nucleated reversible self-assembly of
monomeric building blocks into polymer-like aggregates using the method of kinetic Monte
Carlo. Kinetic Monte Carlo, being inherently stochastic, allows us to study the impact
of fluctuations on the polymerisation reactions. One of the most important characteristic
features in this kind of problem is the existence of a lag phase before self-assembly takes off,
which is what we focus attention on. We study the associated lag time as a function of the
system size and kinetic pathway. We find that the leading order stochastic contribution
to the lag time before polymerisation commences is inversely proportional to the system
volume for large-enough system size for all nine reaction pathways tested. Finite-size
corrections to this do depend on the kinetic pathway.

1 The contents of this chapter have been published in:
N. S. Tiwari and P. P. A. M van Schoot, Stochastic lag time in nucleated linear self-assembly. Journal
of Chemical Physics, 144, 235101 (2016)
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3.1 introduction

In previous Chapter, we developed a phenomenological theory for self-assembly.
This theory in principle can also be used to investigate the effect of fluctuations
on the kinetics of self-assembly. However, even in the reaction rate models in the
presence of only one kind of molecular pathway, the form of noise that should
be added to the master equation is not known. Furthermore, to account for such
a noise in our phenomenological model is all the more difficult. To examine the
effect of noise in the polymerisation kinetics, particularly in the context of protein
polymerisation in a biological cell, is the aim of this Chapter.

Protein aggregation is linked to neuro-degenerative afflictions such as Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s disease. [149] Another classic example of a linearly self-assembling
system is the polymerisation of actin fibrils and microtubules in living cells that
help cells to control their mechanics. [150] It is the importance of the aggregation
of proteins in a wider biological context that has motivated many theoreticians and
experimentalist to study equilibrium [1, 151] and kinetic aspects of it. [15, 52, 60]
Although decades of theoretical and experimental investigation has contributed to
deeper understanding of how proteins self-assemble into polymer-like objects in
vitro, relatively little is known as to what happens in vivo, that is, at the cellular
scale. Almost all of the theoretical work is restricted to using deterministic rate
equations to study the kinetics of linear self-assembly. Even experimentally, study-
ing stochasticity in protein aggregation turns out to be challenging. [75, 152] This
is because given the mesoscopic nature of the biology of the cell, the stochastic-
ity is arguably mainly due to statistical number fluctuations of assemblies of a
certain size. As cells are small in volume (pico liter to femto liter), the number of
molecules aggregating is also relatively small, that is, on the scale of typical in vitro
experiments, causing fluctuations to play a significant role in the kinetics as well
as in equilibrium. The latter expresses itself in large deviations from mean length
distributions. [69]

The kinetics of self-assembly of protein monomers into polydisperse polymer-
like objects, i.e., the time evolution of the polymer length distribution, can take
place via a host of different molecular pathways. Examples include monomer
addition and removal, scission and recombination, secondary nucleation and so on.
[50, 53, 58, 153] In principle, all these pathways are active during the time course
of aggregation, but the predominance of one or more pathways may depend
on the specific chemistry of a particular system. Due to the highly nonlinear
nature of the dynamical equations that describe these pathways, it is extremely
difficult to study the kinetics of even a single pathway analytically, let alone a
combination of several of them. To study the stochastic nature of self-assembly,
one would be required to include the effects of thermal noise that might depend
on a plethora of rate constants and thermodynamic parameters. [60] Deducing
the properties of the noise from microscopic rate equations, i.e., by making use
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of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, is not trivial, again due to the complexity
of the involvement of multiple molecular pathways. All of the above-mentioned
challenges limits the applicability of analytical tools available to study the kinetics
of protein aggregation. [154]

Given the challenges and limitations of the rate-equations approach, we study
in this chapter the kinetics of nucleated linear self-assembly using the method of
kinetic Monte Carlo, hereafter referred to as kMC. kMC is a computer simulation
technique used to study Markov processes. [72] Protein aggregation can be cast
in to the form of a Markov process, where a monomer becomes a dimer, a dimer
becomes a trimer, and so on. This is exactly the same principle on which rate-
equation approaches are based upon. The advantage of kMC is that it is inherently
stochastic and hence we do not need to know the nature of thermal noise a priori.
In fact, the results obtained from this technique can be used to characterise this
kind of noise and its dependence on the model parameters. Stochastic simulation
techniques have been widely employed to study colloidal aggregation kinetics.
[73, 74, 155, 156] Colloidal aggregation resembles protein self-assembly closely in
terms of the governing rate equations. The characteristic feature of a lag phase
present in nucleated self-assembly has also been found in computational studies
of reversible colloidal aggregation. [81]

In this Chapter we explore the stochastic nature of the kinetics of protein poly-
merisation in small volumes, and study the effect of statistical number fluctuations.
We study the aggregation kinetics for small volumes not for one pathway but for
no fewer than nine of them discussed in more detail in Section 3.2. The pathways
we consider are end evaporation and addition [53], scission and recombination [50],
secondary nucleation [60], two-stage nucleation [146], and combination thereof. For
the scission and recombination molecular pathway, the forward and backward rate
constants in principle depend on the length of the polymer chains. Hence, to probe
the impact of length-dependent rate constants, we use Hill’s model. [157] Although
Hill’s model is valid only for long rigid rod-like polymers, we nevertheless use it
to study if any kind of length dependence of the rate constants can alter the scaling
of the lag time with system volume. To quantify the stochastic behavior of the
polymerisation kinetics, we focus specifically on the lag time associated with the
time evolution of the polymerised mass fraction. We provide the simulation details
in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, by doing an exhaustive study for various combina-
tions of molecular pathway, we show that the lag time for the polymerised mass
fraction is inversely proportional to the system size in the limit of large volumes
albeit that there are corrections to that, that do depend on the specific assembly
pathway. [75, 152, 154, 158] Finally, in Section 3.5, we conclude the Chapter and
discuss our main findings.
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3.2 kinetic pathways for reversible self-assembly

The molecular pathway determines the relevant time scales in reversible polymeri-
sation kinetics. [15, 52, 60] Hence, if we are interested in the stochastic kinetics of
the protein aggregation, it makes sense to study the system size dependence of a
variety of molecular pathways. In this work we choose the most widely accepted
and dominant kinetic pathways as far as the study of protein polymerisation is
concerned. [60, 146] We focus on (i) end evaporation and addition, (ii) scission and
recombination, (iii) monomer-dependent secondary nucleation, and (iv) two-stage nucle-
ation, and combinations of these pathways. In our description, all these reaction
pathways have two things in common, which is that they all are nucleated with
nucleus size nc and that they are reversible. Primary nucleation is thought of as
the coming together of a minimum of nc monomers to form the smallest stable
polymer. In previous Chapter we formulated the theory for nc = 1 and in this
Chapter nc ≥ 2.

Of these pathways seemingly the most obvious to consider is that of end evap-
oration and addition, given the linear structure of the aggregates of proteins. In
it, growth or shrinkage of an aggregate is possible only by adding or removing
a single monomer from either end. [15] Although end evaporation and addition
is the most plausible choice to describe the kinetics of the evolution of length
distributions of aggregates, fragmentation and recombination of polymers must be
important if the self-assembly is nucleated. For a nucleated self-assembling system,
the end evaporation and addition pathway requires each polymer formed to cross a
nucleation barrier, which slows down the assembly process significantly. Instead,
in scission and recombination kinetics the polymers can bypass the nucleation barrier
by breaking already existing filaments and creating new nucleation centers that
then can grow. Hence, it is sensible to study scission-recombination in combination
with end evaporation and addition, which is why this is one of the combined
schemes that we investigate.

The forward and backward rate constants for all pathways could be length
dependent, in particular for the scission-recombination pathway. Indeed, shorter
polymers should recombine faster than longer ones if the reaction is diffusion
limited, and longer ones plausibly have a higher probability of breaking within
a certain amount of time than shorter ones. We do take into account the length
dependence of the rate constants for the scission and recombination pathway by
invoking Hill’s rate constants. [157] Hill derived the forward and backward rate
constants in the limit of diffusion-limited aggregation that are valid only for long
rigid rods. Hill’s rate constants are not entirely consistent with the thermodynamics
of nucleated self-assembly, and alternative ones have been derived in the context
of the radical polymerisation with more accurate length dependent rate constants
these seem to suffer from the same problem. [159, 160] As our aim is to find out if
any kind of length dependence of the rate constants alters the dominant scaling of
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the lag time as a function of system volume, we make an arbitrary choice of using
Hill’s model. We study both kinds of scission-recombination pathway, i.e., with
and without length dependence of the rate constants.

The pathways of end evaporation and addition and of scission and recombination
have proven to apply to the polymerisation of actin and tubulin filaments, but the
time scales obtained from these pathways cannot explain other types of protein
aggregation, such as that of sickle hemoglobin. [161–164] Sickle cell hemoglobin
shows relatively rapid polymerisation kinetics in comparison to predictions from
end evaporation and addition and scission and recombination kinetics. To successfully
explain the rapid polymerisation observed in sickle cell hemoglobin, surface-
catalysed or secondary nucleation has been included in several studies. [162–164]
Secondary nucleation is also found to be relevant in the context of amyloid
fibrillation. [165] Recalling that on one hand, the primary nucleation concerns
the conversion of a cluster of monomers into a stable polymer of shortest length.
[166–168] On the other hand, in secondary nucleation a critical number nc of
monomers may first form an unstable cluster that next transforms into a stable
cluster, which in turn facilitates the elongation process.

Clearly, molecules may polymerize via a combination of molecular pathways.
In this work we perform an exhaustive study of stochastic aggregation kinetics
allowing for several combinations of pathway, and study how the resulting kinetics
are affected by the system size. The pathways we study are listed in Table 2.
Mathematically, reversible polymerisation can be represented by an infinite set of
rate equations for all allowed chemical reactions. Indeed, a monomer reacts with a
monomer to form a dimer, a dimer reacts with a monomer to form a trimer and so
on. Let us first translate each pathway of Table 2 into a set of chemical reactions
and write the corresponding rate equation for the polymers as

dyi(t)
dt

= k+
nx(t)ncδi,nc − k−n yi(t)δi,nc

+2k+
e x(t)yi−1(t)− 2k+

e x(t)yi(t) + 2k−e yi+1(t)− 2k−e yi(t)

−
i−nc

∑
j=nc

k−f (i− j, j)yi(t) +
∞

∑
j=nc

k−f (i, j)yi+j(t) + ∑
k+l=i

k+
f (k, l)yk(t)yl(t)

−
∞

∑
j=nc

k+
f (i, j)yi(t)yj(t) + ksecx(t)nsecδi,nsec

∞

∑
j=nc

jyj(t), (3.2.1)

and that for the monomers as

dx(t)
dt

= − d
dt

(
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi

)
, (3.2.2)
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Aggregation
pathway Reaction Future state given the present state (x, ..., yi, ...) Reaction

rate

primary
nucleation

nc x
k+

n−−⇀↽−−
k−n

ync

Forward reaction: (x− nc, ync + 1, ..., yi, ...)
Backward reaction: (x + nc, ync − 1, ..., yi, ...)

xnc k+
n

ync k−n
end

evaporation
and addition

yi + x
k+

e−−⇀↽−−
k−e

yi+1
Forward reaction: (x− 1, ..., yi − 1, yi+1 + 1, ...)
Backward reaction: (x + 1, ..., yi + 1, yi+1 − 1, ...)

2xyik+
e

2yi+1k−e

scission and
recombination

yi +

yj

k+
f−−⇀↽−−

k−f
yi+j

Forward reaction: (..., yi − 1, ..., yj − 1, ..yi+1 + 1)
Backward reaction: (..., yi + 1, ..., yj + 1, ..yi+1 − 1)

yiyjk+
f (i, j)

yi+jk−f (i, j)

secondary
nucleation

iyi + nsec x
ksec−−→ ynsec + iyi

Forward reaction: (x− nsec, ..., ysec + 1..., yi, ...) iyixnsec ksec

two-stage
nucleation

nc x
k+

n−−⇀↽−−
k−n

xnc

xnc

k+
c−−⇀↽−−

k−c
ync

Forward reaction: (x− nc, xnc + 1, ..., yi, ...)
Backward reaction: (x + nc, xnc − 1, ..., yi, ...)
Forward reaction: (xnc − 1, ync + 1, ..., yi, ...)

Backward reaction: (xnc + 1, ync − 1, ..., yi, ...)

xnc k+
n

xnc k−n
xnc k+

c

ync k−c

Table 2: Possible molecular aggregation steps by which a polymer length distribution can
change, considered in this work. Assuming the present state to be (x, ync , ..., yi, ...),
where x is the number of monomers and yi the number of polymers of length
nc ≤ i ≤ ∞, the states following the corresponding reactions are indicated. Notice
that for secondary nucleation we do not have a backward reaction. This is because
ysec is a polymer of size greater than the stable nucleus of size nc, that then
can disintegrate via monomer removal or scission. Also note that for two-stage
nucleation we also have to track the evolution of unstable aggregate xnc .

which conserves the total amount of material in the solution. Here, δi,nc is the
Kronecker delta that obtains the value unity if i = nc and zero otherwise, and x,
yi and nc denote the number of monomers, the number of polymers of degree
of polymerisation i ≥ nc and the size of the critical nucleus, respectively, for a
given system volume. The kinetic rate constants k+

n, k−n , k+
e , k−e , k+

f (i, j), k−f (i, j) and
ksec are associated with the various molecular aggregation pathways listed in
Table 2. The rate constants associated with scission and recombination, i.e., k+

f (i, j)
and k−f (i, j) depend on post-scission or pre-recombination polymer lengths, i and
j. In this work these rate constants are assumed to be length independent, in
which case k+

f (i, j) = k+
f and k−f (i, j) = k−f , except for a specific case of the Hill’s

length-dependent rate constants to be discussed below.
To use experimentally consistent units we assign molar units for the rate con-

stants in Table 2. However, as our simulation method is based on dealing with
numbers of molecules rather than concentration, the reaction rate constants in
our simulations are appropriately rescaled by the system volume to attain the
dimensions of s−1.
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In Eq. 3.2.1, the first two terms describe primary nucleation, while end evaporation
and addition contributes the next four terms, and scission and recombination are
described by the next four terms. The last term is a consequence of secondary
nucleation. The factors of two in Eq. 3.2.1 accounts for the fact that each linear
polymer has two ends. Eqs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 describe the time evolution of the
length distribution when the nucleation mechanism is straightforward primary
nucleation. To describe the kinetics of aggregation pathways involving two-stage
nucleation, we also have to consider the dynamics of unstable aggregates of size
nc. The resulting equations are in that case slightly different, where the number of
unstable nuclei of nc monomers xnc obeys

dxnc

dt
= k+

nx(t)nc − k−n xnc(t)− k+
c xnc(t) + k−c ync(t), (3.2.3)

and the polymers follow

dyi(t)
dt

= k+
c xnc(t)δi,nc − k−c yi(t)δi,nc

+2k+
e x(t)yi−1(t)− 2k+

e x(t)yi(t) + 2k−e yi+1(t)− 2k−e yi(t)

−
i−nc

∑
j=nc

k−f (i− j, j)yi(t) +
∞

∑
j=nc

k−f (i, j)yi+j(t) + ∑
k+l=i

k+
f (k, l)yk(t)yl(t)

−
∞

∑
j=nc

k+
f (i, j)yi(t)yj(t) + ksecx(t)nsecδi,nsec

∞

∑
j=nc

jyj(t), (3.2.4)

Mass conservation requires again that

dx(t)
dt

= − d
dt

(
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi

)
− nc

dxnc(t)
dt

. (3.2.5)

Here, k+
c and k−c are forward and backward rates for unstable aggregation formation

and its dissociation back to monomers, and all other rate constants have the same
meaning as before.

As remarked above, the rate constants associated with the scission and recom-
bination of polymers could depend on the length of the polymers. The length
dependence of the scission and recombination rate constants k+

f and k−f that we
consider in this work were derived by Hill in the diffusion-limited aggregation
regime. [157] They obey

k−f (i, j) =
k−f (ij)n−1(i ln j + j ln i)

(i + j)n+1 , (3.2.6)
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for the backward rates, and

k+
f (i, j) =

k+
f (i ln j + j ln i)

ij(i + j)
, (3.2.7)

for the forward rates, where i ≥ nc and j ≥ nc are the degrees of polymerisation
of the filaments, either recombining resulting into a filament of length i + j or
a filament of length i + j fragmenting into two polymers, n denotes the number
of degrees of freedom of each polymer contributing to the diffusive transport of
particles required to merge or separate two polymers. [157] These might include
rotation, translation or even flexing of the polymer chains. Hong and Yong find in
their work the value of n to be between 1− 3 for several amyloid fiber systems.
[169]

For our purposes of qualitative study, we choose a value of n = 2. The Hill’s rate
constant for scission is a bell-shaped curve peaked in the center, i.e., the polymer
has largest probability of breaking around the middle, while the recombination
rate decreases monotonically as a function of the size of the polymers engaged in
recombining. It should be emphasized that Hill’s model incorrectly predicts the
length distribution for long times, and is anyway strictly applicable only for rigid
rod-like polymer chains of i, j� 1. This then of course limits the applicability of
Hill’s model. We choose to ignore both caveats as we exclusively focus on the lag
phase, i.e., the early time kinetics where the chains can already be very long for
sufficiently cooperative self-assembly.

The reaction rate equations Eqs. 3.2.1-3.2.5 completely characterize the time
evolution of the length distribution for all aggregation pathways listed in Table
2 and for our choice of reaction rate constants. However, in this Chapter we
study the self-assembly kinetics not by evaluating the rate equations, which are
deterministic, but by means of the method of kinetic Monte Carlo applied to the
reactions listed in Table 2. This simulation method, developed by Gillespie, has
the advantage of being inherently stochastic and has been applied extensively
in the context of the kinetics of chemical reactions and of aggregation processes.
[170, 171] Fundamentally, the algorithm relies on two ingredients: (i) given the
current micro-state of the system, choose the transition that takes the system to
the next possible micro-state under the assumption of Markovian dynamics, and
(ii) calculate the time for transition for the next micro-state, see also Appendix 3.A.

To study the large number of combination of pathways we are interested in,
we simply switch on or off the desired pathways by making their rate constants
non-zero or zero, respectively. We perform a consistency check by comparing the
results of our stochastic simulations with predictions that we obtain using the
deterministic Eq. 3.2.1. We do this for one particular combination of three pathways,
by obtaining closed form dynamical equations for the first two moments of the
full distribution, i.e., the number of polymers and the polymerised monomeric
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mass. We focus on the combination of molecular pathways consisting of primary
nucleation, end evaporation and addition and scission and recombination, and presume
length independent rate constants. The resulting moment equations we solve
numerically and compare with our Monte Carlo simulations for large enough
system size, where our simulations should produce deterministic predictions. As
expected, our Monte Carlo simulations for nc = 2 are in quantitative agreement
with the deterministic moment equations. This confirms the correct implementation
of most of the individual reaction schemes. Details are presented in Appendix 3.B.

Our stochastic simulations produce the time evolution of the full length distri-
bution. Practically, it makes sense to focus on one or more moments of the length
distribution, such as the polymerised mass, the polydispersity index and the num-
ber of “living” polymers. However, the latter two quantities are extremely difficult
to probe experimentally, in particular as a function of time. Hence, in this work we
exclusively focus on the first moment of the polymer length distribution excluding
the inactive monomers. This is proportional to the polymerised mass fraction that
is primarily probed in experiments and that is equal to the polymerised mass
divided by the total monomer mass present in the solution.

In equilibrium the polymerised mass fraction that from now on we denote f ,
obeys f = 1− 1/X if X ≥ 1 and f = 0 if X ≤ 1, provided the polymerisation
is sufficiently cooperative. Here, X = Ck+

e /k−e is sometimes called a mass action
variable, [1] with C the total monomer concentration and k+

e and k−e the forward
and backward rate constants for the end evaporation and addition pathway. [53]
Notice that the rate constants for other pathways do not influence the equilibrium
polymerised mass fraction. The reason is that nucleated reversible self-assembly
can be seen as involving two components: (i) active polymers consisting of nc or
more monomers and (ii) inactive monomers that can turn into active polymers.
Upon incorporation of the scission and recombination pathway the monomeric mass
present in polymers remains unaffected. Indeed, for i, j ≥ nc we cannot allow
scission and recombination kinetics to deplete or add to the monomer pool. Although
the total number of monomers in the polymeric state is not influenced by this
pathway, the polymers do tend to become shorter if k+

f /k−f ≥ 1, i.e, if the scission
and recombination pathway is switched on keeping all other reaction rates fixed.
This implies that access to at least two moments of the full length distribution,
such as the mean degree of polymerisation and the polymerised mass fraction,
is needed to ascertain the presence or absence of the scission and recombination
pathway in any experiment.

3.3 system size dependence of the lag time

In this section, we quantify the stochasticity of the polymerisation kinetics by
studying one key feature of linear self-assembly, known as the lag time in the
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Figure 19: Representative stochastic trajectories obtained from 20 different computer ex-
periments performed for the set of parameters given in Table 3, for system size
(a) V=0.67 pL and (b) V=30 pL, with total monomer concentration of 10 µM
and a critical concentration of 1µM. Polymerization curves are shown for a
combined molecular pathway with primary nucleation (with nucleus size nc = 2),
end evaporation and addition, and scission and recombination. The initial condition
for the simulations is yi = 0 for all nc ≤ i ≤ ∞, i.e., only monomers are present
at time t = 0. The polymerisation curves saturates at the polymerised mass
fraction of 0.9 which is in agreement with the law of mass action.

polymerised mass fraction. This is the most widely studied feature of nucleated
self-assembly, experimentally and theoretically. [172] To quantify the lag phase for
our system of nucleated self-assembly, we use the conventional definition in which
we identify the time at which the growth rate is the largest, estimate the tangent
at that point and finally take its time intercept as the lag time. [144] In our study
this is not a trivial affair because data obtained from our stochastic simulations
are inherently noisy and, hence, straightforwardly calculating derivatives is not
feasible. To remedy this, we first obtain by means of a regression analysis a fit
curve to our polymerisation data points, using a generalized logistic function that
has the following form, [173]

f (t) =
f (∞)

(1 + Qe−ανt)
1
ν

, (3.3.1)

where f denotes the polymerised mass fraction, t is time and Q, ν and α are fitting
parameters. We use the generalized logistic function instead of a simple logistic
function to account for the asymmetry of polymerisation kinetics before and after
the inflection point. For every run, we construct a smooth function using our fitting
procedure, calculate the maximum growth rate and determine the polymerised
mass fraction at that point to calculate the lag time.

The lag time for small system size is not a deterministic function of the system
parameters. Rather, it is a stochastic variable with a certain probability distribution.
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kinetic pathways
reaction constants

k+
n k−n k+

e k−e k+
f k−f k+

sec k+
c k−c

[Mnc−1/s] [1/s] [M/s] [1/s] [M/s] [1/s] [M/s] [1/s] [1/s]

end evaporation and addition

(nc = 1)
10−6 10−1 103 10−3 7 7 7 7 7

end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination

(nc = 1)

10−6 10−1 103 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 7

end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination (Hill)

(nc = 1)

10−6 10−1 103 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 7

evaporation and addition

(nc = 2)
10−2 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 7 7 7

end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination

(nc = 2)

10−2 10−3 103 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 7

end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination (Hill)

(nc = 2)

10−2 10−3 103 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 7

secondary nucleation

+ end evaporation and addition

(nc = 2)

10−2 10−3 103 10−3 7 7 10−2 7 7

secondary nucleation

+ end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination

(nc = 2)

10−2 10−3 103 10−3 103 10−3 10−1 7 7

two stage nucleation

+ end evaporation and addition

+ scission and recombination

(nc = 2)

10−2 10−3 103 10−3 103 10−4 7 10−3 10−2

Table 3: The kinetic rate constants for each molecular aggregation pathways and their
combinations considered in this work. The parameters are defined in the main
text. The molar (M) and seconds (s) are the units for concentration and time,
respectively.

To obtain the distribution function of lag times, we repeat our computer experiment
500 times for the same set of parameters given in Table 3. We study the system size
dependence of the lag time distribution by performing our in-silico experiments for
various volumes ranging from 0.3 pL to 30 pL (1 pL = 10−15m3), which is typical
volume range for microfluidic experiments and living cells. [152] The rate constants
for our computer simulation are collected in Table 3. We choose rate constants
arbitrarily, but do aim to clearly see the effect of each pathway under consideration
and at the same time perform simulations within reasonable time. The nucleation
rate constants k+

n and k−n are chosen in such a way that the nucleation constant,
i.e, the ratio k+

n/k−n , is small enough to give rise to a distinct lag phase. At the
same time, the ratio k+

n/k−n should be large enough to have feasibly small mean
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polymer length so as to speed up the simulation. The concentration of protein
monomers for all of our simulations is 10 µM, and the critical polymerisation
concentration for all of our simulation is 1µM. This critical concentration can
be inferred from the equilibrium thermodynamic theory of nucleated linear self-
assembly with end evaporation and addition. As discussed in the previous section,
the additional pathway of scission and recombination does not alter the equilibrium
between monomers and polymers. This implies that the critical concentration is
independent of the pathways considered.

We choose 10 µM total monomeric concentration with a motive to stay deep
into the polymerised regime. As is well known, nucleated reversible self-assembly
is a true phase transition in the limit of infinitely large nucleation free energy
barrier and hence occurs in the limit k+

n/k−n → 0. [69] Although in our computer
experiments we have a finite (but large) nucleation barrier, this can give rise to
critical fluctuations that have little to do with the effect of system size. Because our
aim is to study system-size dependence and not any critical behavior, studying
self-assembly dynamics deeply into polymerised regime avoids encountering
fluctuations originating from the latter.

By fixing the concentration of monomers at 10 times the critical value and that
way making certain that the stochasticity in our simulations finds its origin in the
number fluctuations in each molecular species, we vary the number of molecules in
the system by changing the system volume only. In Fig. 19 we show representative
stochastic trajectories for the time evolution of the polymerised mass fraction for a
small volume (0.3 pL) and a relatively large volume (30 pL). Notice that almost
all of the stochasticity is confined to the lag time, i.e., the polymerisation curves
are shifted while preserving their shape, including the maximum growth rate (the
inflection point). Fig. 19. shows that if the lag time is shifted appropriately, all the
polymerisation curves for one set of parameters collapse on to a universal curve.
This indicates that the only feature that is different for different runs is the lag
phase.

In Fig. 20 we show the distribution of lag times for different system sizes. Note
that the lag time distribution for small volumes is exponential with a cutoff for
times smaller than a value that does not seem to depend on system size, and
tends slowly towards a normal distribution for larger system sizes. We find this
for all molecular pathways tested. The system size in our simulations refers to
volume at fixed monomer concentration, so to the number of monomers in the
system. The gradual shift from piece-wise exponential to normal distribution with
increasing system size (number of particles) is seen for all pathways tested and is in
qualitative agreement with experiments on sickle cell hemoglobin by Ferron et al..
[75] In their work, instead of changing volume to change the number of molecules
in the system of observation they change concentration of monomers. Because the
stochasticity in the self-assembly kinetics at the mesoscale arises as a consequence
of statistical number fluctuations, changing volume or concentration while keeping
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the other constant produces similar results. We stress again that from Fig. 20 we
conclude that the exponential distribution is not a truly exponential one, because
below a timescale τmin the probability of τlag < τmin rapidly tends to zero. We will
discuss the detailed implication of this in the next section.

From Fig. 20 we read off that both the mean lag time and its variance decreases
with increasing system volume. We calculate the mean of the distribution of lag
times and show in Fig. 21 the mean lag time as a function of inverse system volume
V−1. For generality we assume a power law dependence, i.e., τlag = τ∞

lag + c/Vα,
where τ∞

lag is the infinite-volume, deterministic lag time, c is a constant and α a
power. After fitting with this power law, we obtain for the exponent α a value close
to but not exactly equal to unity. The deviation of exponent α from unity is small
and suggests a logarithmic correction from the universal law of τlag ∼ τ∞

lag + cV−1,

i.e., τlag ∼ τ∞
lag + cV−1(1− δ ln V), where δ is deviation of the exponent α from a

value of unity. From Fig. 21, we conclude that to leading order the lag time is
inversely proportional to the system volume. The power law of τlag− τ∞

lag ∝ 1/V is
reached only for large volumes and is universal. The value of δ is not universal
and depends on the reaction pathway. See Table 4. Table 4 shows the exponent δ

for all combinations of pathways listed in Table 3. From the values listed in Table 4,
we confirm that the deviation δ is indeed pathway dependent. Hence, although the
inverse system volume dependence of the lag time is a universal feature of all the
studied combination of aggregation pathways, the deviation δ is non-universal.

Another interesting cumulant of the lag time distribution is the variance of
the lag time. It can be seen from error bars in Fig. 21 that the variance decreases
with the system volume. Further analysis shows that the variance of the lag time
distribution varies as V−β, with β strongly dependent on the pathway combination.
For end evaporation and addition the variance scales as V−1/2, whereas addition the
pathway of scission and recombination changes this to V−1 to the leading order albeit
with an error as large as 50 percent. Indeed, the exponent of the variance of the lag
time distribution is expected to be more erratic than the mean lag time, as higher
moments are more sensitive to fluctuations. Given that this is the case, we cannot
with absolute certainty comment on the scaling of variance with system volume.

Notice from Fig. 21 that different molecular aggregation indeed have different
deterministic lag times τ∞

lag. To explain this, consider Fig. 20a for nc = 1, where
among three sets of pathway shown, the end evaporation and addition has the largest
deterministic lag time. This is because, for every single polymer created, the sys-
tem has to cross the nucleation barrier, thereby slowing down the assembly. If
the scission and recombination pathway with length independent rate constants is
introduced, this allows the assembly to bypass the nucleation barrier by break-
ing already existing polymers and hence speed up the assembly process. This
pathway has lowest deterministic lag time. By taking into account Hill’s length
dependent rate constants, we suppress the scission of smaller polymers as well
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Figure 20: The probability distributions of the lag time for systems of volume , V = 0.30,
1.00, 1.67, 5.00, 8.33 and 30 pL, obtained by performing 500 runs for parameter
values given in Table 3. The data shown are for a combined molecular pathway
with primary nucleation (nc = 2), end evaporation and addition, and scission
and recombination. The simulations are performed under the total monomer
concentration of 10 µM, where the critical concentration for polymerisation
is 1 µM. Although we only show the lag time distribution for one specific
pathway, all the other combination of aggregation pathways listed in Table 3

also show similar qualitative gradual shift from Exponential to Gaussian with
an increasing volume.

as the recombination of longer ones. This, in turn, suppresses to some extent the
energetically favorable creation of new polymers from already existing ones, and
hence increases the assembly time. It is for this reason that the deterministic lag
time for Hill’s length dependent scission and recombination pathway falls between
the end evaporation and addition and the polymer length independent scission and
recombination pathways. The same reasoning holds true for bimolecular nucleation,
so nc = 2. Fig. 20b and 20c shows that, not surprisingly, secondary nucleation also
speeds up the assembly process. This is to be expected for secondary nucleation
also allows the system to bypass the primary nucleation barrier by catalysing
already formed polymers. The deterministic lag times for nc = 1 are different from
those where nc = 2. This is because the lag time has a power law dependence on
the initial polymerised mass fraction with the exponent being a function of the
size of the critical nucleus nc. [60] The power law exponent also depends on the
combination of pathway.

3.4 discussion

Naively, the universality of the leading order correction to the deterministic lag
time originates from the requirement of a nucleation event. We infer this from Fig.
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Figure 21: Mean lag time as a function of the reciprocal system volume for various com-
bination of pathways. (a) Primary nucleation (with nucleus size nc = 1) +
end evaporation and addition (orange circle), primary nucleation (nc = 1) +
end evaporation and addition + scission and recombination (red triangle) and
primary nucleation (nc = 1) + end evaporation and addition + scission and
recombination with Hill rate constants (green square). (b) Same as (a), except
primary nucleation with nc = 2. (c) Primary nucleation (nc = 2) + secondary
nucleation (nc = 2) + end evaporation and addition (orange circle) and primary
nucleation (nc = 2) + secondary nucleation (nc = 2) + end evaporation and
addition + scission and recombination (red triangle). (d) Nucleation-conversion
(two-stage nucleation) with (nc = 2) + end evaporation and addition + scission
and recombination. All simulations are performed for total monomer concen-
tration of 10 µM, where the critical polymerisation concentration is 1 µM. Refer
to Table 3 for the system parameters. The error bars indicate the variance of the
lag time distribution.

19, for the elongation phase following the lag phase is almost deterministic. To
elucidate the actual cause of the existence of a lag time, we extract the first nucleus
time, τnuc, from our computer simulations and show in Fig. 22 the probability
distribution of this quantity for the combined molecular pathway with primary
nucleation (nc = 2), end evaporation and addition, and scission and recombination. The
other pathways paint qualitatively the same picture. From Fig. 22, we read off
that unlike the lag time, the shape of the distribution function of the nucleation
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time is independent of the system size and is exponential without a small time
cutoff. This is not surprising because the nucleation time is the time at which first
nucleus is formed and, hence, can be seen as a first passage problem. [174] The
first passage problem in our system is the transition of nc monomers into a stable
nucleus. This nucleus is energetically unfavorable but, once a stable nucleus is
formed, elongation can proceed.

Such first passage processes typically have a time scale associated with them that
is exponentially distributed. [175] The independence of the shape of the nucleation
time distribution on the system size hints at the circumstance that the lag time
must be more than just a nucleation time. From the probability distribution from
Fig. 22, we calculate the mean nucleation time, i.e., the average time to form first
nucleus calculated from 500 runs, shown in Fig. 23. Following our analysis of
the mean lag time, we assume the expectation value of the nucleation time τnuc

to depend on the system volume V according to τnuc = τ∞
nuc + c′/Vβ where c′ is

a nucleation-mechanism dependent proportionality constant, τ∞
nuc the nucleation

time in the thermodynamic limit and β is the power law exponent for the stochastic
nucleation time. Not surprisingly, Fig. 22 shows that the nucleation time remains
unaltered for pathways affecting elongation mechanisms, i.e., end evaporation and
addition and scission and recombination, and only depends on the primary nucleation
constant k+

n/k−n . Fig. 22b, 22c and 22d, have the same primary nucleation constant
and same nucleus size of nc = 2, have similar volume dependence. Fig. 22a shows
results for a nucleus size of nc = 1 and hence the rate of change of the nucleation
time differs from the others. The nucleation time for nc = 1 is smaller than that for
nc = 2, because of our choice of forward and backward rate constants.

The nucleation time turns out to be rather precisely linearly dependent on the
system size, i.e., β = 1 to within 1 to 8 percent. To explain this, we note that one
particle has a first passage time, τp, when the system crosses the nucleation barrier
for the first time. For N independent (uncorrelated) particles, the probability
that one of them crosses the nucleation barrier will be N times larger than the
one particle case. Hence, the time scale of crossing the barrier will be inversely
proportional to N, i.e., to the system volume. The same reasoning holds for the
variance of the lag time distribution, because first passage processes generally
result into exponentially distributed time scales. As is well known, the variance
of the sum of N exponentially distributed random variables with equal variance
is simply the variance of one random variable divided by N. By the same token,
N particles crossing a nucleation barrier generate N exponentially distributed
first passage time scales. The probability distribution of the sum of these N time
scales is the so-called Gamma distribution, which in the limit N → ∞ converges to
Gaussian distribution, also see Fig. 20.

As remarked in previous section, we do observe such a linear dependence for
the scission and recombination pathway, but for the end evaporation and addition there
are large deviations from linearity. This is because the argument of N independent
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Figure 22: Mean nucleation time as a function of the system volume for various com-
bination of pathways. (a) Primary nucleation (with nucleus size nc = 1) +
end evaporation and addition (orange circle), primary nucleation (nc = 1) +
end evaporation and addition + scission and recombination (red triangle) and
primary nucleation (nc = 1) + end evaporation and addition + scission and
recombination with Hill rate constants (green square). (b) Same as (a), except
primary nucleation with nc = 2. (c) Primary nucleation (nc = 2) + secondary
nucleation (nc = 2) + end evaporation and addition (orange circle) and primary
nucleation (nc = 2) + secondary nucleation (nc = 2) + end evaporation and
addition + scission and recombination (red triangle). (d) Nucleation-conversion
(two-stage nucleation) with (nc = 2) + end evaporation and addition + scission
and recombination. All simulations are performed for total monomer concen-
tration of 10 µM, where the critical polymerisation concentration is 1 µM. Refer
to Table 3 for the system parameters.

particles crossing the nucleation barrier is not strictly applicable. The reason for
this is that post-nucleation elongation of a polymer depletes the monomeric pool
that, depending on the pathway, correlates the nucleation and elongation phases
of the assembly. This results into a deviation from the linear dependence of the
lag time on the system size, as observed. It implies that the nucleation time alone
should scale as N−1, which indeed can be seen from Fig. 23.
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We notice from Figs. 3 and 5 that, for an infinitely large system, the deterministic
nucleation time τ∞

nuc is zero whilst the deterministic lag time τ∞
lag is not zero. In

fact, the distribution of nucleation times is exponential and that of the lag times
is piece-wise, i.e., is essentially zero for small times. This observation strengthens
our suggestion that the processes leading up to the existence of a lag time not only
involves nucleation but also elongation. The part of the lag phase that involves
elongation strongly depends on the elongation pathway considered, and hence
does not have any of the universal features seen for the nucleation time. Different
molecular pathways have different length distributions at the lag time and hence
lack universality. In any event, the lag time defined the way described in Section 3.3
is an analytical way of quantifying a lag phase but it lacks any physical intuition.

Figure 23: The probability distribution of the nucleation time for system sizes of, V =
0.30, 1.00, 1.67, 5.00, 8.33 and 30 pL, obtained by performing 500 computer
experiments under the same set of parameters. The data shown for a com-
bined molecular pathway with primary nucleation (nc = 2), end evaporation
and addition, and scission and recombination. See also Table 3 for the values
of the kinetic parameters. The total monomer concentration and the critical
concentration is 10µM and 1µM, respectively.

Indeed, the question what the length distribution is at the end of the lag phase
cannot be generally answered. Hence, this may require us to redefine lag time and
replace it by the elongation-pathway independent nucleation time and a pathway-
dependent elongation time. How such a lag time is to be probed experimentally
remain elusive though. The contribution of the elongation time to the lag time is
caused by the circumstance the self-assembling system has to acquire a critical
length distribution beyond which exponential growth occurs. The critical length
distribution itself can be a stochastic variable with some distribution function. This
adds further complexity to the problem of defining an elongation time. Although
defining a sensible elongation time eludes us, we do emphasize that this is the
most dominant time scale for the lag phase, at least in the thermodynamic limit.
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kinetic pathway δ

end evaporation and addition (nc = 1) -0.17

end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (nc = 1)

0.12

end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (Hill) (nc = 1)

0.16

end evaporation and addition (nc = 2) 0.19

end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (nc = 2)

0.28

end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (Hill) (nc = 2)

0.21

secondary nucleation
+ end evaporation and addition (nc = 2)

0.09

secondary nucleation + end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (nc = 2)

0.16

two stage nucleation + end evaporation and addition
+ scission and recombination (nc = 2)

0.02

Table 4: The aggregation pathways studied and their respective δ, i.e., deviation from
linearity of the lag time dependence on the system volume, τlag − τ∞

lag ∝ 1/V1+δ.

This can be seen once again from Figs. 3 and 5, where τ∞
lag > 0 whilst τ∞

nuc = 0,
hence confirming that for deterministic master equations, i.e., in the absence of
any noise, the rate limiting step is elongation and not nucleation.

3.5 conclusions

In this work we study by means of kinetic Monte Carlo simulation the stochastic
nature of nucleated linearly self-assembling molecular building blocks in dilute
solution. One of the models that we invoke is the thermodynamically consistent
end evaporation and addition. [15] Another also includes scission and recombination,
with and without allowing for explicit length dependent rate constants. [153] We in
addition allow for (i) mono-molecular primary nucleation, (ii) bimolecular primary
nucleation, (iii) secondary nucleation of monomers on already existing fibers and
(iv) two-stage nucleation. [172] In combination, nine different sets of pathways are
studied. We show that irrespective of the combination of pathways we study, to
leading order the stochastic component of the lag time is inversely proportional
to the system volume. This scaling remains unchanged even when Hill’s length
dependent rate constants, valid for rigid long polymer chains, are adapted in
kinetic pathways. The first order correction that depends logarithmically on the
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volume turns out strongly pathway dependent. By comparing our lag time with
the corresponding nucleation time to form the first nucleus, we show that for all
tested pathways the stochastic component of the lag time must be a combination
of a nucleation time and an elongation time. The nucleation time, unlike the lag
time, is rather precisely inversely proportional to the system volume. We find it to
be exponentially distributed for all system volumes, which is not the case for the
lag time. The elongation time, on the other hand, strongly depends on whether
the pathway involves only end evaporation and addition or in addition scission and
recombination kinetics. This leads us to infer that a contribution from the elongation
time is the cause of the non-universal correction to the leading order stochastic
lag time. Finally, we find that in the thermodynamic limit the mean lag time is
non-zero whilst the mean nucleation time seems to vanish. Consequently, for
linearly self-assembling systems, the rate limiting step in the lag phase in that limit
must be found in the elongation phase, not in the nucleation phase.
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Appendix

3.a gillespie algorithm for simulation of self-assembly

We invoke the Gillespie algorithm to simulate our system of linearly self-assembling
particles. [72] Let us consider a state of the system as (x, y2, y3, ..., yi, ...), where
x and yi are the numbers of monomers and of polymer of length i respectively.
The self-assembly as described by the molecular aggregation pathways shown
in Table I, can be seen as a Markov process. In a Markov process the transition
from the current state to the next state via one of the reactions shown in Table
I depends on the current state of the system, and not on the states before that.
As a first step towards implementing the Gillespie algorithm to study reaction
kinetics is to list out all the possible reactions, given the current state of the system
with their corresponding reaction rates. Given the current state of the system
(x, y2, y3, ..., yi, ...), the Gillespie algorithm in essence requires two quantities: I)
From all possible reactions listed in Table I, given the current state of the system,
determine the next reaction that is going to take place in the time bracket from t to
t + dt. II) Calculate dt the time that one of the reactions from Table I will happen
for the first time.

To find next possible reaction, we first have to transform the reaction rates
for each reaction of Table I into the corresponding probability. Let us define
the rate to leave the present state, i.e., R = ∑α Rα, where Rα is the reaction rate
for each individual reaction α. The probability of reaction α with reaction rate
Rα is given by Pα = Rα/R. Next, we generate a uniformly distributed random
number, r1, in the interval (0, 1) and find the next possible reaction α, such that,
∑α−1

β=1 Pβ < r1 < ∑α
β=1 Pβ, where α is the reaction that is going to happen next.

The second quantity, i.e., the time dt for next reaction to happen turns out to be
exponentially distributed, typical of first passage processes. [175] This then by
simple transformation can be related to a uniform distribution. To calculate dt
we can then generate a uniformly distributed random number r2, in the interval
(0, 1) and using the relation dt = ln(1/r2)/R. This way, at every instance we know
the next micro-state of the system and the time it will take for transition from
the current to the next state of the system. This combination gives us the time
evolution of the length distribution of the polymer self-assembly. By generating
appropriate random numbers we also take into account the stochasticity coming
from the mesoscopic number fluctuations. Hence, the Gillespie algorithm provides
us with a tool to study stochastic kinetics arising from the reaction rate kinetics of
self-assembling systems.
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3.b deterministic moment equations and comparison with monte

carlo simulations

We obtain closed-form differential equations for the first two moments of a gen-
eralized pathway consisting of primary nucleation, end evaporation and addition and
scission and recombination. Similar equations have also been obtained previously
by Michaels and Knowles. [176] Using Eq. 3.2.1 for the special case of length
independent scission and recombination rate constants, we obtain for the polymers

dyi(t)
dt

= 2k+
e x(t)yi−1(t)− 2k+

e x(t)yi(t) + 2k−e yi+1(t)− 2k−e yi(t)

−k−f (i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
j=i+nc

yj(t) + k+
f ∑

k+l=i
yk(t)yl(t)

−2k+
f yi(t)

∞

∑
j=nc

yj + k+
nx(t)ncδi,nc , (3.B.1)

and for the monomers

dx(t)
dt

= − d
dt

(
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t)

)
. (3.B.2)

Note the factor of (i− 2nc + 1) in the fifth term on the right hand side, accounts for
the number of bonds allowed to break so that the fragmenting filaments are larger
than nc. Next, we define first two moments of the full length distribution as

P(t) =
∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t) and M(t) =
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t), (3.B.3)

where, P(t) and M(t) are the number of polymers and the polymerised monomeric
mass respectively. Upon rearranging terms, we can write the time-evolution equa-
tion for P(t) as

dP(t)
dt

= 2k+
e x(t)

∞

∑
i=nc

[
yi−1(t)− yi(t)

]
+ 2k−e

∞

∑
i=nc

[
yi+1(t)− yi(t)

]
−k−f

∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=i+nc

yj + k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
k+l=i

yk(t)yl(t)

−2k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t) + knx(t)nc
∞

∑
i=nc

δi,nc . (3.B.4)

Note that the first and second term on the right hand side of Eq. 3.B.4, coming
from end evaporation and addition, cancel each other and hence do not contribute
to the dynamics or equilibrium of first moment, P.
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Figure 24: Comparison of results obtained from our kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for a
system volume of V = 500pL, with a numerical solutions of the deterministic
moment equations 3.B.10 and 3.B.11, valid in the infinite volume limit. Parameter
settings as in Fig. 1. Left: the polymerised mass fraction, M(t)/(M(t) + x(t)), as
a function of time. Right: The active degree of polymerisation, M(t)/P(t), as a
function of time

Next, we rewrite the third and the fourth term, coming from polymer scission,
in terms of the theta function,

−
∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t)Θ(i− j− nc)

= M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t). (3.B.5)

The contribution from polymer recombination, represented by terms five and six,
can be written as,

∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
k+l=i

yk(t)yl(t)− 2
∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t)

=
∞

∑
k=nc

∞

∑
l=nc

yk(t)yl(t)− 2
∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t)

= −P(t)2. (3.B.6)
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The dynamical equation for total polymerised mass, M(t), can be obtained by
multiplying Eq. 3.B.1 by i and summing over it,

dM(t)
dt

= 2k+
e x(t)

∞

∑
i=nc

i
[
yi−1(t)− yi(t)

]
+ 2k−e

∞

∑
i=nc

i
[
yi+1(t)− yi(t)

]
−k−f

∞

∑
i=nc

i(i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=i+nc

iyj(t)

+k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
k+l=i

iyk(t)yl(t)− 2k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t)

+k+
nx(t)nc

∞

∑
i=nc

iδi,nc . (3.B.7)

Here, the first term, associated with elongation, can be simplified to

x(t)
∞

∑
i=nc

i
[
yi−1(t)− yi(t) =

∞

∑
i=nc−1

(i + 1)yi(t)−
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t) = P(t), (3.B.8)

and the second (evaporation) term gives

∞

∑
i=nc

i
[
yi+1(t)− yi(t)

]
=

∞

∑
i=nc+1

(i− 1)yi(t)−
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t) = −P(t)− ncync(t). (3.B.9)

Here, we neglect the contribution, ncync(t), and obtain dynamical equation for sec-
ond moment, M(t). We can safely neglect the term ncync(t), because for sufficiently
cooperative self-assembly, the number of nuclei are really small in comparison
with the total number of polymers P(t).

Using a similar algebraic manipulation as we did in Eqs. 3.B.5 and 3.B.6, we
find that the terms originating from scission and recombination in Eq. 3.B.7 vanish.
This is to be expected, as we apply the scission and recombination pathway to
the polymers only. Again, k+

f and k−f cannot influence the exchange of material
between polymers and monomers. This leads us to the dynamical equations for
the first two moments of the length distribution,

dP(t)
dt

= −k+
f P(t)2 + k−f (M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t)) + knx(t)nc (3.B.10)

dM(t)
dt

= 2(x(t)k+
e P(t)− k−e P(t)) + nck+

nx(t)nc . (3.B.11)

Analytical solution of the above equations has eluded us and hence we resort to
a numerical evaluation, the results of which we compare in Fig. 24 with those
from our Monte Carlo simulations. For a comparison we took a system volume of
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V = 500pL, which is very much larger than the volumes at which we see stochastic
behavior. Stochastic behavior we find for our set of parameters to occur at volumes
below approximately below V = 30pL. See Fig. 19.
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4
O N T H E K I N E T I C S O F B O D Y VERSUS END EVAPORATION AND
ADDITION OF SUPRAMOLECULAR POLYMERS

The kinetics of the self-assembly of supramolecular polymers is dictated by how monomers,
dimers, trimers etc., attach to and detach from each other. It is for this reasons that
researchers have proposed a plethora of pathways to explain the kinetics of various self-
assembling supramolecules, including sulfur, linear micelles, ring polymers and protein
fibrils. Recent observations hint at the importance of a hitherto ignored molecular aggre-
gation pathway that we refer to as “body evaporation and addition”. In this pathway,
monomers can enter at any point along the backbone of the polymer. In this chapter we
compare predictions for the well-established end evaporation and addition pathway with
those that we obtained for the newly proposed body evaporation and addition model. We
quantify the lag time, characteristic of nucleated reversible polymerisation, in terms of the
time it takes to obtain half of the steady-state polymerised fraction and the apparent growth
rate at that point, and obtain power laws for both, as a function of the total monomer
concentration. We find that perhaps not entirely unexpectedly, the body evaporation and
addition pathway speeds up the relaxation of the polymerised monomeric mass relative to
that of the end evaporation and addition. However, the presence of the body evaporation
and addition pathway does not affect the dependence of the lag time on the total monomer
concentration and it remains the same as that for the case of end evaporation and addition.
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4.1 introduction

Supramolecular polymerisation processes are of immense importance in biology
and in chemistry. [4] Some classic examples in biology include actin and micro-
tubule self-assembly that play important roles in the context of the mechanics
of the cell, and β−amyloid and prion protein aggregation implicated in neuro-
degenerative diseases. [149, 150, 177–179] Similarly, supramolecular polymerisation
has major applications in the chemistry of medicine and in molecular electron-
ics. [180] In this light, it is not surprising that researchers have long studied the
equilibrium and kinetics of self-assembly. As the time evolution of self-assembly
is very much system specific, in particular the early time kinetics, itself the most
extensively studied aspect of reversible polymerisation, a whole host of molecular
pathways of supramolecular self-assembly have been proposed. [15, 52, 60]

It is generally believed that Oosawa was the first to suggest a model in the
context of the polymerisation of actin filaments, where a monomer can be added to
or removed from the ends. [15, 60] Oosawa’s model has one important ingredient,
known as nucleation. This means that a stable critical nucleus of nc ≥ 1 monomers
must be formed before polymer growth commences. Although Oosawa’s model
of self-assembly is in agreement with experimental data in the context of actin
polymerisation, it fails to describe many other protein aggregation processes. [173]
Indeed, the prevalent molecular pathway for self-assembly is dictated by the
complex molecular structure of the monomers involved, as well as by the type
of bonding between monomers that form a polymer. This results in molecular
pathways that are more complex than the simple pathway proposed by Oosawa,
which can be called end evaporation and addition [51, 53, 54].

In the context of the living polymerisation or linear polymers, researchers
proposed a plethora of pathways by which self-assembly can occur, e.g., polymer
scission and recombination [50, 56, 58], secondary nucleation [60, 172] and two-stage
nucleation. [146] Further work shows that the kinetics of self-assembly is strongly
dependent on which of the above mentioned pathways are active during the
assembly process. [173] The influence molecular aggregation pathways have on
the early time kinetics of linear self-assembly, which is the most studied aspect of
the problem in hand, motivates researchers to study and characterize all possible
pathways. [19, 60, 146, 181, 172]

With the aim to probe the molecular pathway responsible for linear self-assembly
in the context of supramolecular polymerisation, Albertazzi et al. recently per-
formed experiments with a self-assembling molecule known as 1,3,5 benzenetri-
carboxamide or BTA for short. [68] By imaging the supramolecular polymers at
different assembly times, they were able to investigate monomer mixing on the
scale of individual polymers. Because their observations could not be explained
by any of the hitherto known molecular pathways, they suggested the need to
revisit theoretically and experimentally the dynamic behaviour of supramolecular
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polymers. From their observations, they conclude that the molecular pathway
responsible for self-assembly of BTAs is the one in which the monomer can be
removed from and inserted anywhere along the polymer backbone.

We have schematically depicted the novel pathway in Fig. 25. At time t = 0
the solution contains only two types of supramolecular homopolymer, and as
time progresses mixing of monomers occurs at the supramolecular level. However,
contrary to crowding of differently labeled monomers at the ends, which is to
be expected if monomers can only attach on and detach from the ends, the
mixing takes place homogeneously along the polymer backbone. We call their
proposed pathway the “body evaporation and addition” pathway to contrast it with
the conventional end evaporation and addition pathway, and study theoretically the
kinetics of this pathway in the presence of the scission and recombination pathway
and primary nucleation. [15] The molecular pathway scission and recombination allows
polymers to break at any point on the backbone resulting into two smaller polymers
and recombining two polymers into a longer polymer. Primary nucleation is the
mechanism by which a critical number of monomers spontaneously self-assemble
to form the shortest stable polymer.[15]

Many researchers have concluded that the time evolution of the length distri-
bution of living polymers is typically a mixture of molecular pathways which are
switched on and off dependent on system of interest. [19, 169, 182] It is for this
reason that we study the kinetics of the newly proposed pathway in combination
with the molecular pathways already referred to. At first glance, body evaporation
and addition pathway looks similar to end evaporation and addition, and naively
one would perhaps presume that a simple renormalisation of rate constants can
account for the former. However, a closer look at the problem reveals that for end
evaporation and addition every polymer has only two ends, resulting into a probabil-
ity of addition or removal of monomer at the ends that plausibly is independent
on the length of the polymer. In contrast, in the case of body evaporation and addition
the probability of adding or removing a monomer is proportional to the number
of bonds in a polymer in which a monomer is being added. Hence, the addition
or removal of a monomer along the polymer backbone in the body evaporation and
addition depends on the size of that particular polymer. As the size of an individual
polymer changes as a function of time, it is not possible to simply renormalise the
rate constants associated with body evaporation and addition pathway and expect it
to behave like end evaporation and addition.

To study the kinetics of linear self-assembly we start by writing the discrete rate
equations. However, the rate equations are highly nonlinear and have so far eluded
exact analytical solution except in certain limiting cases. [60, 169] Hence, we study
the kinetics of self-assembly by closing the discrete reaction rate equations by
insisting on plausible approximations. This way, we obtain dynamical equations
for the first two moments of the polymer length distribution, being the number of
polymers and the polymerised monomeric mass of which the latter is primarily
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probed in assembly experiments. [19, 144, 172] We obtain asymptotic analytical
solutions of the resulting dynamical equations. From our analytical solutions we
quantify the early time kinetics and show that the lag time scaling with the total
monomer concentration is unchanged from that of the standard end evaporation
and addition pathway even in the presence of the proposed body evaporation and
addition. However, the lag time significantly decreases with predominance of the
body evaporation and addition We also show that the when only one of the two
considered pathways is present, the half-time and the apparent growth rate differ
in their scaling with the forward rate constants of monomer insertion as allowed
by the respective pathways.

t = 0

Figure 25: Schematic showing the effect of body evaporation and addition pathway on the
mixing and growth of differently dye-labeled but otherwise identical monomers
at time t = 0. Note the homogeneous insertion of black monomers along the
green polymer backbone and vice versa via the free monomers in the solution.

The remainder of this Chapter is organised as follows: In Section 4.2, we intro-
duce the moment equations for the generalized molecular pathway and study the
equilibrium properties of the two moments of the length distribution. In Section
4.3, the dynamical equations for the moments are solved in the absence of polymer
recombination and in the limit of vanishing fragmentation and nucleation rate
constants. The analytical solutions are then compared with numerical solutions,
and used to calculate the half-time and the apparent growth rate for the polymeri-
sation kinetics. In Section 4.4, we discuss the results and findings of our theoretical
analysis, finally summarising our results in Section 4.5.

4.2 master equations and moment equations

The molecular pathways that we include in our study are i) primary nucleation, ii)
end evaporation and addition, iii) body evaporation and addition and iv) scission and
recombination. [52, 146, 181] Our moment equations, derived from the generalized
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rate equations, allow us to probe the quantitative role of the various molecular
pathways involved. The molecular pathway of interest can in principle always be
made dominant by switching off other pathways completely or asymptotically.
In order to study the kinetics of nucleated polymerisation we first transform the
molecular pathways into the corresponding reaction representation

i) primary nucleation ncx
k−n−⇀↽−
k+

n

ync , (4.2.1)

ii) end evaporation and addition yi + x
k−e−⇀↽−
k+

e

yi+1, (4.2.2)

iii) body evaporation and addition yi + x
k−b (i+1)
−−−−⇀↽−−−−−

k+
b (i+1)

yi+1, (4.2.3)

iv) scission and recombination yi + yj

k−f−⇀↽−
k+

f

yi+j, (4.2.4)

where x and yi are the concentration of monomers and that of polymers of size i,
respectively, and nc is the critical nucleus size, i.e., the degree of polymerisation
of smallest stable polymer. Furthermore, k+

n, k−n , k+
e , k−e , k+

b , k−b , k+
f and k−f are the

rates of nucleus formation and disintegration (subscript n), monomer addition
and removal from the ends (subscript e), the rates of monomer addition and
removal from the polymer backbone excluding the ends (subscript b) and polymer
recombination and scission (subscript f).

These reaction rates are assumed to be constant in time, implying that the
polymerisation process is reaction-limited rather than diffusion-limited. The indices
i and j for reaction iv) obey i, j ≥ nc, where nc ≥ 2. We consider the case nc ≥ 2 in
order to be able to close the sums in the master equation and obtain the dynamical
equations for the first two principal moments of the polymer length distribution.
In the case nc ≥ 2, a monomer is not counted as a polymer, whereas for nc = 1,
a monomer can be an active monomer, i.e., a polymer of size one, or an inactive
monomer. Hence, the master equations for nc ≥ 2 is fundamentally different from
that for nc = 1 polymerisation.

One more assumption that we employ in order to close the sums in the master
equation is that we assume k−n = k−e . Later we will see that this approximation
does not alter our results because in order to be able to close our discrete master
equation, we neglect disintegration of a nuclei via the end evaporation and addition
pathway. Our approximation of irreversible nucleus formation has been employed
in the past by several researchers and the results have been quantitatively com-
pared with the experimental data on protein polymerisation, hence justifying our
approximation. [19, 169, 172]
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Before we delve deeper into our analysis, a few remarks should be made. In
principle, we consider four mechanisms that are responsible for the time evolution
of the length distribution: the primary nucleation, the end evaporation and addition,
the body evaporation and addition and the scission and recombination pathway. Our
goal in this work is very specific and is to compare the early time kinetics of the
two pathways, which are the body evaporation and addition and the body evaporation
and addition. However, if we do not include the scission and recombination pathway,
the resulting dynamical equations will be singular, meaning that we can make
a parameter corresponding to this pathway small but can never put it to zero.
Hence, it is for purely mathematical reasons that we make use of the most general
description that formally include all the aforementioned pathways.

This is also the reason why we implement primary nucleation. To make the
problem mathematically tractable we work in the limit of strongly nucleated
systems, where for the time domain of our interest the primary nucleation step is
not functional and hence can be ignored for all practical purposes. This said, we
will explain in detail all of our approximations and limitations, as and when they
come in this Chapter.

Now, to derive a closed form of the moment equations, we start with the discrete
master equation for the reaction schemes defined above. For the polymers, this
yields

dyi(t)
dt

= k+
nx(t)ncδi,nc + 2k+

e yi−1(t)− 2k+
e x(t)yi(t) + 2k−e yi+1(t)− 2k−e yi(t)

+k+
b (i− 2)x(t)yi−1 − k+

b (i− 1)x(t)yi + k−b (i− 1)yi+1 − k−b (i− 2)yi

−k−f (i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
j=i+nc

yi(t) + k+
f ∑

k+l=i
yk(t)yl(t)

−2k+
f yi(t)

∞

∑
j=nc

yj, (4.2.5)

where the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. 4.2.5 accounts for the formation
of the critical nucleus, the next four terms stem from the end evaporation and addition
pathway, and terms six to nine represent the body evaporation and addition. The
last four terms result from scission and recombination. Here, δi,nc denotes Kronecker
delta that acquires value of 1 when i = nc and is zero otherwise. Note that the
factor of (i− 2nc + 1) in the tenth term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.2.5 accounts
for the number of bonds allowed to break, so that the fragmenting filaments are
larger than the nucleus size nc. The condition of the conservation of mass finally
results into a time-dependent equation for the monomers

dx(t)
dt

= − d
dt

(
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t)

)
. (4.2.6)
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Eq. 4.2.5 is different from the previously obtained master equations on account
of the additional terms that describe the contribution of the body evaporation
k−b and addition k+

b . [60, 169] We also implement the scission and recombination
pathway to allow for polymer fragmentation resulting only into fragments greater
than or equal to the critical size; the recombining polymers also have to be of the
size i ≥ nc. This is because we assume that any fragment of size l ≤ nc is highly
unstable and quickly disintegrates to l monomers. This prohibits the recombination
of fragments smaller than the critical nucleus, as they do not exist in a polymeric
state. Additionally, by disallowing the fragmentation that results in a fragment
smaller than the critical size, we prevent this step from contributing to the free
monomeric pool. As a consequence, we completely decouple the end evaporation
and addition from the scission and recombination pathway, i.e., one of the pathways
can be switched on or off without affecting the other. [60]

Our master equation, and ones very much like it, being highly non-linear
equations, have so far eluded exact analytical solutions. Hence, a standard practice
in the field is not to study the full length distribution but only the first two
moments of it. [15, 60] These are the polymer concentration, P, and the polymerised
monomeric mass, M. Both in moles per liter if the rate constants are given in
molar units. Of these two quantities, the latter quantity is readily measured
by means of, e.g., circular dichroism or fluorescence microscopy. [144, 183] The
number concentration of polymers can in principle be quantified by measuring
the mean size of the polymers, using techniques such as static and dynamic light
scattering, and calculating the ratio of the polymerised mass to the mean degree
of polymerisation. [184]

The two principal moments expressed in our variables read

P =
∞

∑
i=nc

yi, (4.2.7)

for the polymer concentration and

M =
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi, (4.2.8)

for the polymerised mass. We obtain the dynamical equations for P and M by
extracting the first two principal moments from the full polymer length distribution
described by Eq. 4.2.5. In the process of deducing the dynamical equations for the
moments, the only approximation we employ is that we neglect all terms arising
from the disintegration of nuclei, which for early times are negligible in number,
at least in the limit k+

n → 0. See Appendix 4.A for details. Hence, as discussed in
the previous section, in essence we disallow the disintegration of nuclei.
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The dynamical equation for the number of polymers P(t) that we obtain, reads

dP(t)
dt

= −k+
f P(t)2 + k−f [M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t)] + k+

n [mtot −M(t)]nc , (4.2.9)

and for the time evolution of the the polymerised monomeric mass M(t) we find

dM
dt

= 2
[
(mtot −M(t))k+

e P(t)− k−e P(t)
]

+ k+
b (mtot −M(t))(M(t) + P(t))

+k−b (2P(t)−M(t)) + nck+
n(mtot −M(t))nc , (4.2.10)

where mtot is the total concentration of monomers in the system. A detailed
derivation of Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 from Eqs. 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 is provided in Appendix
4.A. For this general set of equations the initial polymerised monomeric mass can
have any value between and including, 0 and mtot, i.e., 0 ≤ M(0) ≤ mtot. The same
holds true for P(0) and M(t) ≥ P(t) for all times, where the equality holds only
when all the polymers are critical nuclei.

In the absence of the body evaporation and addition terms, Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10

have been compared with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations that do allow for the
disintegration of nuclei. [181] As expected, the time evolution of the moments
obtained from the simulation are in quantitative agreement with Eqs. 4.2.9 and
4.2.10 in the appropriate limit of strongly nucleated polymerisation, justifying
our approximation. With regard to the domain of validity of the Eqs. 4.2.9 and
4.2.10, they produce nonzero and positive M(∞) and P(∞) only above the so-called
critical concentration of monomers. [1] In the absence of other pathways, except
end evaporation and addition, the critical concentration obtained from our kinetic
equations has a simple analogy to that of the thermodynamic theory of linear self-
assembly. [1] However, in the presence of more complex pathways, the mapping
is not so trivial as the kinetic theory demands the introduction of additional
energy scales corresponding to various pathways. For example, an energy scale
for monomer removal or addition along the backbone of a polymer would be
needed to characterise the body evaporation and addition in addition to an energy
scale associated with the monomer addition to or removal from the ends of a
polymer.

Notice that Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 are highly nonlinear offering little hope of
exact analytical solution. This implies that we have not improved the state of
affairs significantly, in the context of the various simplifications of the equations
that we have implemented. Of course, one may linearise Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10

and obtain linear solutions, but this is of limited help as a linear solution can
never result in sigmoidal kinetics. Hence, with the aim to reduce the nonlinearity
of the equations but preserve the most important and generic behaviour of the
kinetics of self-assembly, we employ several additional approximations. Our first
approximation is to restrict our analysis to the limit k+

n → 0. This way we reduce
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the degree of the polynomial, which is essential to obtain an analytical solution.
In addition, we also neglect the polymer recombination k+

f P(t)2 term in Eq. 4.2.9.
By doing so, we break the reversibility condition and hence do not expect the
system to follow the corresponding law of mass action. However, earlier studies on
nucleated self-assembly have shown that in the context of the early time kinetics
we focus attention on, polymer recombination does not play a significant role
and hence can be ignored as in fact we shall also make plausible below. [146]
Indeed, by identifying the most dominant terms in the dynamical equations for
the polymerisation kinetics, the predicted lag phase has been shown to be in a
quantitative agreement with theoretical models, at least in the absence of body
evaporation and addition. [19, 146, 169, 182, 185] This motivates us to do the same
for our reaction pathway, despite it potentially being inaccurate in the long-time
limit.

The steady-state solution of Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 sheds some light on the role
of molecular pathways and how our approximations, i.e., k+

n → 0 and k+
f P2 = 0,

impact upon the long-time behaviour. In the steady state, the time derivatives
of the two moments are zero and we are left with algebraic equations. If we
define K f = k+

f /k−f to be the fragmentation equilibrium constant, we can switch
off the effect of scission and recombination, at least in equilibrium, by taking the
asymptotic limit K f = 0. If k+

f = 0 this will be true for any value of k−f 6= 0. Within
this approximation we can compare the effect of end evaporation and addition and
body evaporation and addition explicitly. In this limit the equilibrium polymerised
monomeric mass for a nucleus size of nc = 2 becomes

M(∞) = mtot −
k−b + 2k−e
4k+

b + 2k+
e

. (4.2.11)

In the absence of body evaporation and addition, i.e., for k+
b = k−b = 0, the polymerised

monomeric mass becomes M(∞) = mtot − k−e /k+
e = mtot − K−1

e , where Ke ≡ k+
e /k−e .

In the absence of body evaporation and addition, the ratio of rate constants Ke can
be mapped onto the equilibrium constant used in the thermodynamic theory of
linear self-assembly. [1] In that case, in the polymerised regime, y1(∞) = K−1

e ,
remains equal to the critical concentration. Hence, in this limit the polymerised
monomeric mass is in agreement with the thermodynamic theory of self-assembly.
[1] However, in the presence of body evaporation and addition pathway the effective
elongation constant is renormalized to account for the free energy associated with
monomer addition to or removal from the ends and that with monomer addition
or removal along the backbone of the polymer.
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In the limit K f → 0 the steady-state number of polymers P and average degree
of polymerisation L are given by

P(∞) =
M(∞)

(2nc − 1)
, (4.2.12)

and

L(∞) =
M(∞)
P(∞)

= 2nc − 1 (4.2.13)

for all values of k+
b and k−b . Note that the equilibrium average degree of poly-

merisation L(∞) only depends on the critical nucleus size, nc ≥ 2, not on the
concentration. This, of course, disagrees with the thermodynamic theory but, as
we shall see below, this does not preclude very large values of L(t) for intermediate
times. [1] Similar results were obtained by Cohen et al. in the absence of body
evaporation and addition. [146]

4.3 lag time analysis

The steady-state solutions of the moment equations clearly indicate that our
generalized reaction schemes do not result into the long polymers in the limit of
t→ ∞ to be expected for nucleated polymerisation. However, as shown in Fig. 26,
for intermediate times the mean polymer length overshoots and attains very large
values. Also, Fig. 26 shows that the mean polymer length for very large and very
small M/s values of recombination rate constant, k+

f = 108, 10−8, the term k+
f P2 has

no effect on the early time kinetics for any reasonable value of k+
f . This justifies our

approximation of neglecting the term representing the contribution of polymer
recombination as in this Chapter we are mainly interested in comparing the early
time kinetics of end evaporation and addition and body evaporation and addition. The
early time kinetics is characterised by the lag time, i.e., the time intercept of the
tangent at the inflection point of the polymerisation curve, i.e., M(t). [144] For the
sake of simplicity, we limit ourselves to strongly nucleated polymerisation, and
set k+

n → 0. This also reduces the degree of polynomial on the right hand side of
Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10, enabling us to obtain analytical solutions. In the limit k+

n → 0,
the polymerisation process has to be seeded, i.e., some initial polymerised mass,
M(0) = P(0) 6= 0, has to be provided, otherwise the system just stays in the initial
state M(0) = P(0) = 0.

The resulting dynamical equations become, after employing the approximations
and rearranging terms in Eqs 4.2.9 and 4.2.10,

dP(t)
dt

= k−f (M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t)) , (4.3.1)
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Figure 26: Time evolution of the mean length of the polymer L(t) = M(t)/P(t), obtained by
numerically solving Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 for two values of recombination rate
k+

f = 108, 10−Ms−1. The remainder of the system parameters are k+
n = 10−5s−1,

k+
e = 5× 105M−1s−1, k−e = 10−2s−1, k+

b = 5× 105M−1s−1, k−b = 10−2s−1, k−f =

10−4s−1, mtot = 10−5M, M(0) = mtot × 10−4 and P(0) = mtot × 10−6, where M is
moles per liter and s is in seconds. The values of the chosen rate constants do
not correspond to any particular experiment. However, the order of magnitude
is similar to the parameters found in the literature of protein polymerisation.
[172] The initial conditions are chosen to be sufficiently small, but still seed the
polymerisation process in the limit of k+

n → 0.

for the polymer number concentration, and

dM
dt

= −M(t)(α + k+
b M(t)) + P(t)(β− γM(t)), (4.3.2)

for the polymerised mass, where we introduce new dynamical constants α ≡
k−b − k+

b mtot, β ≡ 2(k−b − k−e ) + k+
b mtot + 2k+

e mtot and γ ≡ k+
b + 2k+

e . It should be
emphasized that we define the parameters α, β and γ merely for notational
simplicity and do not associate any physical meaning to them.

Although the dynamical equations Eqs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 contain the polymer
scission term, we can reduce the effect of polymer scission on the kinetics of the
polymerised monomeric mass, M, by choosing a very small value for the scission
rate constant k−f . The value of k−f = 10−4 that we chose is small enough to diminish
the effect of scission for the early time kinetics of the polymerised mass, as we find
and also show below that this is true for our choice of set of parameters. For this
small value of k−f , the typical trajectory of the two moments is shown in Fig. 27.
Notice that the polymerised mass M evolves much faster in comparison with the
number density of polymers P. The inset in Fig. 27b shows that in the asymptotic
limit of vanishing scission rate k−f , the lag phase for both moments is characterised
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Time evolution of the polymerised mass fraction M(t)/M(∞) and the polymer
concentration P(t)/P(∞) obtained by numerically solving Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10

for k+
f = 0 M−1s−1. The remainder of the system parameters are k+

n = 10−5s−1,

k+
e = 105M−1s−1, k−e = 10−2s−1, k+

b = 105M−1s−1, k−b = 10−2s−1, k−f = 10−4s−1,

mtot = 10−5M, M(0) = mtot× 10−5 and P(0) = mtot× 10−6, where, M is moles per
liter and s is in seconds. The inset shows the early time behaviour of the number
of polymers P(t), which remains essentially constant during the relaxation of
the polymerised monomeric mass, M(t), and only relaxes after that. This figure
highlights our claim of separation of time scales between the time evolution of
the polymerised mass fraction and that of the polymer concentration.

by an approximately equal time scale. However, after the lag phase, M relaxes to
its equilibrium value much faster than P does. Hence, for the early time kinetics of
the polymerised monomeric mass, the number concentration of polymers remains
effectively constant, i.e., equal to initial value P(t) = P(0).

Making use of this, we can solve Eq. 4.3.1 for M(t) for early times, yielding the
solution,

k+
b M(t) =

η − σ

2
−

η
(
η − 2k+

b M(0)− σ
)(

etη
(
η + 2k+

b M(0) + σ
)

+ η − 2k+
b M(0)− σ

) , (4.3.3)

where for the purpose of notational simplicity we define σ ≡ α + γP(0) and

η ≡
√

σ2 + 4βk+
b P(0). In Fig. 28 we show that Eq. 4.3.3 agrees with the numerical

results obtained in the limit k−f → 0. Below we will analyse the effect of molecular
pathways by calculating the lag time from Eq. 4.3.3. For now, the main conclusion
is that Eq. 4.3.3 predicts sigmoidal kinetics, i.e., a lag phase followed by exponential
growth and subsequent saturation of the solution for M(t).
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Next, we solve for P(t) in the long-time limit when M(t) has achieved its equi-
librium value M(∞). For long times, i.e., post-lag phase of the polymerised mass
fraction, P(t) is given by

P(t) =

(
e3k−f t − 1

) [
M(∞)

(
k+

n M(∞) + k−f − 2k+
nmtot

]
+ k+

nm2
tot

)
+ 3k−f P(0)

3k−f e3k−f t
.(4.3.4)

Notice that for the analytical solution of the number concentration of polymers, the
time scale of the evolution of P(t) depends only on the scission rate constant k−f .
This is due to our choice of reaction scheme, where the scission and recombination
affects only the number of polymers. In contrast, end evaporation and addition and
body evaporation and addition only affect the exchange of monomers between the
free monomer pool and the polymer pool.

(a) (b)

Figure 28: Time evolution of (a) the polymerised mass fraction M(t)/M(∞) and (b)
the renormalized polymer concentration P(t)/P(∞) obtained by numerically
solving Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 (solid curves) for different scission rates k−f =

1, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4 and k+
f = 0 Ms−1. The dashed curves are the asymp-

totic analytical solutions Eqs. 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 for vanishing scission rate k−f in
the limit of k+

n → 0, i.e., strongly nucleated polymerisation. The remainder of
the system parameters are same as used in Fig. 27.

Having obtained a closed analytical expression for the time evolution of the
polymerised mass, M(t), we can now calculate the lag time, τlag. This is achieved
by calculating the inflection point or the point of maximum growth rate, i.e., the
time at which the second derivative of Eq. 4.3.3 is equal to zero. We then calculate
the time intercept of the tangent at the inflection point, resulting in the analytical
expression for the lag time. In general, for nucleated polymerisation kinetics the
lag time τlag is a linear combination of two terms. [182] These terms represent
two important characteristics of the polymerisation kinetics, the half-time τ1/2 and
apparent growth rate kapp. The half-time τ1/2 is the time at which the polymerised
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monomeric mass is exactly half of its steady-state (long-time) value and from Eq.
4.3.3 it turns out to be the inflection point. Furthermore, the apparent growth rate
kapp is the growth rate of the polymerisation curve at the inflection point (so, the
time derivative of M(t) at t = τ1/2).

Hence, we find

τlag = τ1/2 −
1

2kapp
, (4.3.5)

where

τ1/2 =
log
(

2η
η+2k+

b M(0)+σ − 1
)

η
, (4.3.6)

denotes the half-time and

kapp =
η2

2σ
, (4.3.7)

the apparent growth rate.
To investigate the effect of total monomer concentration on the lag time, let us

assume that all the other parameters, i.e., the rate constants, are constant and do
not depend on the monomer concentration. This also stems from our assumption
that our polymerisation process is reaction-limited and not diffusion-limited. Let
us first focus on the case k+

b = k+
e and k−b = k−e , i.e., which is true if body evaporation

and addition kinetics is equally likely as end evaporation and addition. We see that
α = k−b − k+

b mtot ≈ −k+
b mtot where we have k+

b mtot � k−b for polymers to exist. The
other parameters hence become β = 2(k−b − k−e ) + k+

b mtot + 2k+
e mtot ≈ 3k+

b mtot and
γ = k+

b + 2k+
e = 3k+

b ≈ constant, i.e., independent of total monomer concentration.
This further implies that σ = α + γP(0) ≈ −k+

b mtot, because α ∼ k+
b mtot � γP(0) =

3k+
b P(0) as mtot � P(0). Finally, the denominator in the expression for half-time is

η =
√

σ2 + 4βk+
b P(0) ≈

√
(k+

b mtot)2 + 12k+
b mtotP(0). Once again, as P(0) � mtot, we

infer that η ≈ k+
b mtot. From Eq. 4.3.6 the half-time has a logarithmic numerator

resulting in a weak dependence of the numerator on mtot, and effectively τ1/2 ∼
η−1 ∼ m−1

tot . Similarly, kapp = η2/2sigma, where η ≈ k+
b mtot, and hence the apparent

growth rate scales as kapp ∼ mtot. In Fig. 29, we show, by fitting the concentration
dependence of the half-time Eq. 4.3.7 on a double logarithmic scale that our
predictions for the power laws are indeed correct. It confirms that the logarithmic
correction is indeed negligible. These power laws for the half-time and the apparent
growth rate have same exponents as for the case of end evaporation and addition in
the limit of weak scission obtained before. [169]

Let us now examine how does the half-time and the apparent growth rate
scale with the strength of the body evaporation and addition and the end evaporation
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Figure 29: (a) The half-time and (b) the apparent growth rate are shown on a log-log scale
as a function of the total monomer concentration. The half-time scales as an
effective power law with the total monomer concentration, as is clear from
the log-log presentation. The circles are numerical value of the half-time and
the apparent growth rate from Eqs. 4.3.6 and 4.3.7, and the continuous line
is a fit to that data, whose slope provides us with the power law exponent.
The rest of the system parameters are k+

n = 10−5s−1, k+
e = 5 × 104M−1s−1,

k−e = 10−2s−1, k+
b = 5× 104M−1s−1, k−b = 10−2s−1, k−f = 10−4s−1, mtot = 10−5M,

M(0) = mtot × 10−4 and P(0) = mtot × 10−6, where, M is moles per liter and s is
in seconds.

and addition pathway, when only one of them is present. In the absence of end
evaporation and addition pathway, i.e., k+

e = k−e = 0, as shown above, η ∼ k+
b mtot.

This, in combination with the fact that the half-time scales as τ1/2 ∼ η−1 and the
apparent growth rate as kapp ∼ σ/η−1, where σ ∼ −k+

b mtot, results in scaling of
τ1/2 ∼ (k+

b )−1 and kapp ∼ (k+
b )−1. This is confirmed in Fig. 30. Furthermore, we

like to obtain similar scaling laws in the absence of body evaporation and addition.
However, in the limit of k+

b → 0 our differential equation for the polymerised mass
fraction, Eq. 4.3.2, becomes singular. As a result the assumption of the separation
of time scales fails and hence Eqs. 4.3.3-4.3.7 break down. For that reason, we
resort to numerical solution of Eqs. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 to investigate the scaling of
the half-time and the apparent growth rate as a function of the forward rate
for monomer addition at the polymer end, see Fig. 31. Comparing Figs. 30 and
31, we notice that the half-time and the apparent growth rate scale differently
with forward rate constants of body evaporation and addition and end evaporation
and addition pathways. Hence, although the scaling of the lag time with the total
monomer concentration is the same for both pathways, there is a difference in
the scaling with the forward rate constants, or, equivalently, with the equilibrium
constants for the two pathways. This in principle provides us with a probe to
inspect the existence of body evaporation and addition pathway in the polymerisation
process, at least if we knew how to control them.
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Figure 30: (a) The half-time and (b) the apparent growth rate are shown on a double
logarithmic scale as a function of the forward rate constant of monomer insertion
along anywhere on the polymer back but the ends, in the absence of end
evaporation and addition pathway. The circles are numerical values of the half-
time and the apparent growth rate from Eqs. 4.3.6 and 4.3.7,and the continuous
line is a fit to that data. The remainder of the system parameters are same as
used in Fig. 29

Figure 31: (a) The half-time and (b) the apparent growth rate are shown on a double
logarithmic scale as a function of the forward rate of monomer insertion at
the polymer end, in the absence of body evaporation and addition pathway. The
circles are the half-time and the apparent growth rate obtained from numerical
solutions of Eqs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and the continuous line is a fit to that data. The
remainder of the system parameters are same as used in Fig. 29

4.4 discussion

The implementation of the molecular pathway in this chapter is slightly different
from the standard reaction schemes used to investigate the kinetics of nucleated
linear polymerisation. [60, 182] In this chapter we implement the scission and
recombination pathway in such a way that a polymer can break resulting into
two polymers of size greater than or equal to nc ≥ 2, and vice versa for polymer
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recombination. Also we exclude the case nc = 1. Such an implementation pre-
vents the scission and recombination pathway from directly affecting the kinetics of
polymerised monomeric mass. We emphasize that this makes sense, because the
detachment of a monomer is inherently different from the breaking of polymer,
and the latter is strongly dependent on the length of the polymer. Our implemen-
tation of the scission and recombination pathway recovers the thermodynamically
consistent polymerised monomeric mass in equilibrium in the absence of other
pathways.

Downside of our approach is that the average degree of polymerisation L and
the number of polymers P in equilibrium suffers from a thermodynamically
inconsistent long-time behaviour, a problem we share with (almost) all other
works in this field. [60, 169, 19] This is because of our approximation of neglecting
polymer recombination and can in principle be corrected by realising that the
reaction rates for scission and recombination are not entirely independent of each
other, and have to be constrained so that P becomes thermodynamically consistent.
We have not attempted to do this.

In this chapter we focus on the short-time behaviour of the polymerisation
process and therefore we argue that we do not necessarily have to concern our-
selves with the equilibrium or long-time behaviour of the system. Indeed, many
thermodynamically inconsistent pathways have been shown to be in quantita-
tive agreement with experimental data in the context of the early time kinetics.
[19, 146, 169, 182, 185] Furthermore, polymer recombination has been shown not
to substantially alter the early-time polymerisation kinetics. [146] By studying the
polymerisation kinetics for weak polymer scission, i.e., k−f → 0 limit, we focus on
comparing the end evaporation and addition pathway with the body evaporation and
addition.

The typical polymerisation kinetics characterised by a separation of time scales
between the polymerised monomeric mass M and the polymer number concentra-
tion P that we find for body evaporation and addition has also been found for the end
evaporation and addition pathway in combination with polymer scission. [182] As
shown in Fig. 32, the lag time for the polymerised mass fraction decreases rapidly
with increasing value of the rate of monomer addition along the polymer backbone.
As a result, the polymerised mass fraction evolves much faster in comparison
with the number concentration of the polymers if the body evaporation and addition
pathway is in action. This allows us to obtain first order perturbative solutions
that are in quantitative agreement with numerical results for vanishing k−b , see Fig.
Fig. 28. Note that in the limit of k+

b → 0 our first order analytical solution breaks
down, as the term k+

b M(t)2 is the highest order term in the polynomial, making
it a singular equation with respect to k+

b . Our sigmoidal kinetics obtained using
the separation of time scales, vanishes in that limit for end evaporation and addition.
[182]
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Figure 32: Time evolution of (a) the polymerised mass fraction M(t)/M(∞) and (b) the
renormalized polymer concentration P(t)/P(∞) obtained by numerically solving
Eqs. 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 (solid curves) for different scission rates k+

b = 5× 10, 5×
102, 5× 103, 5× 104, 5× 105 Ms−1 and k+

f = 0 Ms−1. The dashed curves are the
asymptotic analytical solutions Eqs. (16) and (17) for vanishing scission rate k−f
in the limit of k+

n → 0, i.e., strongly nucleated polymerisation. The remainder of
the system parameters are same as used in Fig. 27.

The most general feature of the nucleated polymerisation kinetics is the lag
phase, which is characterized by the lag time τlag. In our implementation of the
reaction scheme, the lag time produces only a weak dependence on the initial
polymerised monomeric mass, M(0). This contrasts with other approaches and is a
result of the extremely fast kinetics connected with the body evaporation and addition
pathway in our model. [15, 60, 169, 182] As explained in previous section, the lag
time is combination of the half-time τ1/2 and the apparent growth rate kapp. As
shown in Fig. 29, for the half-time and the apparent growth rate, both are inversely
proportional to the strength of body evaporation and addition pathway. However, Eq.
4.3.6 and Fig. 29 show that the presence of the body evaporation and addition does not
change the dependence of either the half-time or the apparent growth rate on the
concentration of monomers in solution. Irrespective of whether the body evaporation
and addition manifests itself or not, the power law τ1/2 ∼ m−1

tot remains the same.
In essence, the newly proposed pathway, although, speeds up the kinetics of the
polymerised monomeric mass M in comparison to end evaporation and addition,
but leaves the dependence of the lag time on the total monomer concentration,
unaffected. However, from our theoretical analysis we infer that an experiment
where an equilibrium constant can be controlled, is needed in order to probe for the
proposed pathway. This is because, as shown in Figs. 30 and 31, the two pathways
have different scaling behaviour of the half-time and the apparent growth rate with
the corresponding forward rate constants of monomer insertion or equivalently
the respective equilibrium constants.
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4.5 conclusion

In this Chapter we derived approximate moment equations from the discrete rate
equations for nucleated supramolecular polymerisation, including the pathways
of i) end evaporation and addition, ii) scission and recombination, iii) body evaporation
and addition and iv) primary nucleation. Here, body evaporation and addition is the
new molecular pathway proposed by Albertazzi and collaborators. [68] Our goal
is to study the influence of the newly proposed pathway on the lag time, i.e., the
short-time assembly behaviour.

For this purpose we suppress the scission and recombination pathway by putting
k+

f = 0 and working in the asymptotic limit of k−f → 0, and compare end evaporation
and addition with body evaporation and addition. Additionally, we also take the limit
k+

n → 0 in order to simplify the equations and the assumption of separation of
time scales that is valid only for strongly nucleated self-assembly.

We find that the body evaporation and addition pathway significantly speeds up
the kinetics of the polymerised monomeric mass M(t), while delaying the kinetics
of the polymer concentration P(t). This increases the separation of time scales
between the time evolution of two principal moments of the distribution, being
the polymerised mass and the number of polymers.

We obtain an analytical solution for the evolution of M(t) for early times and P(t)
for late times. For the early-time kinetics of the polymerised monomeric mass M(t)
we characterise the lag time τlag as a sum of the half-time τ1/2 and an apparent
growth rate kapp. We find that the presence of the body evaporation and addition
pathway does not change the power law, τ1/2 ∼ m−1

tot , which is also true for the end
evaporation and addition kinetics, known from previous works. [60, 182] We conclude
that to probe the existence of body evaporation and addition pathway, an experimental
data showing dependence the lag time with respect to the equilibrium constant or
the rate constant is required.
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Appendix

4.a derivation of moment equations from discrete master equation

We start by writing down the discrete master equation, Eq. 4.2.5, for the reaction
schemes described in the main text. Next, we define the principal moments, the
number of polymers P and the polymerised monomeric mass M, Eqs. 4.2.10 and
4.2.11.

After substituting Eq. 4.2.7 in Eq. 4.2.8, the equation for the number of polymers
P is given by,

dP(t)
dt

=
∞

∑
i=nc

k+
nx(t)ncδi,nc + 2k+

e

∞

∑
i=nc

yi−1(t)− 2k+
e x(t)

∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t) + 2k−e
∞

∑
i=nc

yi+1(t)

−2k−e
∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t) +
∞

∑
i=nc

k+
b (i− 2)yi−1(t)−

∞

∑
i=nc

k+
b (i− 1)x(t)yi(t)

+
∞

∑
i=nc

k−b (i− 1)yi+1(t)−
∞

∑
i=nc

k−b (i− 2)yi(t)

−
∞

∑
i=nc

k−f (i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=i+nc

yi(t)

+k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

∑
k+l=i

yk(t)yl(t)− 2k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

yi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj. (4.A.1)

To obtain a kinetic equation without any summation signs, we collect and simplify
the equation term by term. Let us start with the terms accounting for monomer
addition at the end,(

∞

∑
i=nc

yi−1 −
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

)
=

(
∞

∑
i=nc−1

yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

)
= ync−1 = 0. (4.A.2)

Notice that ync−1 = 0, because the smallest stable polymer is the critical nucleus of
size nc. Similarly for end evaporation,(

∞

∑
i=nc

yi+1 −
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

)
=

(
∞

∑
i=nc+1

yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

)
= −ync . (4.A.3)

The analysis in the main text assumes the strongly nucleated polymerisation, i.e.,
k+

n → 0. In this limit the critical nuclei are highly unstable and can be neglected.
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For terms six and seven in Eq. 4.A.1 that represent monomer addition on the
polymer backbone, we obtain

k+
b

∞

∑
i=nc

((i− 2)yi−1 − (i− 1)yi) = k+
b

∞

∑
i=nc−1

(i− 1)yi − k+
b

∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 1)yi = 0. (4.A.4)

Similarly, terms eight and nine in Eq. 4.A.1 accounting for monomer removal from
the polymer backbone, simplify to

∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 1)yi+1 −
∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 2)yi

=
∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 1)yi+1 −
∞

∑
i=nc−1

(i− 1)yi

= −(nc − 1)ync . (4.A.5)

Once again under the assumption of strongly nucleated polymerisation, we neglect
ync .

The contribution from polymer scission can be rewritten in terms of a theta
function as

−
∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 2nc + 1)yi + 2
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=nc

yjΘ(i− j− nc)

= −
∞

∑
i=nc

(i− 2nc + 1)yi + 2
∞

∑
i=nc

(1 + j− 2nc)yj

= (M− (2nc − 1)P), (4.A.6)

and the contribution of polymeric recombination is

∞

∑
k=nc

∞

∑
l=nc

ykyl − 2
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

∞

∑
j=nc

yj

=

(
∞

∑
k=nc

yk

)(
∞

∑
l=nc

yl

)
− 2

(
∞

∑
i=nc

yi

)(
∞

∑
j=nc

yj

)
= −P2 (4.A.7)

This gives us following equation for the number of polymers P,

dP(t)
dt

= −k+
f P(t)2 + k−f (M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t)) + k+

nx(t)nc (4.A.8)
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For the polymerised monomeric mass M(t), the evolution equation is,

dM(t)
dt

=
∞

∑
i=nc

k+
nix(t)ncδi,nc + 2k+

e x(t)
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi−1(t)− 2k+
e x(t)

∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t) + 2k−e
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi+1(t)

−2k−e
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t) +
∞

∑
i=nc

k+
b i(i− 2)yi−1(t)−

∞

∑
i=nc

k+
b i(i− 1)x(t)yi(t)

+
∞

∑
i=nc

k−b i(i− 1)yi+1(t)−
∞

∑
i=nc

k−b i(i− 2)yi(t)

−
∞

∑
i=nc

k−f i(i− 2nc + 1)yi(t) + 2k−f
∞

∑
i=nc

∞

∑
j=i+nc

iyi(t)

+k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

∑
k+l=i

iyk(t)yl(t)− 2k+
f

∞

∑
i=nc

iyi(t)
∞

∑
j=nc

yj(t). (4.A.9)

The terms involving monomer addition at the ends are

2x(t)
∞

∑
i=nc

i (yi−1(t)− yi(t))

= 2

(
∞

∑
i=nc−1

(i + 1)yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi

)
= 2x(t)P(t), (4.A.10)

and the term arising from monomer removal at the ends are

2
∞

∑
i=nc

i (yi+1(t)− yi(t))

= 2

(
∞

∑
i=nc+1

(i− 1)yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi

)
= 2(−P(t)− ncync). (4.A.11)

Where we neglect the contribution, ncync .
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Next the terms contributed by the monomer addition in the bulk becomes

∞

∑
i=nc

(i(i− 2)yi−1 − i(i− 1)yi)

=

(
∞

∑
i=nc−1

(i + 1)(i− 1)yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

i(i− 1)yi

)

=

(
∞

∑
i=nc

(i2 − 1)yi +
∞

∑
i=nc

iyi −
∞

∑
i=nc

i2yi

)
= x(t)(M(t)− P(t)), (4.A.12)

and the terms from monomer removal from the bulk are(
∞

∑
i=nc

i(i− 1)yi+1 −
∞

∑
i=nc

i(i− 2)yi

)

=

(
∞

∑
i=nc+1

(i− 1)(i− 2)yi −
∞

∑
i=nc

i(i− 2)yi

)

= −
∞

∑
i=nc+1

(i− 2)yi = (−ncync + 2P(t)−M(t)). (4.A.13)

This completes our closure of discrete master equation to obtain moment equations,
that are given by,

dP(t)
dt

= −k+
f P(t)2 + k−f (M(t)− (2nc − 1)P(t)) + k+

nx(t)nc , (4.A.14)

and

dM
dt

= 2(x(t)k+
e P(t)− k−e P(t)) + k+

b x(t)(M(t) + P(t))

+k−b (2P(t)−M(t)) + nck+
nx(t)nc . (4.A.15)
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5
M I X I N G K I N E T I C S O F I S O D E S M I C A N D A C T I VAT E D
R E V E R S I B L E C O P O LY M E R I S AT I O N

We theoretically investigate the kinetics of the reversible copolymerisation of two types of
monomer in solution. For this purpose we invoke the so-called terminal model, in which
only the end monomer of a polymer dictates the rate of single monomer addition or removal.
To properly account for the reversibility of the reactions and obtain thermodynamically
consistent length and compositional distribution, i.e., the amount of two types of monomers
in a given copolymer, we presume that at least the two monomers at the end of any polymer
are in compositional equilibrium. Within this approximation we obtain the rate equations
and solve them numerically for the case where we mix two pre-equilibrated solution of
supramolecular homopolymers of different species. We show that the copolymerisation,
i.e., the mixing of monomer species in assemblies of any size, proceeds more slowly with
increasing concentration of the total amount of monomers present in the solution. The
supramolecular mixing kinetics becomes slower with increasing polymer size. By varying
the relative affinities of the two comonomers for each other, we find that supramolecular
mixing is fastest if the free energies of all types of bond between the two types of monomer
are equal. Our conclusions hold irrespective whether the assembly is isodesmic or activated.
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5.1 introduction

The incorporation of two types of monomer into linear polymers, also known as
two-component or binary copolymerisation, is a process widely used in industrial
settings to produce, e.g., block or random copolymers. [89, 186] For example, block
copolymers are of particular interest in cost-effective plastic industry. [90] To be
able to control copolymerisation, we require an understanding of the predominant
reaction kinetics because it dictates the final length distribution and the sequence
statistics, and through that the properties of the polymers. All of this depends also
on whether the polymerisation has been terminated or not. The former is almost
invariably the case in chemical polymerisation, while the latter in supramolecular
polymers where the bonding is driven by physical rather than covalent interactions.
[4, 187]

In physical or supramolecular polymerisation the composition and mean degree
of the polymerisation is determined by the thermodynamic state of the solution.
[1, 3] The reason is that, because of the physical nature of the bonds between the
monomers, the polymerisation is reversible. For some applications reversibility
is advantageous because it provides additional control, such as in drug delivery
platforms based on polymeric gels. [188] As almost all polymers, supramolecular
or not, are built up from chiral monomers, the impact of chirality on the polymer
properties has attracted a lot of attention. [4, 113, 114, 116] This is particularly
true in the context of chirality amplification, not least because of its importance in
biology.

Supramolecular chirality amplification is the phenomenon where, e.g., a small
imbalance in the concentrations of the two enantiomers of chiral molecules results
in an optically pure solution. In this case, this is due to the so-called majority
rules effect where supramolecular chirality is induced by small mismatches in
enantiomer composition. [189] This is known as chirality amplification. [4, 87, 113–
116, 189, 190] It is now clear that chirality amplification occurs through the coupling
between the conformational state of neighboring monomers in an assembly and
their molecular chirality. Many theoretical works have approached this problem
using the tools of statistical mechanics. [87, 189–191]

More recent experimental studies focus not so much on the thermodynamics
but on the dynamics of the problem, that is, they address the question of how
supramolecular chirality appears as a function of time after mixing the enantiomers.
This in turn has inspired theoretical studies. [4, 116, 126, 127] These focus entirely
on chirality amplification itself and do not address the mixing kinetics of the two
types of enantiomer. This is remarkable because it seems that there are a minimum
of two processes at play. [47] The first is the co-assembly of the two enantiomers
and the second the establishment of the conformational states of the two types of
enantiomer in a supramolecular assembly, leading eventually to a conformational
state that is primarily but not exclusively a left- or right-handed helical. This may
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initially even be the “wrong” handedness, as experiments indicate, in which case a
third process sets in, in which the handedness inverts. [47, 189] In this context it
is interesting to mention that there is strong evidence that so-called mismatches,
in which enantiomers preferring a certain helical handedness in an assembly
conforms the other handedness, are actually not all that expensive in terms of free
energy. [189] This raises the question what process precedes what other process,
an issue as yet unknown.

In the light of this, let us for simplicity presume that sequence equilibration and
the equilibration of the conformational state of the self-copolymers are processes
occuring on different time scales. If that is the case, then arguably we can treat
them separately. Hence, here we focus on supramolecular mixing kinetics, which is
the underlying process leading to chirality amplification, and address the problem
theoretically.

Along these arguments, it is essential to understand the exact order of these
processes. We approach this problem by realising that the kinetic equations de-
scribing supramolecular mixing depend on the predominant kinetic pathway. [181]
The simplest kinetic pathway is that of end evaporation and addition, where single
monomers attach or detach from the ends of the self-assembled chains. [51, 53]
Even for the simpler case of a single component, these equations are difficult to
solve because they are inherently non-linear. The problem becomes more involved
when dealing with two enantiomeric species because supramolecular polymers of
a given degree of polymerisation can have many different compositions in terms of
the relative amounts of the two enantiomers, and each composition can represent
many different sequence of enantiomer.

To simplify this book-keeping problem, we take inspiration from the field of free
radical copolymerisation. More specifically, we make use of the work of Mayo and
Lewis, Alfrey and Goldfinger, and Wall who, in 1944, simultaneously proposed
the so-called “terminal model” for irreversible copolymerisation. [121–124] In their
model they assume that a copolymer can grow by the addition of either kind of
monomer, where the rate constant associated with the addition of a monomer
depends only on the chemistry of the monomer being added and that of the
terminal monomer of the copolymer involved in the reaction.

Of course, we are interested in supramolecular polymers, where the copoly-
merisation is reversible, so even in equilibrium there is a continuous exchange
of material between the polymers and the monomer pool. Hence, we focus on
the mentioned reversible end evaporation and addition also known as the chain
growth copolymerisation, in combination with the aforementioned terminal model
that we adapt to our specific purposes. [192–195] Specifically, we are interested
in a stopped-flow type of experiment, where two individually equilibrated self-
assembling homopolymers A and B are mixed, illustrated in Fig. 33. [196, 197]

We focus on two types of assembly process. The first one is the isodesmic
copolymerisation, i.e., one where all the monomers gain an equal free energy upon
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bonding. [1] In the second type, known as activated copolymerisation, an inactive
monomer first has to be activated to form a smallest polymer of size one. An
inactive monomer can bind to a polymer, become activated by some autocatalytic
process that we need not specify. [1] In this kind of polymerisation, the inactive
monomer has to cross an energy barrier before the elongation of polymers can
start, implying that it is characterised by two free energies rather than one.

at time t=0 

pre-equilibrated 
homopolymers of 
type-A 

pre-equilibrated 
homopolymers of 
type-B 

at time t= 

mixture of homopolymers copolymers in equilibrium 

mixing kinetics 

Figure 33: Schematic of the mixing experiment described in Sec. 5.1. Two solutions of pre-
equilibrated homopolymers of type A and B are mixed together at time t = 0.
The detachment and reattachment of monomers from both type of polymers
results in a copolymer in the limit t→ ∞. Note that the concentration of each
individual homopolymer reduces to half of its pre-mixing concentration.

For both types of polymerisation, we probe the impact of two parameters on the
kinetics of supramolecular mixing: i) the concentration of monomers A and B, and
ii) the comonomer affinity. The comonomer affinity describes the relative affinities
between A and B monomers relative to A-A and B-B. Ideally, if we wish to probe
the mixing of monomers in the supramolecules, we need to keep track of the
entire sequence of each and every copolymer in the solution. However, this being
computationally expensive we invoke a variant of the aforementioned terminal
model and represent a copolymer by the number of A and B monomers present in
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it and only keep track of the type of end monomer of a copolymer. [192, 195, 198]
Also, we assume that our copolymer has only one active end.

There is a caveat, however, because for reversible copolymerisation, a proper
description of the reverse reaction of monomer removal from the end requires
information on the what species are the last two monomers of a polymer. We
remedy this problem with a local compositional steady-state assumption, and
obtain a thermodynamically consistent, long-time length and chemical composition
distribution.

Within these assumptions, we write rate equations for copolymerisation and
ignore the impact of thermal noise. [181] Due to the complex non-linear character
of our dynamical equations, we solve them numerically. In Section II, we introduce
our reaction rate model for isodesmic and activated reversible copolymerisation.
We also derive the weight functions required to account for the disassembly step in
order to obtain thermodynamically consistent length distribution of the copolymers
in equilibrium. By numerically solving the reaction rate equations we obtain the
relaxation kinetics of copolymer composition distribution, and present our results
in Section III. In Section IV we discuss our findings and end this Chapter with
conclusions in Section V.

5.2 self-assembling models for copolymerisation

In solution, the growth or shrinkage of a self-assembled copolymer depends in
principle on the precise sequence of comonomers along its backbone. This implies
that one should keep track, as a function of time, of the entire sequence of all
copolymers in the solution. Even if we restrict ourselves to a binary mixture this is
computationally expensive. To circumvent this issue, we simplify our description
by employing the terminal model that we adapt to account for reversibility of the
reactions. [121–124] In this model, as explained in previous section, we keep track
of the number of A and B monomers in each copolymer and the type of monomer
at the active end of it. So, in our model only one of the ends is assembly active,
as is customary in the field of irreversible copolymerisation. [195] We believe that
having both ends active does not qualitatively alter our conclusions. Obviously,
supramolecular mixing will be faster if both ends were active, but this will not
alter the dependence of the mixing time on concentration or comonomer affinity.

As announced in the previous section, in this Chapter we investigate the kinetics
of copolymerisation for two distinct assembly models, isodesmic and activated.
[1, 3] Both isodesmic and activated assembly models can be cast in a form of a
simple chemical reaction representation.

Focusing on isodesmic assembly first, the reaction of a monomer of type A, at
a concentration CA(1, 0), with a polymer of concentration CA(r, s) and built up
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of r monomers of type A and s monomers of type B, and which has an A type
monomer at the end, can be represented as

CA(r, s) + CA(1, 0)
k−AA−−⇀↽−−
k+

AA

CA(r + 1, s). (5.2.1)

Here, CA(r + 1, s) is the concentration of a copolymer with one more A monomer,
so r + 1 A monomers, and s B monomers, ending with an A monomer. The forward
and backward rate constants, involving only A monomers, are denoted k+

AA and
k−AA.

Similarly, the reaction of a monomer of type B with that same polymer results
in a polymer with an end monomer of type B, is represented by

CA(r, s) + CB(0, 1)
k−AB−−⇀↽−−
k+

AB

CB(r, s + 1). (5.2.2)

Following our notation, the concentration of the resulting polymer is CB(r, s + 1)
with r the number of A monomers and s + 1 the number of B monomers. The
forward and backward rate constants are now given by k+

AB and k−AB.
In a similar vein, a monomer of type A can be added at the end of a polymer

with concentration CB(r, s) that has the same overall composition (r, s) as above but
has the B type monomer at the end instead of an A type monomer. This can be
represented by the reaction

CB(r, s) + CA(1, 0)
k−BA−−⇀↽−−
k+

BA

CA(r + 1, s). (5.2.3)

The concentration of the resulting polymer with composition (r + 1, s) and A end
monomer is CA(r + 1, s). The respective forward and backward rate constants are
k+

BA and k−BA. Throughout this Chapter, we assume k+
AB = k+

BA and k−AB = k−BA.
Lastly, a monomer of type B can be added at the end of a polymer of composition

(r, s) and end monomer B, resulting in a polymer with an end monomer of type B
and of composition (r, s + 1). This reaction is represented as

CB(r, s) + CB(0, 1)
[−⇀↽−

k+
BB

k−BB]CB(r, s + 1), (5.2.4)

where k+
BB and k−BB are the forward and backward rate constants for this reaction.

It is obvious from these reaction equations that the forward reactions are well
defined, at least within our terminal model. However, for the backward reaction
this is not the case, because we do not know the type of the second to last monomer.
This information is needed in order to ascertain the monomeric species at the
end of the resulting polymer following the disassembly step. Naively, one would
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expect to resolve this issue by monitoring last two monomers of every polymer
instead of only the last monomer. However, even if we specify in our model the
composition of the last two monomers we run into the same difficulty.

This is the case, is easily demonstrated. Let us keep track of the last n monomers
of every copolymer. In that case, the removal of the terminal monomer requires
information on the last n + 1 end monomers, for the same reason as explained
above. For example, in a model where last two monomers are known, so we
set n = 2, distinguishes four species of copolymer for every given composition:
...AA, ...AB, ...BA and ...BB. Here, the removal of a monomer, say, from the ...AA
polymer, can result into either an ...AA or a ...BA polymer, but which we cannot
tell within our model exactly, for lack of information. This is apparent from our
rate equations Eqs. 5.2.1 and 5.2.3, where the right-hand-side of both reactions
involve the concentration CA(r + 1, s) that does not provide us with the information
on the penultimate monomer.

This example shows that higher-level information is required to resolve this
problem. If not dealt carefully, this may result in a length and sequence distribution
that is inconsistent with the law of mass action. This is because the uncertainty
in the disassembly step breaks the thermodynamically consistent reversibility of
the reactions. To remedy this problem and restore thermodynamic consistency,
we invoke a local weighted mean-field equilibrium approximation. That is, we
presume that a copolymer with known number of A and B monomers is in
conformational equilibrium at least when it comes to the penultimate monomer.
This is a sensible presumption, because within end evaporation and addition
kinetics the monomer that adds to the growing polymer in the deterministic limit
should result in a bond that is thermodynamically most favorable. This means
that we can predict what the penultimate monomer should be, based on the
corresponding equilibrium constants for the various types of bond.

The first step is to convert the equilibrium constants, i.e., the ratios of forward
to backward rate constants, into the corresponding probabilities for all bond types.
The four possible bond types for binary copolymerisation are AA, AB, BA and
BB with their respective equilibrium constants, KAA = k+

AA/k−AA, KAB = k+
AB/k−AB,

KBA = k+
BA/k−BA and KBB = k+

BB/k−BB. Using these equilibrium constants, we find
that the probability, PAA(r, s), that an A monomer is adjacent to an A end monomer
in a copolymer consisting of r A monomers and s B monomers, is given by

PAA(r, s) =
KAA(r− 1)

KAA(r− 1) + KBAs
. (5.2.5)

The probability, PAB(r, s), for an end sequence of ...AB of the same copolymer reads

PAB(r, s) =
KABr

KABr + KBB(s− 1)
, (5.2.6)
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while that for an end sequence of ...BA obeys

PBA(r, s) =
KBAs

KAA(r− 1) + KBAs
, (5.2.7)

and, finally, that for an end sequence of ...BB is

PBB(r, s) =
KBB(s− 1)

KABr + KBB(s− 1)
. (5.2.8)

Note that, as expected, PAA + PBA = PAB + PBB = 1, i.e., our probabilities are
properly normalize. In Appendix 5.A we provide a consistency check of our bond
probabilities for a number of special cases.

Now that we have obtained the probabilities of the various types of bond,
the next step is to implement these into the rate equations. The rate equations
consists of a contributions from addition and removal steps, involving polymers of
compositions (r, s), (r + 1, s), (r, s + 1), (r− 1, s) and (r, s− 1). For the end monomer
removal steps we multiply the corresponding concentrations of the polymeric
species with their a priori probabilities for the penultimate monomer, given in
Eqs. 5.2.5-5.2.8. For example, a copolymer of composition (r, s) and with an end
monomer A turns into a copolymer of composition (r− 1, s) with an end A with
rate k−AAPAA. The same copolymer can turn into a copolymer of composition
(r− 1, s) with an end B with rate k−BAPBA.

Once these probabilities are implemented in a similar fashion for all the copoly-
mers in the system, we obtain rate equations that are thermodynamically consistent
for the compositions (r, s) and the length distribution. Details of our calculations
can be found in Appendix 5.B. Our reaction rate equations are a highly non-linear
and, in fact, constitute an infinite set of coupled equations. We have not been able
to solve them analytically and hence resort to numerical solution. In order to do
this, we have to terminate the set of differential equations at a sufficiently large
polymer length, so as not to affect the length distribution significantly.

The procedure that we follow to terminate the hierarchy of equations relies on
allowing a maximum number of NA and of NB monomers of types A and B in a
copolymer. As long as we choose our NA and NB to be large enough in comparison
to the mean polymer length, our constraints on polymer sizes do not drastically
affect the equilibrium length distribution, which is known to be an exponential
distribution. [1, 3] Taking all factors into account, we take the original equations
for heteropolymers (NA > r ≥ 1, NB > s ≥ 1) and homopolymers (NA > r ≥ 2
or NB > s ≥ 2) that are shorter than the cutoff. For all the others we have to
write down a separate set of equations, where any term that allows the polymer
to grow larger than the maximum size is discarded. This involves equations for
the heteropolymers of the maximum number of A or B monomers (r = NA and
NB > s ≥ 1 or NA > r ≥ 1 and s = NB), the heteropolymers of maximum size of A
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Figure 34: Comparison of the prediction from the thermodynamic theory with the results
obtained from our numerical solutions of the rate equations for symmetric
copolymerisation in the long-time limit. (a) The polymerised mass fraction
and (b) mean degree of polymerisation as a function of the dimensionless
concentration. The total monomer concentration of species A and B are equal.
The forward rate constants are all equal and have a value of 104 M−1s−1, while
the backward rate constants are also equal to each other with a value of 10−3

s−1 for isodesmic as well as activated copolymerisation, where M is moles
per liter and s is seconds. For the activated polymerisation, the activation and
deactivation rate constants are 0.2 s−1 and 1 s−1, respectively. The concentration
has been made non-dimensional by multiplying it with the ratio of a forward
and backward rate constants. Squares: isodesmic assembly, circles: activated
assembly. See also the main text for an explanation.

and B monomers (r = Na, s = Nb) and the homopolymers of maximum number of
A or B monomers (r = Na, s = 0 or r = 0, s = Nb). The equations for the monomers
A and B follow from mass conservation.

This results into a system of rate equations that for long times give rise to a
length distribution that is consistent with the law of mass action, as will be shown
later. For the full set of rate equations accounting for the cutoff, see Appendix 5.B.

Another self-assembly model, i.e., the so called “activated self-assembly”, where
the inactive monomer needs to be activated before it can polymerize, can also
be represented as a set of chemical reactions analogous to those of isodesmic
copolymerisation. Activated copolymer self-assembly consists of two quantities:
assembly inactive monomers and assembly active monomers and polymers. The
reaction rate representation of a process where an inactive monomer of type A, and
concentration Ain, undergoes an activation to form an assembly active monomer
of concentration CA(1, 0), and vice versa, reads

Ain
kn−

A−−⇀↽−−
kn+

A

CA(1, 0). (5.2.9)
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Similarly, for an inactive monomer of type B and concentration Bin transforming
into an activated monomer of concentration CB(0, 1), and vice versa, we write

Bin
kn−

B−−⇀↽−−
kn+

B

CB(0, 1). (5.2.10)

Here, the rate constants kn+
A and kn+

B are the forward rate constants for the con-
version of inactive into active monomers, and kn−

A and kn−
B are backward rate

constants for the reverse process.
Once a monomer is activated, it facilitates the growth of the polymer by allowing

the association of an inactive monomer directly into the polymer without being
activated through the reversible reaction. The reaction rate representations are very
similar to those that we wrote down for the isodesmic case, except that in this
case the monomer being added to or being shed from the polymer is an inactive
monomer. Hence, we have

CA(r, s) + Ain
k−AA−−⇀↽−−
k+

AA

CA(r + 1, s), (5.2.11)

and

CA(r, s) + Bin
k−AB−−⇀↽−−
k+

AB

CB(r, s + 1), (5.2.12)

for the addition to A-ended polymers, and

CB(r, s) + Ain
k−BA−−⇀↽−−
k+

BA

CA(r + 1, s) (5.2.13)

and

CB(r, s) + Bin
k−BB−⇀↽−
k+

BB

CB(r, s + 1), (5.2.14)

for the B-ended polymers. The rate constants indicated have the same meaning as
for the isodesmic copolymerisation.

From these representations we can deduce the appropriate reaction rate equa-
tions. The reaction rate equations for the activated copolymerisation are similar
to as that of isodesmic copolymerisation, except that there is an extra set of equa-
tions describing the inactive monomers. The full set of reaction rate equations
for activated copolymerisation, including the ones resulting from introducing the
cutoff in a similar fashion as we did for the isodesmic assembly model, are given
in Appendix 5.C.
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We solve the rate equations for our isodesmic and activated assembly models
numerically, using the implicit solver of the software package Matlab2013b. We set
our maximum number of A monomers NA and B monomers NB to be ten times
the average degree of polymerisation of their respective homopolymers prior to
mixing. 1 This we calculate from the thermodynamic theory of self-assembly for
the homopolymers. [1] The factor of ten assures that the polymers we are not
taking into account due to the size cut-off do not affect the equilibrium and the
kinetics of copolymerisation significantly. The reason is the equilibrium length
distribution is exponential. [3, 1]

Figure 35: The polymerised mass fraction and the mean degree of polymerisation as a
function of dimensionless time for isodesmic symmetric copolymerisation. The
values of the model parameters are same as used in Fig. 34. Within numerical
error both of them are invariants of time.

5.3 mixing kinetics of copolymer self-assembly

We focus entirely on the mixing kinetics of self-assembled polymers, consist-
ing of monomers types A and B, initiated from two equilibrated supramolecu-
lar homopolymer solutions. For simplicity, we presume equal concentrations of
monomers A and B. These solutions we mix at time t = 0 and let the system evolve
towards equilibrium copolymers. Although the total volume is conserved, i.e.,
two homopolymer solutions of equal volume V, after mixing have combined to a
volume of 2V, the volume available for each monomer increases upon mixing. This
increase in volume halves the concentration of monomers of types A and B, but
the total concentration of monomers remains constant. Keeping this mind, at t = 0
we halve the concentration of all monomer and polymer species that we calculate
from equilibrium theory, to account for the doubling of the volume. [1, 3]

1 We explicitly exclude the case KAA = 0 and/or KBB = 0, where one or both the solutions are purely
monomeric.
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Figure 36: Representative time evolution of copolymer composition distribution for
isodesmic symmetric copolymerisation. The results are for a concentration
of 1 µM and for the polymer size of 35 monomer, where the average polymer
length is N̄ = 3.7. All of the other parameters are same as in Fig. 34. The
composition distribution evolves from bimodal to unimodal, and at long times
reduces to the binomial distribution.

One essential improvement in our work over the previous literature on reversible
copolymerisation within the terminal model is our prescription for the thermody-
namically consistent disassembly. [116, 199, 126, 195] To illustrate that we indeed
obtain the correct first two moments of the length distributions for isodesmic
and activated assembly in the long-time limit, we show in Fig. 34, as a function
of the overall concentration of the monomers, the mass fraction of polymerised
material and the mean degree of polymerisation for the mixture. Indicated in the
figure are the results of our numerical solutions and the prediction from the law
of mass action. [118–120, 200] To solve our kinetic equations we set all the forward
rates equal and all the backward are equal but different from the forward ones.
The ratio of the forward and the backward rates we identify as the equilibrium
constant. We refer to the work of, e.g., Peller [118] for the equilibrium theory for
isodesmic assembly, which is straightforwardly extended for the case of activated
polymerisation. Without giving details of the derivation, we summarise the results
in the Appendix 5.D the extended theory. We find quantitative agreement between
our steady-state dynamics and equilibrium theory, indicating that our kinetic
theory leads to the correct length distribution.

Fig. 34 highlights the main difference between isodesmic and activated copoly-
merisation for the case of ideal mixing. As in fact is well-known, the amount of
material in polymers in activated polymerisation is smaller than that if it is not
activated, i.e., if the assembly is isodesmic. The mean degree of polymerisation,
however, is larger in the former case under equal conditions. Because of this, we
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Figure 37: The position of the peak of the bimodal distribution, i.e., the number of A
monomers, as a function of time. The representative data is for activated copoly-
merisation at concentration of CA

tot + CB
tot = 2 µM, the average polymer size of

N̄ = 10.3 and for polymer sizes in the range of 10 and 90 with an interval of 5,
the remainder of the parameters are same as in Fig. 34. Notice that the advection
of peaks towards the mean value of composition has an inflection point, clearly
visible for longer polymers, with a weak dependence on the polymer size.

expect the dynamics of mixing to be different for the two kinds of self-assembly
models. Indeed, there is not only a difference in the concentration of the monomer
pool between two types of assembly under equal conditions. In addition, the
polymers polymerised from the monomer pool need to be nucleated in activated
polymerisation. As we shall see below the kinetics of mixing will be qualitatively
similar, despite these obvious differences between these two kinds of self-assembly.

The way we set up our mixing experiment, where we mix two equal volumes of
equal concentrations of self-assembled homopolymers of types A and B, allows
us to focus entirely on mixing and circumvent any adjustment of the length
distribution. This is strictly true only, if all the equilibrium constants are equal.
Indeed, even though we have halved the concentration of As and Bs, the total
monomer concentration remains fixed and the mixing entropy does not affect the
equilibrium length distribution. See Appendix 5.D. Not only the equilibrium length
distributions are not affected by the mixing, our results show that the average
length and polymerised fraction are also time invariant. This strongly suggests
that we are focusing entirely on supramolecular mixing. Of course, going away
from the equal constant approximation, which from now on we shall refer to as
symmetric copolymerisation, this is no longer the case and mixing will influence
the length distribution.

Let us now focus on the kinetics of the compositional mixing of copolymers and
define the “copolymer composition distribution” that contains the information
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on the composition of a supramolecular copolymer of length N. [195] The molar
concentration of copolymers of size N of which r is the number of A monomers
and N − r is the number of B monomers, ρ( fA, N), can be calculated from the
concentrations CA(r, s) and CB(r, s), defined in the previous section, according to

ρ( fA, N) = ∑
r+s=N

(CA(r, s) + CB(r, s))δr/N, fA
(5.3.1)

where fA(N) = r/N is the fraction of A monomers in that polymer of length N.
Here, δ(r/N − fA) denotes the Kronecker delta function that acquires a value of
unity if r/N = fA and zero otherwise. Stockmayer in 1945 [195] and subsequent
work by many others showed that the equilibrium copolymer composition dis-
tribution is a bivariate distribution. [120, 198, 201, 202] The bivariate distribution
is peaked at fA = 0.5 and fB = 0.5 for symmetric copolymerisation and becomes
binomial. We indeed obtain a binomial distribution for large times from our nu-
merical solutions, starting off from two delta peaks at time t = 0. In Fig. 36, we
show a representative time evolution of the copolymer composition distribution
one particular degree of polymerisation if the self-assembly is isodesmic and
symmetric.

At time t = 0, we start with a pure, pre-equilibrated homopolymer length
distribution, implying that the copolymer composition distribution has the value
zero everywhere except at fA = 1 and fA = 0, and is delta-distributed at these
values. From Fig. 36, we find that the delta peaks broaden and move inward
towards the mean of the copolymer composition distribution. So, the distribution
evolves with time from a bimodal to a unimodal distribution. This transition
prevents us from using a single quantity to describe the full time evolution of the
copolymer composition distribution. Hence, we divide the time domain into an
early and a late time, i.e., describing the bimodal and the unimodal distribution
relaxation separately.

We quantify the bimodal or early time mixing kinetics by tracking the bimodal
peaks as a function of time towards the equilibrium value fA = 0.5. In Fig. 37,
we show that the drift velocity of the peaks towards the mean of the copolymer
composition distribution for activated mixing is not strictly constant. This is more
apparent for the longer chains. Near the mean of the copolymer composition
distribution, the advection velocity decreases non-linearly and saturates indicating
the merging of two peaks resulting into an unimodal distribution. Results for
isodesmic mixing are very similar.

The results presented in Fig. 37 show that the drift velocity of the peaks, whilst
not exactly constant, it seems almost constant, that is, almost independent of the
length of the chains. If we, for now, define the drift time, tdrift, as the time it takes
for the peaks to meet, then we find that this time, because of the almost constant
speed, scales (almost) linearly with the polymer size. See Fig. 38. The drift times
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Figure 38: The drift time tdrift, i.e., the time taken to merge two initial peaks, is shown, for
(a) isodesmic and (b) activated symmetric copolymerisation. Results are shown
for various concentrations in the range from (a) 1 to 3 µM and (b) 1 to 2 µM.
The other simulation parameters are same as used in Fig. 34.

for isodesmic and activated polymerised systems, for equal length and same set of
parameters, are very different.

Superimposed on the moving peaks is a broadening of them. Superficially the
time evolution of the composition distribution resembles the superposition of drift
and diffusion of particles under the influence of some external force that is almost
constant, until the particles reach their equilibrium distribution. At this point a
precise interpretation of why the external force should be almost constant remains
unclear.

Once the two peaks merge, the distribution has not equilibrated. This hap-
pens after merging, and, again superficially, this looks like diffusive relaxation in
an external potential. Naively, we expect the external potential to be harmonic,
at least for the symmetric polymerisation in the view of binomial equilibrium
composition distribution. Of course, this simplistic view does not explain the
almost constant drift speed, which suggests that the underlying potential should
be time-dependent.

To quantify the post-drift relaxation, we calculate the standard deviation, σc,
of the composition distribution. We present this quantity in Fig. 38, and find
that it decreases monotonically with progressing time, eventually relaxing to the
equilibrium value. It turns out that the standard deviation decreases exponentially
as a function of time with a characteristic time scale that we call the “mixing time
scale”, τmix.

We obtain the mixing time scale by fitting the standard deviation as a function
of time with an exponential function, i.e., σc(t) = exp(−t/τmix) + σc(∞). For the
symmetric case, σc(∞) = 1/2

√
N, where N the size of the polymer. We calculate

the τmix for each polymer of length N and also for a range of concentrations. In
Fig. 38 we show that the compositional mixing becomes slower as the size of the
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Figure 39: The standard deviation σc of the unimodal copolymer composition distribution
as a function of time t is shown. The representative data is for isodesmic
copolymerisation at the concentration of 1 µM for the even polymer sizes
between 10 and 34. The remainder of the parameters are same as in Fig. 34. The
red dots are simulation data and the continuous blue curves are an exponential
fit to the data.

Figure 40: The mixing time scale τmix obtained by fitting an exponential function to the
data on the time-dependent standard deviation as a function of polymer size,
for (a) isodesmic and (b) activated symmetric copolymerisation. Results are
shown for various concentrations in the range from (a) 1 to 3 µM and (b) 1 to 2

µM. The other simulation parameters are same as used in Fig. 34.

polymer increases. The mixing time scale τmix varies sub-linearly with the polymer
size. That the mixing time depends on the polymer length is expected, because a
larger number of disassembly and assembly steps is needed in order to reach the
equilibrium composition the longer a polymer is. This is true for isodesmic and
activated assembly alike.
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Figure 41: The mixing time scale τmix obtained by fitting an exponential function to the data
on the time-dependent standard deviation as a function of the total monomer
concentration, for (a) isodesmic and (b) activated symmetric copolymerisation.
The results shown are for polymer sizes in the range from 16 and 20. The other
simulation parameters are same as used in Fig. 34.

Fig. 38 also shows that for a given polymer length N the mixing time increases
also with increasing concentration. For isodesmic copolymerisation the concentra-
tion effect is similar to that for activated copolymerisation. To highlight the effect
of concentration on the mixing time, in Fig. 39 we plot this quantity as a function
of the concentration for various polymer lengths. This too is as expected, because
for increasing total monomer concentration, the number of polymers increases
while the free monomeric pool shrinks. This delays the mixing kinetics.

Again, we see that isodesmic and activated polymerisation behave similarly.
In the first instance this is surprising, because as is known from the literature
of the kinetics of supramolecular polymers that the polymerisation kinetics is
fundamentally different for these two models of polymerisation. [51, 53, 54] The
reason is that one of the two has a lag time connected with the activation step of
the polymerisation and the other not. However, our experiment starts off from the
pre-equilibrated polymers requiring no activation to shrink or grow. Hence, there
should not be a large difference between isodesmic and activation supramolecular
mixing kinetics.

It is tempting to attempt and fit power laws to the data of Fig. 38 and 39. However,
for this to be meaningful numerical data for a longer range of concentration and
polymer lengths is needed. For computational reasons, we have not been able to
do this and we leave it for future work.

We now proceed to discuss asymmetric supramolecular polymerisation, where
we vary KAB relative to KAA = KBB. We recall that for symmetric polymerisation
KAB = KAA the polymers are perfectly random and the size distribution of remains
unaffected by the mixing. However, if KAB � KAA then the polymers favor an
alternating sequence of As and Bs, and grow after mixing. In the opposite limit,
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KAB � KAA, the polymers tend to be not only homopolymers but also shorten
post mixing, because of the doubling of the volume. The trends of Fig. 38 and Fig.
39 for isodesmic and activated symmetric copolymerisation are not affected by the
binding asymmetry.

What is affected, however, are the actual mixing times that do depend on the
comonomer affinity KAB. In Fig. 40, we show the mixing time τmix as a function
of the ratio of KAB and KAA, for different polymer lengths. Here, too, there
is no qualitative difference between isodesmic and activated copolymerisation.
Remarkably, the mixing time is a non-monotonic function of the comonomer
affinity and from Fig. 40 we find that the mixing kinetics is fastest for the symmetric
case, i.e., KAB/KAA = 1. The mixing time becomes larger for both smaller and
larger values of this ratio.

This can be understood by realizing that the comonomer affinity KAB is the
driving force for the mixing. If KAB is smaller than KAA = KBB the driving force for
mixing is weaker leading to slower mixing dynamics. On the other hand, if KAB
is larger than KAA = KBB the driving force for coassembly is very strong, but the
mixing is hampered by presence of the monomeric sequence to become alternating.
This requires a larger number of bonds to be assembled and disassembled in order
to achieve the equilibrium configuration. [200]

homo alternatingrandom 

(a)

Figure 42: The mixing time scale τmix obtained by fitting an exponential function onto the
data on the time dependence standard deviation as a function of the ratio of
comonomer affinity to that of the affinity between monomers of same type, for
(a) isodesmic and (b) activated copolymerisation. The data is shown for polymer
sizes in the range 16 to 20. The simulation parameters are same as used in Fig.
34.

Finally, we remark that although there are no qualitative differences between
the mixing kinetics of isodesmic and activated supramolecular polymers, there
are quantitative differences. See, e.g., Fig. 40, where we compare the mixing times
as a function of concentration for the same lengths of polymer. Mixing times
for the isodesmic polymers are shorter than those of the activated polymers.
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This is somewhat surprising, because the monomer pool for isodesmic assembly
under comparable conditions is smaller than that of activated assembly. By the
same token, the number of polymer chains is larger for isodesmic assembly in
comparison the activated one. This actually suggests that the isodesmic mixing
should be slower, not faster. We have no explanation for this.

5.4 discussion

Our investigation of the mixing kinetics of supramolecular copolymers shows
that the mean degree of polymerisation and the polymerisation mass fraction
are invariants of time, at least if the copolymerisation is symmetric. This means
equal bonding free energies between all pairs of species, and equal forward and
backward reaction rates. This seems to imply that under these conditions the
kinetics that we probe are indeed related to the mixing process alone and nothing
else. If so, a natural question that then arises would be that of how precisely the
relaxation of conformation occurs, which in our study involves the single kinetic
pathway of end evaporation and addition.

Our mean-field model does not allow us to directly answer this question, but
we surmise that although the mean degree of polymerisation is time invariant,
long polymers may well disintegrate while short polymers grow without affecting
the average polymer length. This means that the length distribution itself may not
be an invariant of time, implying that the mixing kinetics is always connected to
the assembly kinetics and cannot be disentangled from it. Indeed, because there
are many more short polymers than long ones, it may well be that randomisation
initially involves intermediately sized chains that are block copolymers consisting
of a large homopolymeric and an already copolymerised block.

If so, we may hypothesise how chirality amplification occurs, the initial moti-
vation for our work. The adding of monomers of either enantiomeric flavor to an
initially pure homopolymer of fixed helical handedness may initially not affect this
handedness. This means that enantiomers preferring the other handedness will be
“mismatched”. This is to avoid “helix reversals”, i.e., sudden changes of helicity
along the backbone of a copolymer. Indeed, from the work of van der Schoot and
collaborators we know that mismatches do not cost nearly as much in terms of free
energy than helix reversals do. [190, 87, 189] Only if the copolymers are longer than
the so-called helical correlation length, and the composition approaches the final
one that helix reversals might be nucleated.

This suggests a separation in time scales between mixing and helix inversions,
and may give us a handle to theoretically describe the combination of mixing and
chirality amplification. Before we are able to do this, a more detailed analysis of
not just the first two moments of the length distribution is required but one of the
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entire length distribution. This in principle can be done from a comprehensive
numerical study of our rate equations. We leave for future work.

5.5 conclusion

In this chapter we focused on the kinetic theory of self-assembly of two types of
monomer, initiated by the mixing of pre-equilibrated supramolecular homopoly-
mers. We write down the reaction rate equations for end evaporation and addition
kinetics within the so-called terminal model, where only information about the
average composition is recorded as well as the type of monomer at one end. We
make the system of equations thermodynamically consistent, by presuming locally
equilibrated bond probabilities for the terminal bonds.

By obtaining numerical solutions to our equations we find that the composition
distribution along the polymer chains starts as a bimodal distribution and evolves
towards an unimodal distribution. The unimodal distribution relaxes towards a
binomial distribution, to be expected for the case of symmetric copolymerisation
where we have equal bond free energies for all bond types.

The first step of supramolecular mixing involves a drift of the peaks in the com-
positional distribution towards the equilibrium value of the mean. This produces
a first of two time scales that we call the drift time. The drift time depends ap-
proximately linearly on the polymer size. We quantify the kinetics of the late-time
unimodal compositional distribution by calculating its standard deviation as a
function of time. This produces the second time scale that we call the mixing time.
We show that the mixing time increases with increasing concentration as well as
with increasing polymer size for the case of symmetric copolymerisation.

We also investigate asymmetric copolymerisation by varying the comonomer
affinity, while keeping all the other parameters constant. We find that the mixing
kinetics is fastest for the symmetric copolymerisation. The mixing time scale
increases for both decreasing as well as increasing comonomer affinity relative to
the symmetric copolymerisation case. We explain this by relying on a combination
of thermodynamic driving force and considering the most probable sequence
distribution in the final state.

Finally, we find supramolecular mixing to depend only weakly on whether the
assembly is isodesmic or activated.
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Appendix

5.a bond probabilities

In this appendix we perform a consistency check for our conditional probabili-
ties for the end bond type of a copolymer with composition (r, s). We consider
the special cases of a homopolymer, a random copolymer and an alternating
copolymer.

Let us start with the homopolymers, i.e., for which the comonomer affinity is
zero. Eqs. 5.2.5-5.2.8, as expected inform us that the only possible bond type for a
polymer with composition (r, 0), homopolymer of A, is A-A bond with probability
of unity and for that of homopolymer B, we are certain to have a bond type
B-B. This is expected because of the absence of a monomer of other type for the
homopolymers of one type in a polymer. Hence, all the other bond probabilities
are zero.

homopolymer (KAB = KBA = 0)

bond probabilities CA(r, 0) CB(0, s)

PAA 1 0

PAB 0 0

PBA 0 0

PBB 0 1

random copolymer (KAA = KBB = KAB = KBA)

bond probabilities CA(1 + n/2, n/2) CB(n/2, 1 + n/2)

PAA 0.5 0

PAB 0 0.5

PBA 0.5 0

PBB 0 0.5

alternating copolymers (KAA = KBB = 0, KAB = KBA)

bond probabilities CA(r, s) CB(r, s)

PAA 0 0

PAB 0 1

PBA 1 0

PBB 0 0

Table 5: The probabilities of second to last monomers of being a type A or type B monomer
for different types of polymers. Depending on the equilibrium constants the poly-
mer can be in homopolymer, random copolymer or strictly alternating copolymer
state. We show that our mean field probabilities, indeed come out as expected for
these special cases.

For random copolymer, as all the bond energies for all bond types are equal,
all the sequences are of a priori equal probabilities. This suggests the probability
of finding an adjacent monomer of, say type A, should be proportional to the
ratio of A-type to the sum of all the other monomers except the end monomer. In
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accordance with this, for a polymer with an end monomer of A-type and consisting
of equal number of A and B monomers, the probability of finding an A or a B
monomer adjacent to an end monomer is one half, as can be seen from Eq. 5.2.5
and 5.2.7. Similar argument holds true for a polymer ending with a monomer of
type-B.

Finally, for a strictly alternating copolymer, i.e., where the affinities between
same type of monomers are zero, the probabilities of finding an adjacent monomer
of same type as of end type should be zero. This is confirmed from Eqs. 5.2.5
and 5.2.8. The values of all bond types for all the special cases considered in this
appendix are given in Table. 5

5.b reaction rate equations for isodesmic self-assembly

In this appendix we list all the reaction rate equations for isodesmic copolymerisa-
tion that are required to be numerically solved. As stated in the main text, we need
to cut-off our length distribution at some polymer length, resulting in a plethora
of equations for different kind of polymers.

We start writing reaction rate equations for heteropolymers as

∂CA(r, s, t)
∂t

= CA(1, 0)k+
AACA(r− 1, s, t) + CA(1, 0)k+

BACB(r− 1, s, t)

−CA(1, 0)k+
AACA(r, s, t)− CB(0, 1)k+

ABCA(r, s, t)
+k−AACA(r + 1, s, t)PAA(r + 1, s) + k−ABCB(r, s + 1, t)PAB(r, s + 1)

−k−AACA(r, s, t)PAA(r, s)− k−BACA(r, s, t)PBA(r, s), (5.B.1)
∂CB(r, s, t)

∂t
= CB(0, 1)k+

BBCB(r, s− 1, t) + CB(0, 1)k+
ABCA(r, s− 1, t)

−CB(0, 1)k+
BBCB(r, s, t)− CA(1, 0)k+

BACB(r, s, t)
+k−BBCB(r, s + 1, t)PBB(r, s + 1) + k−BACA(r + 1, s, t)PBA(r + 1, s)

−k−BBCB(r, s, t)PBB(r, s)− k−ABCB(r, s, t)PAB(r, s). (5.B.2)

for r, s ≥ 1. The homopolymers are not accounted for in Eqs. (A1) and (A2), the
equations for which are

∂CA(r, 0)
∂t

= k+
AACA(1, 0)CA(r− 1, 0)− k+

AACA(1, 0)CA(r, 0)− k+
ABCB(0, 1)CA(r, 0)

+k−AACA(r + 1, 0)− k−AACA(r, 0) + k−ABCB(r, 1), (5.B.3)
∂CB(0, s)

∂t
= k+

BBCB(0, 1)CB(0, s− 1)− k+
BBCB(0, 1)CB(0, s)− k+

BACA(1, 0)CB(0, s)

+k−BBCB(0, s + 1)− k−BBCB(0, s) + k−BACA(1, s), (5.B.4)
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for Na, Nb > r, s ≥ 2. As a consequence of constraining the size of the copolymer
distribution, we write separate reaction rate equations for heteropolymers with
either maximum number of A or B monomers as

∂CA(Na, s)
∂t

= k+
AACA(1, 0)CA(Na − 1, s) + k+

BACA(1, 0)CB(Na − 1, s)

−k+
ABCB(0, 1)CA(Na, s)− k−AACA(Na, s)PAA(Na, s)

−k−BACA(Na, s)PBA(Na, s), (5.B.5)
∂CB(r, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBCB(0, 1)CB(r, Nb − 1) + k+
ABCB(0, 1)CA(r, Nb − 1)

−k+
BACA(1, 0)CB(r, Nb)− k−BBCB(r, Nb)PBB(r, Nb)

−k−ABCB(r, Nb)PAB(r, Nb), (5.B.6)
∂CA(r, Nb)

∂t
= k+

AACA(1, 0)CA(r− 1, Nb) + k+
BACA(1, 0)CB(r− 1, Nb)

−k+
AACA(1, 0)CA(r, Nb) + k−AACA(r + 1, Nb)PAA(r + 1, Nb)

−k−BACA(r, Nb)PBA(r, Nb), (5.B.7)
∂CB(Na, s)

∂t
= k+

BBCB(0, 1)CB(Na, s− 1) + k+
ABCB(0, 1)CA(Na, s− 1)

−k+
BBCB(0, 1)CB(Na, s) + k−BBCB(Na, s + 1)PBB(Na, s + 1)

−k−ABCB(Na, s)PAB(Na, s), (5.B.8)

for Na, Nb > r, s ≥ 1 and those of heteropolymers of maximum size Na + Nb as

∂CA(Na, Nb)
∂t

= k+
AACA(1, 0)CA(Na − 1, Nb) + k+

ABCA(1, 0)CB(Na − 1, Nb) (5.B.9)

−k−AACA(Na, Nb)PAA(Na, Nb)− k−BACA(Na, Nb)PBA(Na, Nb)
∂CB(Na, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBCB(0, 1)CB(Na, Nb − 1) + k+
BACB(0, 1)CA(Na, Nb − 1)(5.B.10)

−k−BBCB(Na, Nb)PBB(Na, Nb)− k−ABCB(Na, Nb)PAB(Na, Nb)

whilst those of homopolymers of maximum size read

∂CA(Na, 0)
∂t

= k+
AACA(1, 0)CA(Na − 1, 0)− k+

ABCB(0, 1)CA(Na, 0)

−k−AACA(Na, 0) + k−ABCB(Na, 1) (5.B.11)
∂CB(0, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBCB(0, 1)CB(0, Nb − 1)− k+
BACA(1, 0)CB(0, Nb)

−k−BBCB(0, Nb) + k−BACA(1, Nb) (5.B.12)
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and from mass conservation, those of monomers

∂CA(1, 0)
∂t

=
∞

∑
r=1

∞

∑
s=1

(rCA(r, s) + rCB(r, s)) (5.B.13)

∂CB(0, 1)
∂t

=
∞

∑
r=1

∞

∑
s=1

(sCA(r, s) + sCB(r, s)) (5.B.14)

This concludes the set of rate equations for isodesmic copolymerisation.

5.c reaction rate equations for activated self-assembly

The reaction rate equations for activated heteropolymers are given by

∂CA(r, s)
∂t

= Aink+
AACA(r− 1, s) + Aink+

BACB(r− 1, s)

−Aink+
AACA(r, s)− Bink+

ABCA(r, s)

+k−AACA(r + 1, s)PAA(r + 1, s) + k−ABCB(r, s + 1)PAB(r, s + 1)

−k−AACA(r, s)PAA(r, s)− k−BACA(r, s)PBA(r, s), (5.C.1)
∂CB(r, s)

∂t
= Bink+

BBCB(r, s− 1) + Bink+
ABCA(r, s− 1)

−Bink+
BBCB(r, s)− Aink+

BACB(r, s)

+k−BBCB(r, s + 1)PBB(r, s + 1) + k−BACA(r + 1, s)PBA(r + 1, s)

−k−BBCB(r, s)PBB(r, s)− k−ABCB(r, s)PAB(r, s), (5.C.2)

where r, s ≥ 1 and, Ain, Bin are inactive monomers of A and B respectively.

∂CA(r, 0)
∂t

= k+
AAAinCA(r− 1, 0)− k+

AAAinCA(r, 0)− k+
ABBinCA(r, 0)

+k−AACA(r + 1, 0)− k−AACA(r, 0) + k−ABCB(r, 1), (5.C.3)
∂CB(0, s)

∂t
= k+

BBBinCB(0, s− 1)− k+
BBBinCB(0, s)− k+

BAAinCB(0, s)

+k−BBCB(0, s + 1)− k−BBCB(0, s) + k−BACA(1, s), (5.C.4)

for Na, Nb > r, s ≥ 2.
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As a consequence of constraining the size of the copolymer distribution, we
write separate reaction rate equations for heteropolymers with either maximum
number of A or B monomers as

∂CA(Na, s)
∂t

= k+
AAAinCA(Na − 1, s) + k+

BAAinCB(Na − 1, s)− k+
ABBinCA(Na, s)

−k−AACA(Na, s)PAA(Na, s)− k−BACA(Na, s)PBA(Na, s), (5.C.5)
∂CB(r, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBBinCB(r, Nb − 1) + k+
ABBinCA(r, Nb − 1)− k+

BAAinCB(r, Nb)

−k−BBCB(r, Nb)PBB(r, Nb)− k−ABCB(r, Nb)PAB(r, Nb), (5.C.6)
∂CA(r, Nb)

∂t
= k+

AAAinCA(r− 1, Nb) + k+
BAAinCB(r− 1, Nb)− k+

AAAinCA(r, Nb)

+k−AACA(r + 1, Nb)PAA(r + 1, Nb)− k−BACA(r, Nb)PBA(r, Nb),(5.C.7)
∂CB(Na, s)

∂t
= k+

BBBinCB(Na, s− 1) + k+
ABBinCA(Na, s− 1)− k+

BBBinCB(Na, s)

+k−BBCB(Na, s + 1)PBB(Na, s + 1)− k−ABCB(Na, s)PAB(Na, s), (5.C.8)

for Na, Nb > r, s ≥ 1 and those of heteropolymers of maximum size Na + Nb read

∂CA(Na, Nb)
∂t

= k+
AAAinCA(Na − 1, Nb) + k+

ABAinCB(Na − 1, Nb) (5.C.9)

−k−AACA(Na, Nb)PAA(Na, Nb)− k−BACA(Na, Nb)PBA(Na, Nb),
∂CB(Na, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBBinCB(Na, Nb − 1) + k+
BABinCA(Na, Nb − 1) (5.C.10)

−k−BBCB(Na, Nb)PBB(Na, Nb)− k−ABCB(Na, Nb)PAB(Na, Nb),

and those of homopolymers of maximum size as

∂CA(Na, 0)
∂t

= k+
AAAinCA(Na − 1, 0)− k+

ABBinCA(Na, 0)

−k−AACA(Na, 0) + k−ABCB(Na, 1), (5.C.11)
∂CB(0, Nb)

∂t
= k+

BBBinCB(0, Nb − 1)− k+
BAAinCB(0, Nb)

−k−BBCB(0, Nb) + k−BACA(1, Nb). (5.C.12)

The rate equations for active monomers CA(1, 0) and CB(0, 1) is given as

∂CA(1, 0)
∂t

= kn+
A Ain − kn−

A CA(1, 0)− k+
AACA(1, 0)Ain − k+

ABCA(1, 0)Bin,(5.C.13)

∂CB(0, 1)
∂t

= kn+
B Bin − kn−

B CB(0, 1)− k+
BBCB(0, 1)Bin − k+

BACB(0, 1)Ain, (5.C.14)
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and for inactive monomers as

∂Ain

∂t
=

∞

∑
r=1

∞

∑
s=1

(rCA(r, s) + rCB(r, s)) , (5.C.15)

∂Ain

∂t
=

∞

∑
r=1

∞

∑
s=1

(sCA(r, s) + sCB(r, s)) . (5.C.16)

Eqs. 5.C.1-5.C.15 lists all the rate equations required to numerically simulate the
activated copolymerisation kinetics.

5.d equilibrium copolymerisation

As claimed in the main text, we turn to verify that our conditional probabilities
for the depropagation step, indeed allow us to obtain the thermodynamically
consistent length distribution. For that we notice that, the equilibrium statistics of
copolymer self-assembly does not include any propagation or depropagation step
and hence, does not suffer from the difficulties of implementing depropagation
step correctly. The equilibrium theory is based on energies of bonds and the
total concentration of monomers A and B. Keeping this in mind researchers have
used markov chain models, [120, 118, 119, 203, 198, 204] thermodynamic theory
[191] and mapping copolymerisation onto 1 dimensional ising model [200], to
calculate the length and sequence distribution of the copolymer self-assembly.
From any of these works on the statistics of copolymerisation, we can calculate
the first two principal moments of the length distribution. The first moment of
the length distribution is the mean degree of polymerisation N̄, i.e., the average
length of a polymer when monomers are also included in averaging, for the
isodesmic symmetric copolymerisation, i.e., when k+ = k+

AA = k+
AB = k+

BA = k+
BB and

k− = k−AA = k−AB = k−BA = k−BB is

N̄iso =
1
2

+
1
2

√
1 + 4(CA

tot + CB
tot)

k+

k−
, (5.D.1)

where CA
tot and CB

tot are total concentration of monomer A and B including the
monomers in the polymers. The polymerised mass fraction fiso, i.e., the ratio of
polymerised mass to the total concentration of monomers is given as

fiso = 1− N̄−2
iso . (5.D.2)

Similarly, we can also deduce the mean active degree of polymerisation N̄a
act, i.e.,

the average length of a polymer when monomers are excluded while averaging,
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for auto-catalytic symmetric copolymerisation where, kn+
A = kn+

B = k+
n and kn−

A =
kn−

B = k−n . This is obtain as the solution of the cubic equation

(CA
tot + CB

tot)
(

k+

k−

)
= 1− N̄−1

a +
k+

n

k−n
N̄a

act(N̄a
act − 1), (5.D.3)

Where, the ratio of the activation rate constants k+
n/k−n is the equilibrium constant

for the activation of a monomer. The polymerised mass fraction for the same is

fact =
(CA

tot + CB
tot)
(

k+

k−

)
−
(
1− N̄−1

a
)

(CA
tot + CB

tot)
(

k+

k−

) . (5.D.4)

As in the case of isodesmic, for activated model too we can calculate the mean
degree of polymerisation, N̄act, by excluding the monomers from averaging, which
is given as

N̄−1
act = 1− fact + factN̄−1

a (5.D.5)

These expressions for the two principal moments of the copolymer length distri-
bution are compared with long-time results of numerical simulations of the rate
equations listed in Appendix 5.A. As shown in Fig. 34, our conditional probabilities
certainly resolve the issue concerning the depropagation step in the reversible
terminal model of copolymerisation self-assembly. The Eqs. 5.D.1-5.D.5 hold true
for the homopolymers as well, hence the entropy of mixing does not affect the
length distribution of copolymers in equilibrium and the kinetics as we show in
Fig. 35. Where we present the time evolution of the mean degree of polymerisation
and the polymerised mass fraction. From Fig. 35 proves that the entropy of mixing
does not affect the kinetics of length distribution as well.
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6
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K

In this thesis, we have investigated various aspects of the kinetics of linear self-assembly
including pathway specific stochastic effects and mixing kinetics. In this chapter we present
the most salient results of our work. Where applicable, we provide suggestions for further
research.
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6.1 conclusions

The main goal of this work is to study and understand a broad variety of aspects of
the kinetics of self-assembly, in particular nucleated reversible polymerisation. For
this purpose, we developed in Chapter 2, a novel phenomenological kinetic theory,
based on a Landau-type free energy describing the polymerisation transition and
relaxational dynamics in order to obtain dynamical equations for the relevant
order parameters. In our case, the pertinent order parameters are the first two
moments of the polymer length distribution: i) the polymerised mass fraction and
ii) the mean degree of polymerisation. Our phenomenological equations not only
reproduce the wealth of kinetic behaviour observed experimentally but also predict
new ones, including the critical slowing down of the polymerised mass fraction
near the polymerisation transition under appropriate conditions, we find transient
kinetics of overshooting and undershooting. We quantify these behaviors in terms
of the initial conditions as well as the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of
our model. To obtain information on the lag phase, we use the method of matched
asymptotic expansions and obtain an analytical solution for the time evolution
of the two order parameters. Furthermore, our phenomenological model predicts
the hysteresis, i.e., polymerisation and depolymerisation occur on different time
scales.

Chapter 3 is devoted to stochastic aspects of linear self-assembly. At the system
size of a biological cell, due to the small volume, number fluctuations in the
polymerisation reactions play a dominant role in defining the timescale of the
time evolution of the reversibly polymerising species. It is in this context that
we study the stochastic effects of nucleated linear reversible polymerisation. By
performing stochastic simulations based on the Gillespie algorithm, we investigate
the lag phase that is the signature of nucleated self-assembly. These simulations
allow us to obtain the distribution of the lag time as a function of the system
volume. By calculating the mean lag time for a range of system volumes, we show
that irrespective of the combination of molecular pathways, the mean lag time is
inversely proportional to the system volume to the dominant order. However, the
scaling of the mean lag time with the system volume is not exactly linear, and the
small deviations from the linear power law depend on what molecular pathways
are active. Hence, from our exhaustive study of the most dominant pathways
proposed in the literature, we probed the universal and non-universal features
among all the pathways focused on. We also argue that the lag phase can be seen
as a first passage process, in which the lag phase arises from the circumstance that
a few monomers have to cross the nucleation barrier. This allows us to use the
theory of first-passage processes to further probe and understand the lag phase in
nucleated linear self-assembly.

The molecular pathway for self-assembly holds the key to the time scale of
the polymerisation process. In Chapter 4, using reaction rate theory, we study
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a newly proposed molecular pathway of what we term “body evaporation and
addition”. In this pathway, a monomer can insert itself at any point along the
polymer backbone, in contrast to the more commonly studied pathway of “end
evaporation and addition”. We compare the lag times for the two pathways. By
solving the dynamical equations for the polymerised mass fraction and the mean
degree of polymers, we obtain the power law dependence of the lag time on the
total monomer concentration. If we compare body evaporation and addition with end
evaporation and addition pathway, we find that the kinetics of the polymerised mass
fraction of the former is faster than that of the latter, whilst the time evolution of the
mean degree of polymerisation remains unaffected. This results in the separation of
time scales of these dynamical variables. We show that for these two pathways the
lag times scale equally with the total monomer concentration. More importantly,
from our investigation we show that the lag time scales differently with the forward
rate constants or equivalently the equilibrium constants, corresponding to two
pathways and can be used to probe the existence of body evaporation and addition
pathway in experiments.

In Chapter 5, we focus our attention on the self-assembly of two types of
monomer, i.e., binary copolymerisation. Our motivation comes from understanding
the kinetics of chirality amplification, which is the phenomenon where, for example,
a small imbalance between the concentration of the two enantiomers of chiral
supramolecules equilibrates to an almost optically pure solution. Given that we
start with a very small imbalance between the concentration of two monomers,
the system amplifies the chirality resulting in a pure left-handed or right-handed
solution in equilibrium. This is in essence a copolymerisation process combined
with an autocatalytic reaction that breaks the symmetry between left or right
handed solution. The chirality amplifies itself even when the concentration of the
two comonomers in the solution are only slightly different from each other, i.e.,
effectively are equal to each other.

By performing numerical evaluation of the reaction rate equations, we quantify
the time evolution of the copolymer composition distribution. Our theoretical
experiment is initiated with the pure homopolymers of two kinds and is then
allowed to relax to copolymers depending on the parameters used. Hence, the
initial copolymer composition distribution initially starts as bimodal. After mixing
the two peaks move towards each other from both sides of the composition
distribution, resulting in a unimodal distribution that next progresses towards a
Gaussian distribution at equilibrium. We show that the drift time of two peaks
scales almost linearly with the polymer size. For late times, when the distribution
is unimodal, we calculate the variance of the distribution as a function of time. We
show that the variance of the distribution varies exponentially with time, and that
the relevant time scale, the mixing time, increases with the polymer length and
the concentration of monomers for symmetric copolymerisation, i.e., when all of
the bond types have equal energies. For asymmetric copolymerisation, it turns out
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that the more asymmetric the copolymerisation the slower the mixing is. We also
argue that the copolymerisation process can be seen as diffusion in a potential
energy landscape. This implies that novel theoretical models based on potential
energy surfaces could be developed in order to study copolymerisation as well as
chirality amplification.

In essence, in this thesis we shed light on the rich kinetic behaviors of nucleated
self-assembly. By investigating self-assembly using different theoretical models, we
highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each type of modeling approach.
However, it should be pointed that the theoretical approaches used in this thesis can
help to overcome limitations of other models. For example, our phenomenological
theory and reaction rate models, in their current state do not account for thermal
fluctuation, while, the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations provide us with a clue as to
what kind of fluctuations should be included in deterministic models. We finally
provide insight on the immense importance of molecular pathways for linearly
reversible self-assembling systems.

The work described in this thesis may help finding out ways to probe the
existence of one or more pathways in practical experiments. In conclusion, four
important aspects of the self-assembly of linear reversible polymerisation, ranging
from phenomenological to molecular models of linear reversible polymerisation
have been studied.

6.2 outlook

Our phenomenological theory allows us quantify the most generic kinetic phases
known in the field of nucleated self-assembly, i.e., transient overshoots and under-
shoots, lag phases and hysteresis. However, the lag time obtained from our theory
has a non-zero offset that we call an “off time” even for infinite concentration,
which may well be a modeling artifact. Indeed, one expects a zero lag time for
an infinite thermodynamic driving force. Hence, the free energy functional that
leads to the dynamical equations for the order parameters have to be corrected in
order to render the off time zero. Apart from that, our motivation to construct a
Landau theory for the linear reversible self-assembly is not to replace the reaction
rate models, but to provide a phenomenological theory that can be coupled to
other kinds of phase transitions observed in self-assembling systems. To do so
the Landau-de Gennes theory of liquid crystalline phase transition needs to be
coupled to our phenomenological model. This is not a trivial task, not least because
the Landau-de Gennes theory should be able to account for the polydispersity that
is inherent in the living polymerisation.

In Chapter 3 we exclusively focus on the stochastic lag time and its distribution
as a function of system volume. However, given that the stochastic simulations
allow us to probe the entire length distribution, there are many aspects of the
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nucleated self-assembly, in particular stochastic ones, that remain to be analysed
and quantified. For example, the lag time is defined only in the context of the total
polymerised mass, and almost no information is available about the length distri-
bution of polymers at the lag time. From our stochastic simulations, it is possible
to obtain the length distribution that will provide us with a better understanding
of the lag time and the physical meaning of it.

As argued in Chapter 3, the lag phase can be seen as the first passage process
where the nucleation barrier has to be overcome. However, to use the theory of first
passage processes, a characteristic length distribution should be known at the lag
time. It is only then that a theory of first passage processes can be formulated to
study the lag time. Hence, our stochastic simulations warrant much more analysis
of the data than we have done in Chapter 2.

Given the immensely important role of molecular pathways in the kinetics of
linear self-assembly, in Chapter 4 we theoretically study a newly proposed “body
evaporation and addition” pathway. In our work we exclusively focus on the
lag time dependence on the total monomer concentration, and employ several
approximations to obtain analytical solutions for the polymerised mass fraction. It
would be useful to study the dependence of lag time on other parameters of the
system, in particular, the rate constants. Also, we work in the limit of vanishing
nucleation rate. Real self-assembling systems are characterised by a non-zero
nucleation rates, and it is of interest to quantify the effect of the nucleation rate on
the lag time, as it varies widely among different self-assembling molecules.

In Chapter 5 we merely touch upon the subject of copolymer self-assembly, as
this is a vast field. We indeed improve upon the disassembly step and obtain a
thermodynamically consistent polymer length distribution by investigating the
mixing kinetics within the terminal model. Furthermore, we analyse the scaling of
mixing time as a function of total monomer concentration as well as the comonomer
affinity. However, the data that we generate from our numerical simulations are not
sufficient for any quantitative prediction of the mixing time as a function of system
parameters and hence a larger set of simulations is required. Apart from that,
the mixing kinetics of copolymers looks very much like diffusion in an external
force. The external potential can be inferred from the equilibrium statistics of the
copolymer composition distribution. Under the assumption that the underlying
force does not change in time, one can study the relaxation kinetics of copolymer
composition distribution. With reference to chirality amplification, a mean field
version of a helix reversal and mismatch penalty has to be embedded in our mean
field copolymerisation model before attacking the problem that motivated us in
the first place. This can be done with by adding chirality on top of the sequence of
monomers.

The topics addressed in this thesis are diverse. This, however, lead to our merely
touching upon many of the topics discussed in this thesis. A comprehensive study
of our phenomenological models, including hierarchical self-assembly where our
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linear self-assembly models are coupled to higher order structuring, e.g., phase
transition, and the interpretation of our phenomenological constants in terms of
more microscopic theories such as reaction rate models is required. Furthermore,
understanding of the form of noise that is responsible for the stochastic fluctuations
in the length distribution has to be investigated. Above all, a link between our
different theoretical approaches, under a common theme of linear polymerisation,
has to be understood.
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S U M M A RY

Supramolecular polymerization processes are ubiquitous both in biology and chemistry. Some classic examples
in biology include actin and microtubule self-assembly, responsible for the mechanics of the cell, and protein
aggregation linked to neurodegenerative diseases. Similarly, supramolecular polymerization has many applica-
tions in the chemistry of medicine and molecular electronics. Being such an important process, researchers have
tried to understand the thermodynamics and kinetics of self-assembly for decades.

On one hand, the equilibrium properties of self-assembling systems found in Nature vary little and show
universality. On the other hand, the kinetics of self-assembly is very much dependent on the molecular pathway
responsible for the growth and breakdown of the assemblies. It is for this reason that researchers in the last
couple of decades have come up with a plethora of molecular pathways, to describe the kinetics of self-assembly
of various polymerising systems. The aim of this thesis is to study the influence of the active molecular pathways
on the kinetics of self-assembly of supramolecular polymers, using variety of theoretical frameworks.

In Chapter 1, we present a survey of the literature on the kinetics of linear self-assembly. In particular,
we list all the most prominent molecular pathways. The theoretical approaches applied in this thesis range
from phenomenological Landau theory to stochastic molecular simulations. Hence, we also provide a short
introduction to each theoretical approach employed in this thesis.

In Chapter 2, we apply the framework of Landau theory to construct a thermodynamically consistent free en-
ergy for auto-catalytic supramolecular polymerising molecules. Next we study the relaxation dynamics, based
on the free energy constructed in terms of the relevant experimentally observable order parameters. We predict
and quantify the most generic features of linear self-assembly, such as the transient overshooting and under-
shooting, the hysteresis and the existence of a lag time in the polymerisation kinetics in the thermodynamic
limit.

In Chapter 3, we study the effect of stochasticity on the polymerisation kinetics in the context of protein
polymerisation inside a biological cell. Due to the mesoscopic system size of a cell, the thermal fluctuations
play a key role in the distribution of lag times. By performing kinetic Monte Carlo simulations for a variety of
molecular pathways proposed in the literature, we show that the lag time to the dominant order is inversely
proportional to the system size. We also show that this dominant scaling is the universal feature among all the
pathways studied albeit that there are non-universal corrections to it away from the thermodynamic limit.

In Chapter 4, we perform a theoretical study of a newly discovered molecular pathway for linear polymerisa-
tion, by the group of Prof. Bert Meijer at Eindhoven University of Technology. We start from the discrete master
equation by describing the new pathway alongside the main known ones and obtain the dynamical equations
for the principle moments of the length distribution of the polymers. Using the asymptotic methods we solve
these dynamical equations and obtain the dependence of the lag time on the system parameters. We show that
the newly proposed molecular pathway speeds up the polymerisation process, and provide an experimentally
testable prediction to prove the existence of newly proposed pathway.

In Chapter 5, we turn our attention from homopolymers to copolymers, and study the mixing kinetics of
self-assembled copolymers. This is particularly interesting in the context of the chirality amplification, where
generally the two enantiomers are mixed in near identical concentration. The resulting copolymeric entities can
reversibly exchange monomers with the reservoir. Using the terminal-effect copolymerisation model, we study
the kinetics of copolymer mixing. We quantify the mixing kinetics as a function of total monomer concentration
and the comonomer affinities. Furthermore, we find, contrary to our expectation, the mixing kinetics to be
fastest for the case when binding energies of all types of bonds between both types of monomers are equal to
each other. We show that in the context of the mixing kinetics, the nonlinear rate equations for copolymers, to
dominant order, behave as if they are linear. Such an insight can lead to analytical solutions to study chirality
amplifications.

The last part of the thesis concludes with a summary of the questions addressed and important open ques-

tions that we propose to address in future work.
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हाला क कायालय के बाहर ् मनैे यादा दोःत नह ं बनाये। मगर कुछ खास दोःत ने मझुे घर क क म
महससु नह ं होने द। पजुा और अजनु तमु उन खास दोःत म हो। मरे पीएचडी के अ त समय पर हमार
स ाहांत क मलुाकात और पजुा के को टे स ् ने बना कोइ दबाव महससु कये सारा काम ख म करने म
काफ़ मदत क ।

म अपने माता- पता का आभार य करना चाहता हु,ं िज होने अपनी आिथक गर बी के बावजदू हम
चार भाईय को पढाया और इस का बल बनाया। आपके व ास, समथन और आ शवाद क वजह से ह
म अपने ग त य तक पहुचं पाया। म अपने भाइय (स चन, चतेन और अलोक) का भी आभार हु,ं मझुे
यादगार बचपन देने के लयेे और मझुम व ास रखने के लये।

अतं म, म अपनी प ी अ नता का शु बया अदा करना चाहुगंा, जो मरेे अ छे-बरेु हर समय पर मरेे
साथ खडी रह और मझुे आगे बढने के लये ूो सा हत कया। मरे पीएचडी सफलतापवूक ख म होने का
ौये मझुसे यादा तु हे जाता ह,ै ुं क तमुने मरे हर नराशा को आशा म बदलने का ूय कया और
मरेा हौसला बढाया। मझुे वहान जसैी स तान देने के लये भी म तु हारा तहे दल से अभार हु।ं वहान,
तु हारे इस दु नया म आने से मरे सार ूाथ मकताओं क सचूी ह बदल गयी। घर के बाहर ् चाहे िजतनी
ह कठनाइयां ह , मगर घर म कदम रखते ह तु हारा हसता हुआ चहेरा देखकर म सब कुछ भलू जाता
हु।ं सं ेप म, अ नता और वहान, तमु दोनो मरेे जीवन का के ि हो।
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